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Editorial 

 

Sreetanwi Chakraborty 

Editor- in-Chief,  
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Assistant Professor 

Amity Institute of English Studies and Research, Amity University, Kolkata, West Bengal, India 
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t gives me great pleasure to bring out the December issue of Litinfinite, concentrating 

upon folk studies as a multidisciplinary initiative. If we scrutinize the historical 

background, we found how the term folklore as a careful combination of folk and lore 

was coined in the year 1846 by an Englishman called William Thoms. As a part of any cultural 

discourse, folk studies can be considered as an integral part of communication and in underlining 

the well-integrated pattern of any community as such. Folklorists always claim a wider 

disciplinary aspect with the help of history, linguistics, literary productions of an age, economics, 

artistic and communicative approaches to highlight the main constituents of folklore. Through 

inventions, collections, documentations and combined knowledge, the work of the folklorists 

always give birth to some or the other form of contested space: these can be traditional, modern, 

popular, mainstream and academic and of different other varieties in nature.  

 

Dr. Chandramani discusses how this folkloric structure, myths, the usage of different 

paradigmatic shifts in the form of cultural and Feminist studies can be included in re-reading 

GithaHariharan’sThe Thousand Faces of Night. The study of Indian mythology, storytelling as a 

cathartic process and the entire narrative of women’s studies interwoven with the societal and 

familial repercussion that a reliance on myths can have. Dr. Surapriya Chakraborty’s folk angle is 

slightly different, verging on the study of Femininity in Tantric Buddhism, taking a magnanimous 

work like NastikPanditerBhita and discussing the psycho-sexual, social, mythic and religious 

dimensions that the thought-provoking realms of the novel proposes to investigate. She highlights 

the several elements present in some of the American Feminist schools, and some of the Buddhist 

and the Oriental mystic conceptualization of Femininity in occupying and reinstating power, 

balance and newer forms of esoteric practices.  

I 
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Folk culture itself is densely multilayered. With the cultural developments, additions and the 

vantage point that critics create, the area of folk studies has increased manifold in the past few 

decades. Dr. Imchasenla’s paper on Re-imagining the Morung culture and translation of the Ao-

Naga folksongs is an innovative study on how these varied cultural parameters are responsible for 

sustaining the vitality of any culture, across time. The oldest and the strongest controlling 

doctrines that are part of the Morung culture and cementing community development through 

songs and other cultural narratives illumine an alternative non-Western discourse on studying 

indigeneity and nativity. Dr. ResenmenlaLongchar, on the other hand, discusses the various 

aspects of the Ao-Naga culture, with special reference to their puberty rites. The finer and subtle 

passages of transition from boyhood/girlhood to youth and the induction as part of the Ao-Naga 

culture are well-depicted by the researcher. Beliefs, rituals, tales, tattoos, marriage, cultural 

communication, all are invited on a common platform for diverse social, cultural, political and 

cross-disciplinary criticisms, to enhance the knowledge about the cumulative identity of a 

community.  

In folk literature, cultural studies, folk theatres, performance and lores, we find often dissident 

voices that contest for recognition. There are tensions created as per ethnology, geo-political 

circumventions, expressions and specific attitudes from communities across cultures. There are 

different portions of the same work, or in other cases, significant binaries existing as part of a 

single work that is published within the variations of a time. How do we study oral literature in 

terms of the immediate social context? Where do we find the nature of hybridization existing? 

How does the compass of folk culture and interdisciplinary study regulate community behavior, 

or does it endanger any social community to a large extent? As folklorists, as researchers dealing 

with multidisciplinary studies, then how do we place the fantastic elements, recurring features, 

archetypes and the study of folk culture from an inherently historical perspective? Are myths and 

folktales related somewhere? All these and many other questions do arise when we study the 

concept of folk and indigeneity from an interdisciplinary perspective.  

The paper by SoumyadeepNeogi is a fine tapestry in understanding the Kashmiri Pandit 

narratives in Rahul Pandita’s workOur Moon has Blood Clots:  Memoir of a Lost Home in Kashmir. 

Neogi has tried to unearth the poetics of indigenous representation through this memoir. Exile, 

rootlessness, homeland, indigenous identity and the functioning of hegemony, power-play and 

distinct cultural groups in forming identity and socio-political discourse. Studying indigeneity 

and through some common concerns like ‘political neglect, economic marginalization and social 

vulnerability with regards to the protection of their cultural rights’, as Neogi mentions in his 

paper, find out a distinct voice of the Pandit narratives through the text. The location of the 

Kashmiri Pandits as the significant ‘other’, the more marginalized segment of a dominant Muslim 

culture in Kashmir, thus finds a suitable voice through Neogi’s research-oriented lens.  
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There are several segments and voices of dissent and experimentation that also arise while we 

study nativity, folk and cultural performativity across a given time. Language plays a special role 

in that, and in their paper titled Animating Folktales: An Analysis of Animation movies based on 

folk tales of three different languages, the authors Maya Bhowmick and Dr. Ankuran Dutta  have 

enlarged the resources on how to study multiple layers of culture through storytelling modes, 

manners and mechanisms. Bengali, Assamese, Hindi, these three languages and popular folktales 

disseminated through these reflect the glorious integrity of semantics, culture, social equations 

and even community approach toward customs and vulnerability. Oral and visual performances, 

voicing opinions and regionalized mechanisms in re-reading folktales-this is what the paper tries 

to communicate as some of the broader aspects.  

It should be noteworthy how fairy tales and riddles have always played a vital role in attenuating 

the different dimensions of a certain culture, across borders. A specific cultural production and 

inheritance over a passage of time requires diverse investigations, social and literary researches 

and reviews and integration of dialogues across spaces. SewanouLanmadousselo interrogates 

these varied ideas that are deeply embedded into the reconstruction and structuring of myths, 

folktales, lores and community connectivity in Beninese Fairy Tales and Riddles. Orders, 

solutions, learning capability, reasoning and heterogeneity, this is what takes the best solution in 

understanding the work of Lanmadousselo. This is the constant deconstruction of myths, a 

method to understand polyphony in Indian literature, that finds an appropriate voice in Samaresh 

Mondal’s paper titled Indian Literature: The Polyphonic Nature of Deconstructing Myths. A 

comparative analysis of folk tales and mythical constituents that are well-integrated in works of 

Eliot, in Tarashankar Bandyopadhyay who writes about rustic myths and multilayered collectives 

in his novel, form the area of Mondal’s study. And finally, we have a special contribution by 

Naruhiko Mikado in understanding drama in terms of speculative materialism.  

With an urgency toward reinstating specific community and cultural development across borders 

and nations, we thus present a volume on folk studies as a multidisciplinary exercise. Navigating 

through the primitive discourses on folk literature and performance and highlighting the current, 

the more recent and contemporary ones, we have tried to present research papers that provide 

multifaceted contextual paradigms in advanced research.  

Extending my heartfelt thanks to all our respected advisors and editors, for their support and 

constant encouragement.  

I express my gratitude, warmth and thanks to our publisher Mr. Supriyo Chakraborty and 

Penprints Publication for their unflinching support in this academic endeavour.  

Wishing a great year ahead to all our readers. 
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Introduction 

  
The term „Myth‟ has a series of controversies associated with its meaning and interpretation. Many 
have labelled it as having disparaged connotations (something false, untrue and unrealistic). Myth 
is believed to be an intellectual creation of ancient man. In Indian folktales and oral narratives, 
myths have gained special significance/position. Myths are independently employed across 
cultures since time immemorial. In simple terms, they are culture specific ideas, beliefs, narratives 
etc which are created to enlighten humans of morality, ethics, responsibility, obligations etc. They 
are utilized in conjunction with symbols which have varied deep meanings attached to it:  
 

Abstract 
 
The term ‘Myth’ has a series of controversies associated with its meaning and interpretation. Myth is 
believed to be an intellectual creation of ancient man. They are culture specific ideas, beliefs, 
narratives etc. which are created to enlighten humans of morality, ethics, responsibility, obligations 
etc. The main focus of the paper would be to employ mythology from feministic perspective. Githa 
Hariharan’s The Thousand Faces of Night1 highlights the domination and subjugation of women (i.e. 
victimhood) in male-centered set-up. The writer opts for mythological stories (Mahabharata and 
Folktales) as patriarchal discourse to lend voice to the silenced females. It is interesting to note that 
even in mythological works women are illustrated as subjects/objects of sheer violence. Hariharan 
claims that woman characters like Mayamma and Devi silently accept all the discrimination, 
suppression, and protest assertively against the forces of patriarchy are representative of 
transitional women. More significantly, Hariharan urges for a progressive society where women can 
exercise their personal space. Through a careful depiction of various myths and folktales, Hariharan 
wants to project the self-realization and psychological consciousness.  
 

mailto:chandramani_hum@vssut.ac.in
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Myths are universal because they operate through symbols. In effect, myths are not 
simple narratives, but rather explanations of reality (or rather the reality that a given 
culture feels is theirs) that change over time. (Arzu 29)1  

 
Besides, George Thomson describes his viewpoint of Mythology thus, “Mythology operates in and 
through the imagination” (Thomson 65).  
 
 Myths and conventional stories consist of actions that are clearly ancient (eerie and 
idealistic). Myths are usually asserted as overstated or concocted stories from the legends. A myth 
is regarded as a story connecting symbols that can draw various implications with ethics. They are 
constructed as accounts as they uphold spiritual or divine essence. Myths propagate the worth of 
culture and codes of life. Myths are eternal narratives for establishing a progressive society. A 
colossal change of significance can be viewed between the myths depicted in literature and true 
myths, but literary myths are no less capable of emphasizing a legendary status to the work. Githa 
Hariharan endeavours to incorporate sense to her arguments about women position in the society 
by referring/utilizing the mythical elements.   
 

Women in Hariharan‟s novels are beautifully infused with dexterity to highlight the critical 
issues concerning them. They are multi-faceted, hardworking, selfless, sacrificing and caring. In 
today‟s technological world, the positions of women are getting better in almost every field of 
work. We can see that women are becoming economically sound. Their fight for their basic rights 
is the result of the self-realization and psychological consciousness. Contemporary woman writers 
such as Anita Desai, Arundhati Roy, Shashi Deshpande, Jhumpa Lahiri, Nayantara Sahgal, 
Kamala Das, Mahasweta Devi, Githa Hariharan, Amrita Pritam, Baby Halder and several others 
have been role models for every woman who is fighting for self-identity in their respective 
domain. One of the best things is that woman writers (who were also victims of injustice and 
discrimination) are writing for women. Even in mythological works, women are illustrated as 
subjects/objects of violence. Women‟ position (status) in myths and legends were also not 
secured. Their patience and fighting spirit were also tasted by their critical situations. Suffering 
and violence experienced by the mythical women figures served several divine purposes. The 
Almighty sought to situate some examples for the entire humanity with the sufferings of 
mythological women characters who chaste, righteous possessing godly traits. Some of the 

                                                             
1 Canivell María Odette Arzú and Richard Barber in their book Literary Narratives and the Cultural Imagination: 
King Arthur and Don Quixote as National Heroes studies traditional Arthurian legend (Arthur and Quixote as 
national heroes). It briefly underlines the hyped heroes that are rare in these ultra-modern days. It challenges 
orthodox and fashionable views. The writers thoroughly discussed the implication of myth.  
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mythological women figures, for instance, Draupadi, Gandhari, Sita, Mandodari2 and several 
others suffered immensely at the hands of the patriarchal system.  

 
 The Indian woman writers lent voice and action to the mute woman suffers who were 
indecisive of their role in the family and society. These woman writers depicted every silent 
emotion and reaction of the woman to elevate consciousness of the self. Like other well-known 
Indian woman writers of English, Githa Hariharan has a sound knowledge of people and the 
world she lives in. In one of her recent published interviews, she declares that “The business of the 
writer . . . is to break down all man-made walls, probe and expose all forms of oppression and 
celebrate all forms of resistance” (Mitra)3. She wishes to channelize her efforts towards woman 
upliftment. In this context, she considers the self-awareness and emancipation from the rigid 
social construction as utmost priority. She feels that women before liberation are fragile, 
indecisive, unsure and most importantly ignorant of their rights. They continue to sacrifice, 
endure and live their life with the same intensity in the family/society. They prefer taking risky 
decisions to overcome their daily obstacles but it hardly changes their hostile life and they feel 
more trapped with it. This paper portrays the mythical elements from ancient myths introduced 
by Gita Hariharan to justify and upgrade her women‟s position in the progressive society.   
 
 Githa Hariharan felt that her novel would be purposeful with symbolic meanings if she 
makes use of myths to highlight her viewpoint to narrate a feministic story. For this noble motive, 
she chooses mythological stories to give life to her women characters. More than societal 
customs/traditions laid for women, she believes that women should be given ample privilege and 
space to express themselves. Though at the inception of writing the novel, she felt weird and 
puzzled she backs and places her women characters. Similarly, the same puzzled mindset of 
Hariharan is recorded in her essay entitled “The Unknown Corner – A Writer‟s Bank of Myths”:  
 

When I was writing my first novel The Thousand Faces of Night, I was genuinely puzzled 
by the apparent thinness of my main characters‟ lives. Then I realised that if I was to do 
their individual voices justice, I would have to fill in the background with a thousand 
voices of all the real and mythical heroines whose life stories tell these three women 
how to live, in both normative and subversive ways . . . I have been influenced by the 
timeless and sophisticated Indian story-telling traditions – these include classical texts 

                                                             
2 In Rabb‟s Staging Resistance Critical Study of Plays by Women in English Translation (a published Ph.D. Dissertation), 
Draupadi, Gandhari, Sita, Mandodari have been represented as mythical figures performing wifely obligations. They 
are portrayed mythological heroines who adhere to traditional values and norms with raising their voices. In Hindu 
mythology, these women‟ voices were silenced so as to establish social and traditional norms. *Refer page no. 95.  
3
 Ipshita Mitra in her online article „Voices of Dalit Women More Marginal Than Men – That‟s Why Their Resistance 

Hits Hard,‟ points out the real status of contemporary writers like Githa Hariharan. The article focuses on the 
enlightening opinions and excerpts of Hariharan shared with The Wire.    
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such as Kathasaritsagara and the buddhit Jataka tales; and the written and oral versions 
of the Panchtantra and the epic Mahabharata. (qtd in “The Unknown Corner – A Writer‟s 
Bank of Myths,” 1+) 
 

 The Thousand Faces of Night is mainly based on three key women characters – Devi, the 
central character; Sita, her mother and Mayamma, the caretaker cum cook. These women 
characters of Hariharan narrate traumatic stories conditioned by the society‟s patriarchal pattern. 
They also portray the societal prospects and the unthinkable customs laid by the institution of 
patriarchy. Hariharan in the novel is quite selective and prefers to use the narrative technique i.e. 
„Story within a story‟. She demonstrates her stories using mythological references (myths) from 
the great epics of India like The Ramayana and The Mahabharata. By considering the popular myths 
(The Ramayana and The Mahabharata), she wants to infuse a sense of responsibility and adherence 
in her female characters. As the mythical women figures emerge victorious after exercising their 
intellectuality and hardship, she states that her women can also achieve the same feat with the 
timely actions. She employs myths in her novel to symbolise the endless struggle of womanhood.  
 
 It is interesting to observe that her female characters such as Devi, Sita, Shahrzad, 
Dunyazad, Meena, Mala, and Sara experience severe disgust and revolt. They instigated a war 
against this gross discrimination and brutality as they realize that it is a common situation. 
Hariharan‟s woman characters seek to free themselves from this human bondage and escape to 
somewhere faraway. They with all their inner strength rebel against this sadistic approach of 
confinement. Her women are intellectual, honest and laborious.  
 
 The Thousand Faces of Night is a universal story representing married women who are not 
given their personal space to rejuvenate themselves. The writer makes use of myths to express her 
estimation of the turmoil and hardship of the portrayed three woman characters, who seeks to 
establish their self-assertion. Githa Hariharan highlights the stories from the Indian mythology The 
Ramayana and The Mahabharata to analyze them from feministic perspective. The novel showcases 
how women‟s different roles as a daughter, wife and daughter-in-law are minimized. Devi, Sita 
and Mayamma perform justifiable roles of the Indian women. Hariharan‟s story depicts the 
women who have a thousand faces in their short journey to establish their real socio-identity.  
 

Mayamma faces much subjugation and misery from the institution of patriarchy compared 
to all the women characters described in The Thousand Faces of Night. When she could not 
withstand the gross injustice inflicted upon her by her husband, mother-in-law and son she 
compromises her ideologies with to the institution of patriarchy. Like her alcoholic husband, her 
son also beats her regularly for trifle matters. Her suffering and hardships stretches for many 
years and after the death of her only son (a wastrel having fever), she releases all her suppressed 
pains and mental ennui by weeping to her heart‟s content:  
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The day her son dies, Mayamma wept as she had not done for years. She wept for her 
youth, her husband, the culmination of a life‟s handiwork: now all these had been 
snatched from her . . . she found the horoscopes with all the signs of luck on it, whole 
and intact. She burnt it along with body of her son, and left the village by the first bus, 
next morning. (Hariharan 82)  
  

 Mayamma works as an elderly caretaker and cook of Devi‟s in-law‟s house. At a very 
tender age of twelve she marries a drunkard and gambler.  Her husband does not care for her but 
only seeks regular sexual gratification from her. She could not enjoy her conjugal life. Mayamma 
resists herself from worldly desires and moulds herself as a dutiful wife, ideal daughter-in-law 
and responsible mother. Her mother-in-law could not read Mayamma‟s true feelings (inner mind) 
and pleases herself with the astrologer‟s prediction/assurance that Mayamma would bear her 
many strong grandsons. Her mother-in-law was watchful in anticipation of Mayamma getting 
pregnant soon, „She watches Mayamma‟s slim waist intently for the first year and second year, she 
breaks into complaints‟ (Hariharan 80). Her mother-in-law never ceases to mentally torture her. 
She taunts Mayamma for her lack of interest in family activities/affairs. She compels Mayamma to 
acknowledge that women should endure pain and suffering: 
 

I can see that you are still a child, she said. When I lost my first baby, conceived after 
ten years of longing and fear, I screamed, for the only time in my life, why? The oily, 
pockmarked village doctor, his hand still dripping with my blood, looked shitty. A 
woman must learn to bear pain, he mumbled. What can I do about the sins of your 
previous birth? But my mother-in-law was far more sure of herself. She slapped my 
checks hard, first this then the other. Her fists pummelled my breasts and still swollen 
stomach till they had to pull her off my cowering, bleeding body. She shouted, in a rage 
mixed with fear, do you need any more proof that this is not a woman? The barren 
witch has killed my grandson, and she lies there asking us why! Mayamma smiled 
toothless at me, as if the memory had lost someone of its bite”. (Hariharan, Prelude) 

 
Mayamma‟s mother-in-law even compels her to observe fast every alternate day and to 

truthfully pray to alter the „dashas‟ in her birth chart. Mayamma performed her difficult prayer 
and left nothing to complain. She regularly wakes early in the morning and completes all her 
spiritual activity with full devotion to satisfy the goddess. After much hardship and prayers she 
conceives a son:  

 
Then the blood came soon and soon. No expense was spared, my husband wanted the 
new village doctor, not the midwife. He shoved his greasy hand into my swelling, 
palpitating womb. I could feel the pull, the excruciating pain of the thrust, his hand, my 
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blood, my dying son. She is strong, she will bear many more children, he said. But after 
Raja was born two years later, I still groaned with pain. (Hariharan 122) 
 

Mayamma is a sympathetic and sensitive who lets Devi to decide her own life in 
accordance to her personal decisions. When Devi decides to walk away from her husband 
Mahesh‟s life, she acknowledges it as a good step by her. Mayamma gave her blessing and was 
positive for her escape, “Go for my sake, for Parvatiamma who waited till only Kashi could be her 
escape” (Hariharan 118). Devi through her escape from her torturous husband‟s life seeks her 
identity that would give her a reputation in the society: “To stay and fight, to make sense of it all, 
she would have to start from the very beginning” (Hariharan 139).   

 
 Hariharan‟s feministic analysis of the stories entwined with mythic elements can be 
projected as way of emphasizing women‟s individuality. The grandmother‟s generation (a 
generation symbolized by silence) is shown as a generation of Indian women who were supposed 
to be silent and dutiful. The grandmother vents out her suffocation by way of narrating the stories 
from a woman‟s point of view. She chooses stories to her preference where she can highlight 
feministic elements. In a roundabout way, she contradicts Baba‟s stories that are centered on the 
ideal conduct of women determined by patriarchy. Hence, Hariharan with ease showers her novel 
with mythical elements to justify and upgrade women‟s position in the progressive society.   
   
 Women in The Thousand Faces of Night feel suffocated by adhering to patriarchal norms and 
maxims. They deeply regret their decision of being compromising in every step. They even 
overlooked their inner soul for making their new family happy. These conscious/rebellious 
attitudes of the women are illustrated by V. Bhavani rightly:  
 

All of them each in her own way have been both a victim and a survivor – their lives 
scarred by suffering, sacrifice, injustice and disappointment meted out by the 
patriarchal society. Yet in the end they emerged undefeated and strong by using their 
own survival strategies. (Bhavani 32)    
 

 Indian novels are primarily governed by patriarchal rules and regulations, but Hariharan 
introduces two versions of stories (feministic and patriarchal version) in the novel. The first 
version, i.e. the feministic version, is highlighted by Devi‟s grandmother‟s stories, and the second 
version, i.e. the patriarchal version, is depicted by Baba, Devi‟s father-in-law. Both grandmother 
and Baba are remarkable story-tellers. These two characters projects the common issues related to 
women through their own viewpoints and experiences. Grandmother acknowledges aggression 
and rebellious women, whereas, Baba believes in women sober and dutiful image:   
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His stories are never flabby with ambiguity, or even fantasy; a little magic perhaps, but 
nothing beyond the strictly functional. They always have for their center-point an 
exacting touchstone for a woman, a wife. (Hariharan 51)   
 

 In The Thousand Faces of Night, Hariharan draws a thin line between the grandmother‟s 
stories and Baba‟s stories which are quite debatable for their implication.  Baba‟s narrates stories 
that involve uncorrupted, righteous, self-sacrificing and submissive women characters. He shares 
Muthuswamy Dikshitar‟s story that shows a submissive woman (forsaking her own urges/desires 
for her husband‟s happiness). Hariharan‟s stories are stories crafted bigger than life canvas that 
speaks of women‟s dream and longing. The story of Jayadeva‟s wife Padmavati also depicts 
selfless women. Hariharan‟s stories are of women who are always prepared to make a 
difference/contribution in their husband‟s family.  
 
 The mythical tales are constructive in shaping the psyche of women. These mythical stories 
are remarkable for educating people about ethics and ideologies of life. It is seen in the novel that 
the grandmother tells stories for Devi‟s every question. But, the grandmother averts from 
revealing any personal experience or story from her own experience. Devi could clearly recollect 
the mythical stories told to her in childhood. The grandmother is knowledgeable who tells the 
story of Gandhari with a definite purpose. As she articulates: “Listen, listen and you will learn 
what it is to be a real woman” (Hariharan 28). The grandmother‟s stories have brought about a 
sense of protest/indifference in Devi: “Her stories were a prelude to my womanhood, an initiation 
into its subterranean possibilities” (Hariharan 81). Right from her very childhood, Devi bundles 
rage and rebellious mindset: “I lived a secret life of my own: I became a woman warrior, a heroine. 
I was Devi. I rode a tiger, and cut off evil, magical demons‟ heads” (Hariharan 41).  
 
 After a thorough understanding of Grandmother‟s mythological stories, Devi‟s faith in 
Gods increases. She was innocent enough to believe that the fate of individuals can change easily 
if they are devoted to Gods. Hariharan symbolically depicts that the word „Gods‟ can have two 
different meaning, i.e. one related to real heavenly Gods, and the other suggests the physical Gods 
(on earth) represented by male elders in the family. Devi elucidates her irritated mental picture of 
youth: “I listened to my grandmother‟s interpretation of Gandhari‟s choice, but the lesson I learn 
was different. The lesson brought me five steps closer to adulthood. I saw, for the first time, that 
my parents too were afflicted by a kind of blindness. In their blinkered world, they would always 
be one, one leading the other, one hand always in the grasp of another” (Hariharan 29). Similarly, 
the Indian society is influenced strongly by mythological values and education. In fact, their 
values and morals are forcefully introduced by the patriarchal society for their fellow women 
section.  
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 Sita, another interesting woman character in the novel, leaves her passion to establish her 
priorities as a wife and a daughter-in-law. She leaves playing veena forever because she realized 
that she is disliked by her in-law family for devoting her leisure time at playing the veena. She 
feels enraged because she has performed all her household chores and was playing veena to 
revive herself. When her father-in-law yelled at her questioning, “Put the veena away. Are you a 
wife, a daughter-in-law”? (Hariharan 30). She retorts, “Yes, I am a wife and daughter-in-law” 
(Hariharan 30). Sita‟s rude response to her father-in-law is as a consequence of constantly 
reminding her of her family priorities. She feels fed up with the monotonous lifestyle at her in-law 
family.  
 
 The Thousand Faces of Night can be considered as a reflection that indicates the thousand 
ways women are demoralized and exploited for serving man‟s ego. The night can be taken as a 
symbol of darkness supposed to be beautiful but it is projected in a negative shade in the novel. 
Women are exploited/subjugated for trivial issues since ages. In the novel, Hariharan (through 
women of different generations) displays how a woman is reduced in her domestic life. Sita is 
shown as confined to her domestic life. Mayamma and Devi‟s personality are negated. In fact, 
they are perceived as objects of reproduction. Uma‟s suffering also advocates the means as to how 
women can be dominated targeting their modesty.  
 
 The Thousand Faces of Night depicts the trials and problems of the three women who belong 
to different generations. Thus, the novel tries to arrest the reader‟s attention to these inexplicable 
injustice and exploitations of women who are subjected to their private sphere of life. It aptly 
discloses the tyranny and brutality that women experiences in her in-law‟s home. The writer is 
also concerned about the institution of marriage that resists women‟s liberty and growth. Sita‟s 
shabby treatment and hostility demonstrates how women are caged in their husband‟s house. 
Thus, Hariharan‟s is exemplary for her effort in bringing back the women‟ lost image and status. 
 
 The novel raises questions regarding the patriarchal attitude of reducing women‟s worth in 
their ability to reproduce. Mayamma and Devi‟s suffering clearly demonstrates how women are 
made to feel worthless because of their inability to reproduce. In the novel, there is also a reference 
to the sexual assault women are subjected to within their own homes. The writer tries to expose 
that women are viewed as commodities in the traditional society (to some extent prevalent even in 
modern society). This commodification of women is highlighted by Hariharan in a lucid manner: 
“Devi had again been packed and dispatched, this time to a more permanent destination” 
(Hariharan 107). Hariharan perceives life as a complicated sojourn and society as ever “evil, 
sorrowful and inequitable” (Campbell 104). 
 The stories of mythological heroines have influenced Hariharan so deeply that she has 
instilled her novel with their significance and experiences. Their stories involving mythological 
heroines‟ deeds and experiences are included by Hariharan basically for two purposes – (i) to 
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showcase the traditional/mythological women‟ adherence and obligation in an ideal society, (ii) 
and to portray that contemporary/modern women need to revolt against such practices and stand 
for themselves. She pictured Ganga and Gandhari as firm and livid in The Thousand Faces of Night. 
Hariharan perceives Gandhari‟s role as a blindfolded mythological woman figure in different 
light. She believes that Gandhari wants to vent out her inner emotions/rage that she has 
suppressed since long. Hariharan highlights Ganga as an aggressive woman who disagrees with 
the traditional belief that the ultimate purpose of every woman is to perform the role of a good 
mother.  
 
Conclusion 

  
 Githa Hariharan emphasizes upon the role of mythology in the creation of women. She 
portrayed her characters that are from the sophisticated segment of society. Thus, their miseries 
have distinctly resulted from their subjugated gender position. They are subjugated in all fields of 
their life. Women characters such as Sita and Devi confront discrimination mainly due to their 
chained condition in gender hierarchy. Similarly, Mayamma who is a lower class woman is also 
exploited in the name of patriarchical discourse of motherhood. Hence, the writer points out that 
her women characters are not exploited because of their class but because of gender 
discrimination. Hariharan‟s women locate themselves amid customs and modernity and are 
reduced to sympathetic objects of gender prejudice of the society. Though, Devi is constantly 
educated to be a loyal wife through different means such as grandmother‟s mythical stories, 
stories shared by her father-in-law, Sita, Uma, Gauri and Mayamma, yet she rebels and chooses 
her own way brushing aside all the personal risks she may confront later. She, being willful, 
establishes the idea that women can also hunt for escape if they are bonded by patriarchal models. 
Hariharan through her novel claims that the contemporary time tests our endurance for hope and 
for sanguinity. She also feels that humans have to enrich their mental growth and resist cynical 
attitude towards life. Lastly, the novel persuades the readers to consider many critical questions 
especially related to women, whose answers/solutions are highlighted by the writer in the novel 
itself.  
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Introduction 

Gender-religion is a recent genre of study. It deals with the woman‟s position in a particular 

religious doctrine. It often tries to explore the role of women, the significance of female divinity in 

a particular religious domain. The mystical and the esoteric practice in Tantric Buddhism gives 

importance to the male and female consorts equally. The term Tantric Buddhism reveals the fact 

that it was formed by the amalgamation of two religious doctrines viz. Tantrism and Buddhism. 

Tantrism developed as a religious dogma in the remote past. The mystical yogic practice of 

Tantrism depicted the importance of a woman as a Supreme divine power. The yogic practice in 

Abstract 
 
Femininity is a part and parcel of various religious practices since time immemorial. Tantric 
Buddhism is one such religion that gives equal importance to its male and female practitioners.  The 
honour and respect that women enjoyed in this religious sphere has been reflected in the content of 
the Bengali novel NastikPanditerBhita (2017) by Sanmatrananda. Apparently speaking, the book 
deals with the life of Atisa Dipankara , an eminent Buddhist scholar of eleventh century . In reality, 
this piece of indigenous literature sings the glory of female divinity in Tantric Buddhism. This book 
also celebrates the multifaceted role of a woman as a daughter, lover as well as a mother. The pivotal 
role of a woman as a mentor is also a part of this writing. This paper will try to dissect the novel 
historically. It will try to make an effort to discover the feminine essence of Tantric Buddhism. The 
paper will also find out the glory enjoyed by the female deities and the role of women in Tantric 
Buddhism. The study will be made from both historical and socio-religious points of views. This 
study is significant and relevant in today’s context to express a woman’s potentiality to shape a 
society and to make it free from all promiscuities. 

mailto:saptaparna.chakrovorti@gmail.com
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Tantrism remains incomplete in the absence of the female body and soul. Bhaskar Bhattacharya in 

The Path of the Mystic Lover (1993) has explained how robust the Cult of Goddess in Tantrism.  

Shakti, the feminine principle is worshiped in all her forms: a virgin, a seductress, a whore, a 

benevolent mother and a terrifying destroyer (Bhattacharya 20). Buddhism on the other hand 

emerged in 6th century as a religious doctrine, the fundamental aim of which is the pursuit and 

eventual attainment of a state of ultimate bliss. It came to be divided into two forms: Hinayana 

(Lesser Vehicle) and Mahayana (Greater Vehicle). In 7th century there was a shift in the religious 

flow of Buddhism. The gradual institutionalization of the religion paved the way for Tantrism to 

get merged up with the doctrines of Mahayana Buddhism. This led to the birth of Vajrayana 

Buddhism or Tantrayana. Vajrayana Buddhism (Diamond Vehicle) developed in Northern India 

and reached Bengal with the progress of time. The primordial practice of sexuality and yoga 

gradually crept into Buddhism. This contributed to the development of different feminine ideas in 

Tantric Buddhism. Tantric Buddhist doctrines became very popular in China, Nepal and Tibet. 

The deep philosophical content of Tantric Buddhism started to talk about attainment of the 

ultimate salvation through the mystical esoteric practice. Hence the female deities and the 

divinities came to garner significant presence in Tantric Buddhism. 

Time-frame 

NastikPanditerBhita (2017) by Sanmatrananda is a piece of Bengali novel that deals with the world 

of Atisa Dipankara, the eminent Buddhist monk of 11th century. This Bengali scholar carried 

Mahayana Buddhism beyond the boundary of India and preached it in Tibet. The book gives a 

clear sketch of femininity in Tantric Buddhist practice of the contemporary time. Through a 

deconstructive reading of the text, this paper will try to understand the role and significance of 

femininity in the religion in 11th century.  

It was the time when Bengal was under the rule of Pala dynasty .The dynasty patronised 

Buddhism. Beside this the various universities of India had already started to nurture the Tantric 

doctrines in Buddhism. The universities like Sarnath, Odantapuri, Vikramshila and even Nalanda1 

practiced the cult of Tantric Buddhism.Based on this context, the paper has chosen 11th century.It 

was the time when Tantric Buddhism had flourished in a full-fledged manner in India and 

reached Tibet. The paper will make an attempt to find out the spirituality in women. It will also 

deal with the Supreme female divinity in Tantric Buddhism. It will try to search out the dominant 

part of a woman as a mentor from socio-religious point of view. To be very specific, the pivotal 

role of a woman in Tantric Buddhism of 11th century is the cynosure of this paper. 

 

                                                             
1
 The names of ancient universities in India 
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Source 

NastikPanditerBhita by Sanmatrananda is a very recent work that has dealt with the Buddhist 

ideals and philosophy. It has come to be feted as one of the most important books to study the 

religious life and practices of 11th century Bengal.  In this 21st century the book is valuable 

enough because it revisited the remote past and for the first time has given an outline about the 

world around Atisa Dipankara. The book is important for this paper because it has reflected the 

eternal feminine, submerged in collective unconscious that prompts mankind to hold and to let 

go, to embrace and to renounce. From literary perspective, the author has composed other 

imaginative characters dated to 13th century like Chag Lochaba. He had arrived from Tibet to 

Bengal in search of gaining knowledge about famous and renowned scholar, Atisa Dipankara. The 

author is skilled enough to contemporize this historical novel by sketching the character of 

Amitayudh who is an archaeologist of 21st century. He has received a box of garland and a statue 

of Goddess Tara and a scripture which was actually a possession of Atisa Dipankara. He has also 

the zeal to explore the history of Atisa Dipankara and has visited Bikrampur, Bangladesh. This has 

been assumed as the birthplace of Atisa Dipankara. All of them are deeply motivated by the 

female characters in the novel as well as the feminine conscience. Atisa Dipankara was from 

Bengal and in childhood, he had a deep affection towards Kuntala, his childhood friend. This 

feeling of love and pang of separation had been borne in his mind throughout his life.  He learned 

about Tantric Buddhism from his family mentor. Mythically, it is said that he was guided in his 

path of Buddhism by Goddess Tara, the female divinity in Tantric Buddhism. ChagLochaba when 

came to Bengal was also deeply motivated by a woman named Swayangbida, who secretly 

practiced Buddhist Tantrism. Lastly Amitayudh of 21st century had an affair with Jahnabi, an 

ordinary woman from Bikrampur, Bangladesh. In this novel she is an epitome of all the delicate 

feelings of love, pang of separation and a woman with responsibility towards her family. Atisa 

Dipankara‟s journey from Vikramshila University to Tibet as a Buddhist scholar has been 

presented vividly. In every aspect all the vital characters in the novel are deeply influenced by the 

feminine ideals. All the characters are in nexus to each other by the narrator of the novel, Sayon. 

The author has intricately linked the Tantric practices with the various characters of the novel. 

Thus the novel is more fictional than it is historical. However one can easily draw out the 

historical and religious contents by dissecting the novel thoroughly. 

Different Views 

A search for womanhood in Buddhism, specifically, Tantric Buddhism is not at all a very old 

aspect of study. There are very few works on femininity and Buddhism until now. A number of 

books have been written on esoteric practices and philosophy of Tantric Buddhism. A shift in this 
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study arrived in the last phase of 20th century. Rita M. Gross, an American feminist Buddhist 

scholar wrote an article Buddhism & Feminism in the year of 1981.She made a comparative study 

of Buddhist Sanghas2 (monasteries) of India and Tibet with the American monasteries. She had 

viewed both qualitative and quantitative differences between the Eastern and the Western 

institutions. She had discovered a number of similarities between feminism and Buddhism. She 

claimed that women had to be more serious and active in religious practices. She wanted more 

sophisticated attitude towards the female members of the American monasteries. This would help 

to increase the number of female Buddhist practitioners. Following the Tibetan lineage of 

Buddhism, this eminent scholar had praised the equal status given to men and women in 

Buddhist philosophy. However there is very little mention of Vajrayana Buddhism in her writing.   

A milestone has been created in this field of study by Miranda Shaw in the year of 1994.  She 

wrote a book named Passionate Enlightenment: Women in Tantric Buddhism. The book gives us a 

holistic knowledge about the spiritual role of women in Vajrayana Buddhism. The role of different 

divine images in Tantric Buddhism like Dakini,Tara, Vajrayogini3 etc have been described in 

details. She has tried to interpret the whole spirituality of Tantric Buddhism that originated in 

India and spread to Tibet, from Western viewpoints. She has claimed about the primary and 

pivotal role of women practitioners in India based on Tantrism in medieval time. With the shift to 

Tibet the empowerment shifted to the male practitioners. Thus she has tried to establish the fact 

that reality is far away from philosophical outlook.  

Meeting the Great Bliss Queen: Buddhists, Feminists, and the Art of the Self (1995) by Anne 

Carolyn Klein is another important book related to intricate relationship between Buddhism and 

feminism. Unfortunately, this book is also about the Western concept of feminism .She has applied 

the Buddhist philosophy to tackle selfhood. There is very little mention about the origination of 

Buddhism in India. There is also no mention about the Indian women‟s role in the practice of 

Tantric Buddhism. Another writing on Vajrayana Buddhism is Women in Vajrayana Buddhism: 

the Embodiment of Wisdom and Enlightenment in Traditionally Male-oriented Buddhism (2012). 

It has been written by Eneli Coakley. She has vehemently criticized the practical application of 

Buddhism in which female exploitation is always a part. She has made an effort to find the status 

of women in Tantric Buddhism. She has mentioned that women are treated as „second class 

citizens‟ in the world of male-oriented Buddhism. However she is optimistic about the 

philosophical doctrines of Buddhism which give equal status to both men and women. Thus there 

is no indigenous writing on Indian origin of Tantric Buddhism as well as women‟s role in it. All 

these writings are rational enough but they lack the essence and the critical viewpoints of a third 

world country. They are more about the women empowerment in the era of post-modernism than 

                                                             
2
 Association for the Buddhist Practitioners. 

3 Female divinities in Tantric Buddhism. 
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about spiritual, socio-religious status of women. The femininity in these writings is defined from 

modern and Western outlook. Even some of them are sceptical about the egalitarian aspect in 

Tantric Buddhism. 

One recent writing on femininity in Tantric Buddhism isShakti Rupa: A comparative Study of 

Female Deities in Hinduism, Buddhism and Bon Tantra by Urmi Chanda-Vaz .It is a dissertation 

on Comparative Mythology in the year of 2013-14 at University of Mumbai. She has studied 

Tantra in details and has made an effort to narrate about different deities related to Tantra vividly. 

However this comparative study lacks description of the deities associated with the Indian 

Vajrayana cult. The descriptions are flat enough and valuable from iconographical and 

mythological perspectives. The dissertation lacks the deep philosophical outlook of various 

indigenous religions. Dr.Sonia Gomes, another female scholar, has written an article named 

Female in Tantric Buddhism. The article mentions Tantra texts to be „gynocentric‟ in nature. Thus 

the female views are given equal importance beside the views of the men. This leads Tantric 

Buddhism to be more aligned to women as the active participants in esoteric practices. To be very 

specific, she has wielded the deep equalitarian philosophy of Tantric Buddhism to enrich the 

women empowerment. In this post-modern patriarchal realm, she has depicted the deep 

ideologies of this religion as an aspiration for women to nurture their potentialities and qualities. 

All of the above writings are written by erudite scholars. Most of the scholars are somehow related 

to the practice and the „cult‟ of Vajrayana Buddhism.  The scholars are more concerned about the 

Tibetan lineage of Buddhism rather than Indian Tantricideologies. However it should be kept in 

mind that the origin of primordial form of Tantra was in India. Even Buddhism spread from India 

to the northern countries of Nepal, China and Tibet. Most of these modern writings lack the 

information related to Indian Tantric Buddhism. The book by Miranda Shaw is however an 

exception. It has contributed one of its chapters to narrate the background of Indian Tantric 

Buddhist origin. The dissertation by Urmi Chanda is totally dedicated to the comparative study of 

woman‟s spiritual power or Shakti in different Tantric scriptures and icons. It should be kept in 

mind that the sole concern of the writing is not Tantric Buddhism, rather it has discussed about 

the status of women in Tantra and other religious dogmas related to Tantra. Tantric Buddhism is a 

mere inclusion in this regard.  Thus the books and the writings on feminine aspect of Tantric 

Buddhism are not beyond criticism.  

Tara, Prajnaparamita and Vajrayogini: the Mother Images in Tantric Buddhism 

The attainment of ecstatic bliss is the ultimate aim of Tantric Buddhism.  This path is guided by 

the Supreme divinity. The female supreme divinity in Tantric Buddhism is Goddess Tara. In 

Nastik Panditer Bhita, she had been worshipped by Atisa Dipankara in his childhood. Mythically 

speaking, she had guided Atisa Dipankara in his path of salvation and journey to Tibet. In 21st 
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century Amitayudh, the archaeologist in the novel received a bronze idol of the goddess that was 

once possessed by Atisa Dipankara. The description of Tara in this novel is mystical and vibrant. 

The idol was sculpted neatly. It was not more than six inches in height. The idol stood over a lotus 

which is considered holy in nature. One foot was folded and another projected forward. The right 

hand was kept on knee and the left hand displayed gyanmudra4 (gesture of knowledge). The 

figure is thin and beautiful. The whole body was adored with different jewelleries. The crown had 

motifs of leaves. The eyes were big and she had a third eye on the forehead.  The appeal of 

serenity was throughout the body. This was actually the image of White Tara (Sanmatrananda 25).  

The novel has also mentioned about other two idols of Goddess Tara. One was made of stone and 

another of wood.  

History has claimed the presence of such idols in Bengal, particularly in South Eastern region. 

Suchandra Ghosh in an article dated 2013, Locating South Eastern Bengal in the Buddhist 

Network of Bay of Bengal (C.7TH Century CE-13TH Century CE) has mentioned about the 

presence of innumerable bronze sculptures related to Vajrayana and Mahayana Buddhism in 

South Eastern Bengal in 9th century. She has also added the presence of the idols of Tara in Post-

Gupta era. The idols of Buddhist female deity Tara had been found from South Eastern Bengal 

were of different colours, viz. green and white. Philosophically, she is the Divine Mother who 

guides her disciples in the path of attainment of the ultimate bliss. She is the icon of love and 

compassion and of course motherhood. The significant role of this mythological character is 

immense in Tantric Buddhism. According to the practitioners of this school of Buddhism, this 

Goddess belongs to the Lotus family. Lotus is considered auspicious and is related to Tantric 

Buddhism. Mother Goddess Tara belongs to Amitabha family.  She is always worshipped in two 

forms: Green Tara and White Tara.The manifestation of motherhood is also noticed in another 

Goddess. She is popularly known as Prajnaparamita. The concept of Goddess Tara and 

Prajnaparamita are nothing but the same. In the novel Nastik Panditer Bhita, an erudite scholar 

Dharmakirti narrated about her to Atisa Dipankar in Suvarnadweep (present Sumatra). In 

Mahayana Buddhism and Vajrayana Buddhism Prajnaparamita is the embodiment of compassion 

and wisdom. She is depicted as „Mother of all mothers‟. She has conceived all the Buddhas in her 

womb (Sanmatrananda 118). Her all feminine essences have been embodied by all Buddhas in 

their heart. She belongs to Tathagata family (Gyatso 44). From historical point of view, she was 

worshipped from 9th century onward and it is obvious that the ideologies related to this deity 

spread in different countries of Asia in no time.  

Vajrayogini is the most popular Goddess in Tantric Buddhism. This can be assumed from the 

name of the village of Bangladesh which is said to be the birthplace of Atisa Dipankara. Nastik 

                                                             
4
 The divine gesture of knowledge. 
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Panditer Bhita did not mention about the role of the goddess anyhow.  Vajrayogini is the sexual or 

the female consort of Heruka 5  in Tantric Buddhism. Miranda Shaw in her book Passionate 

Enlightenment: Women in Tantric Buddhism mentioned about this female divinity. She is the 

female divine essence in each and every woman. She is also an icon of female sexuality and should 

receive immense respect from the male devotees or practitioners. The sharp difference between 

Tara and Vajrayogini is that: the former is the symbol of motherhood whereas latter is the image 

of sexual consort in this cult. Both of them are given equal status and honour in Buddhism. Both of 

them guide a practitioner in one way or other to achieve the ultimate ecstasy.  

Obscure Practice of Mysticism: Body and Soul 

The yogic practices like Pranayam and meditations are part and parcel of Buddhist ideologies and 

implications. Sexuality is intimately related to Tantra and is regarded as an age-old practice. The 

secrecy and the obscurity is always maintained in this religious practice and hence it is often 

known as Guhya-sadhana (secret practice). The concept of Ardhanarishwar 6  or residing of 

masculinity and femininity in the same body is a part of Tantra in India. The ultimate salvation 

through bodily esoteric procedure is also a part of Tantric Buddhism. It requires equal 

participation of a male practitioner and a female practitioner for the attainment of the 

enlightenment. In this regard the woman plays a dominant and important role. She is the master 

who demonstrates the secrecy and the philosophy of Tantrism to her male practitioner. These 

female practitioners are often named as yogini (one who practises yoga), sadhansangini (female 

practitioner),yogtantrasiddha (one who is skilled in tantric yogic practice). 

 In the novel NastikPanditerBhita, there is mention of BajradakiniTantra. The male practitioner has 

been regared as Abadhuta (the minstrel) and the female practitioner is known as 

Abadhutasangini(the female partner of the minstrel). They took Kuntala, the childhood friend of 

Atisa Dipankara in their sexo-yogic practice. Atisa Dipankara though in his childhood practised 

Tantric Buddhism but later he led a life of Shramana (theseeker of spiritual freedom). However 

Chag Lochaba, Tibetan monk was guided by Swayangbida in Tantric path (Sanmatrananda 127). 

She discussed about the basic erotic implementation in Tantrism that is prevalent centuries after 

centuries. The awakening of Kulakundalini7 (the serpent power) in one‟s self is the ultimate goal. 

Kulakundalini is the female divine energy inside human body. There are two nerve currents in the 

spinal column called Pingala and Ida. The left is Ida and the right is Pingala. A hollow canal called 

Sushumnaruns through the spinal cord. At the lower end of the hollow canal is situated 

Kulakundalini in a coiled up manner. The energy is forced to rise up to the brain and ultimately 

                                                             
5
 Male divine consort in Tantric Buddhism. 

6 A divine image in which masculinity and femininity reside together. 
7
 The Ultimate divine power. 
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leads to enlightenment. This is attained by sexual practice in which the female practitioner is the 

mentor.  

Geshe Kelsang Gyatso in his Tantric Grounds and Paths (2000) has written about the need of a 

male consort for a female and a female consort for a male. Heruka, the male divinity embraces 

Vajrayogini to attain the bliss and Vajrayogini has to embrace the male divinity to attain the same 

bliss (Gyatso 22). Tantric Buddhism talks about the enlightenment of body and soul for man as 

well as for woman. In every man there is manifestation of Heruka and in every woman there is 

manifestation of Vajrayogini. Even in one‟s self, one has to raise all of the divine and feminine 

moods to become Bodhichitta8 (the enlightened soul). The implementation of yogic practice is 

eternal and traditional. Ideologically, Tantric Buddhism sings the glory of femininity denying the 

hegemonic masculinity of Indian society of the contemporary time. 

Different Identities of a Woman in Tantric Buddhism:  The Socio-Religious Status 

Buddhism is a discourse of following the middle path. The religion is applicable in our day-to-day 

life. Hence the religious ideologies reflect the society and status of a woman in her private domain. 

In this patriarchal society a woman plays the role of a daughter, a wife, a lover and a mother. 

Nastik Panditer Bhitaclearly demonstrates how a woman who was involved in Tantrism, suffered 

from pang of separation for her lover. On the other hand she performed her role as a Guru 

(mentor) with efficacy. In Sadhana ( the divine practice) she took her male consort from the 

darkness to the rays of light. From the novel it is noticed that, the female practitioners are mostly 

from lower classes. Historically, it may be assumed that the social status of these women belong to 

the lowest rung. As for example Kuntala in Nastik Panditer Bhita was from lower class of Bengal 

and was involved in Tantrism by the minstrels.  

In Tantric Buddhism, women are also engaged in different social relations. This is estimated from 

the status she enjoys in this religious domain.  The Guru is the highest status that is enjoyed by a 

woman .Beside this female disciple is considered as „daughter‟ by her mentor. Two female 

disciples of same religious mentor consider themselves as the sisters of each other. An 

autonomous social relationship prevails in the religious discourse of Buddhism. The female 

consort or the sexual consort is worshiped and given a higher status in Tantric Buddhism. Social 

history can cite innumerable examples in this regard. The lower class women who were exploited 

in the so-called patriarchal society, got engaged themselves in the esoteric practice of Tantrism 

and lifted to higher status in the sphere of Tantric Buddhism. Practically, women wanted to enjoy 

this higher status. Deeply motivated by the ideologies of Supreme divinity, women included 

themselves in the realm of this cult. 

                                                             
8
 Enlightened soul in Buddhism. 
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Conclusion: Far Away From Philosophy 

Hinayana Buddhism when was motivating for living a life of celibacy, chastity and abstinence, 

Tantric Buddhism was talking about the mystical sexuality. This cult tried to give equal 

opportunity for men and women to nurture the divine exemplification. Developing as a part of the 

protest movement, 7th century onward, it gave shelter to a number of women. This was a rational 

aspect of the cult.  As it has been mentioned that these women were mostly from the lowest rung 

of the social ladder, they were given respect only in this autonomous domain of the cult. The 

religion never gave any provision for a woman to claim for her dignity in this male dominated 

society.  It is to be kept in mind that women are the sexual partners of the male devotees. They act 

as the „givers‟ of compassion, love, soul, and body. Hence the ultimate extract of Tantric 

Buddhism is more aligned to the male devotees. Women are idealized to get motivated and 

devote as an ardent sexual consorts. The scriptural and the high ideals may be regarded as 

„deceiving‟ from this point of view. Women have often been used and exploited in the name of 

divinity but their status and divinity is still a matter of debate. Hence the Western scholars of 

today‟s world are in frantic search for the location of femininity in this religious genre.  

The institutionalization of Tantric Buddhism started from India and spread to different parts of 

Asia. Gradually its popularity spread to different parts of the world and the cult got an 

international identity.  Unfortunately, Tantric Buddhism shrank to the mountainous part in India 

with a number of foreign invasions. The legacy of Lama (Buddhist monks) started to prevail. In 

contemporary India, the place where this cult is most popular is Dharamsala (Himachal Pradesh). 

The age-old sexo-yogic practices of Tantric Buddhism are more theoretical than implemental now-

a-days. The Lamas are living the life of celibacy. They are more inclined to Pranayam (breathing 

exercise) and meditation as the religious practice for the attainment of enlightenment. Hence the 

necessity for women devotees gradually dropped.   The female divinities are only worshipped as 

idols rather than nurturing the ideologies of motherhood or sexual consorts.  Tantric Buddhism is 

a discourse to learn for these Lamas or Buddhist monks. It is very rare to hear that the legacy of 

this cult is being carried out by the women. Though in Tibet and other parts of the world, there are 

monasteries of female devotees but in India (where the cult originated) we hardly find the 

monasteries for women. The narrations related to women are now found only in the Tantra Sutras 

(texts) rather than in reality.  

Nastik Panditer Bhita by Sanmatrananda is a fictional work that has drawn our attention to the 

philosophical aspect of Tantric Buddhism. It cannot be denied that the philosophy is highly 

enriched and nurtures feminine essences. The philosophy though was originated in remote past, 

but it is rational enough to apply in today‟s life. The undue respect for women in the doctrines is 

praiseworthy. Religion has always set a moral guideline for the society. In this context, the revival 
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of the Tantric Buddhist philosophy is relevant enough. It will help to establish the concept of 

„gender-equality‟ and respect for women. It will help the women to gain the confidence to 

channelize a society to a proper direction. The monasteries are the place to free the mind, body 

and soul. Naturally, it will be more convincing for this „cult‟ to set a dogma for a new world free 

from promiscuities.  
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Introduction 

The study of literature, society and cultures of various linguistic communities of North-East India 
could be fascinating for their richness and cultural diversity. Several languages of this area have a 
rich tradition of folk literature and the trajectory of literature culture of North-East India is unique 
and distinct from rest of the country. Hence, it is necessary to translate, interpret and publish 
literatures of languages of this region for a border audience. However, as we know oral literatures 
of various communities in North-East India are being often translated by others resulting in the 
construction of the community identity in ways not desired by their members.  The 
anthropological translations generally render these communities as tribal and their practices as 
barbaric. These terms deployed by the colonial government are strongly problematized and 

Abstract 
 
Various factors represented by theinvasion of the British, the influence of American Missionaries, and 
the liberal  education of the Western model have adversely impacted the corpus of the Nagas’ rich 
customs, beliefs, practices, institutions and oral traditions. One such occurrence is the disintegration 
of the Morung, aunique traditional institution of learning that served as the important foundation of 
the Naga society.Hence, an attempt to re-imagine or re-write the culture of the Morung, which was 
hijacked by the Colonial power, becomes crucial to critique the colonial anthropological translation 
and provide a different reading drawing lessons from the translation ofAo-Naga folksongs.Here, the 
folksongs are translated to analyse the Ao-Naga folksongs, trace the historical trajectory and 
understand the nuances of the songs.It is an attempt to recapture the social-cultural values,history, 
polity, philosophy, religion and other practices pertaining to this traditional institution. The paper 
delves into the past lived experience and realities of the Morung Culture and present for the receiving 
audience the uniqueness and the significance of the institution of the Ao-Naga community, its world 
and the worldview. 
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challenged by the social scientists these days. The Nagas1 for one are commonly documented 
through the perspective of anthropological paradigms and consistently judged in scientific circles 
to the most barbarous races in existence. They were seen as not capable of abstract thinking, their 
art and artefacts as all primitive and devoid of any aesthetic quality. Hence, a sense of obligation 
drove the British to morally and materially uplift the Nagas and catch up with the European 
civilization which was guaranteed and was widely accepted as the „silent referent.‟2 

Besides, various factors represented by British invasion, Christian proselytization, and the liberal 
education of the Western model have adversely impacted the corpus of the Nagas‟ rich customs, 
beliefs, practices and oral tradition. One such occurrence is the disintegration of the Morung, a 
unique traditional Educational Institution that served as the important foundation of the society. 
Morung was the cornerstone of the Naga cultural heritage that stood as one of the oldest and 
strongest means of social control and served as an agency for all round socialization through 
which the individual acquired knowledge, social skills and values and conformed to the norms 
and roles required for the integration into a group or community. It was an institution where the 
system of principles governing morality and acceptable were taught to the community drawn 
from the rich tradition of oral literatures. It also enforced strict training and discipline like that of a 
military academy and strict rules and regulation were maintained and severe punishments were 
given to the lawbreaker. For the Colonial administrator-ethnographers, this indigenous institution 
executed as a Public School. However, the activities and functions of the Morung were quite the 
opposite. The villagemen would go to the field during the day time and the life and activities 
inside the institution starts from the evening. This institution provided many a coaching process 
which covered the entire aspects of a man‟s life and aimed at producing responsible citizens in 
Naga society where a man was taught history, science, political science, economics, philosophy, 
religion and military arts of war and techniques of fighting. 

But to the British Raj, this institution was a hindrance to their political interest and perceived 
condescendingly as nothing more than a refuge or asylums for mentally incompetent primitives 
(Butler 595).The attitudes of the early American Missionaries were no better than the British 
administrators. They came with a pessimistic attitude to the Naga Hills and saw the Morung and 
its practices asheathenish and deemed the period as Dark Age. So, in order to bring the 

                                                             
1
The history of Naga anthropology is a history of intimate relationship between anthropology and colonial administration. 

Colonial administrator-ethnographers and American missionaries were central to the emergence and professionalization of 
ethnology and anthropology in the Naga Hills and in the way Britain envisaged its role in the colony.  
 
2
Dipesh Chakrabarty, in his influential work, ‘Postcoloniality and the Artifice of History: Who Speaks for "Indian" Pasts?’ argues 

that the Europe claimed to be the universal model of progress, modernity and civilization and thus became the silent referent in 
the 19

th
 century.  In a form of asymmetric ignorance, he argues that colonial subjects were compelled to know Europe while the 

Europeans were free to ignore Asia, Africa and other parts of the non-western nations.  
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enlightenment of the civilized world to the forgotten world they abolished theMorungpracticesand 
several others which they considered as evil and primitive.In this way, it led to the gradual 
depletion of the Morung culture. Perhaps, they did not appreciate the ancient institution because 
they failed to notice the beautiful and systematic life and order of the Morung system. In short, 
they failed to distinguish between healthy and unhealthy beliefs and practices and as a 
consequence, destroyed and erased a number of valuable ancient Naga traditions and customs.  

Unscripted: Oral Traditions and the Nagas  

Nagas‟ oral tradition3 in its entirety has shaped and nurtured the Naga people for so many 
generations; it is an intrinsic aspect of the community‟s literature, history, religion and custom. 
Their oral societies transmitted their traditional history, origin and migration of the people (tribe, 
clan, individual, etc.), formation of the village, events of war, peace, festivals and so forth orally 
through songs, poetry, ballads, prayers, sayings, stories and tales or as public oration when the 
situation demands. So oral traditions are one way through which the community makes sense of 
the world in which they live. It is taken as the main source of information to explain how things 
came to be the way they are in the world, or in some cases, explain how things are supposed to be. 
The traditions also help to teach the young generations the things they need to know to fit in 
within their society. Because these traditions developed over generations within the boundaries of 
a society, they are often unique to that society, and help to define who they are and what they 
believe in as a people. Thus, the oral traditions of the Nagas differ from those of any other people 
in the world, and help to keep their identity and practices unique.  

For the Ao-Nagas,4 their folksongs are an important medium that has preserved and transmitted 
their culture for generations. There are immense traditional knowledge and wisdom veiled in 
their folksongs and all notable events of the past are enshrined in the folksongs. Ao-Naga 
folksongs pregnant with deep meaning reveal the historical, cultural norms and values, rituals, 
social, religious, political and philosophical aspects of their lives. Thus, without folksongs, the 
explanation of the Ao-Naga culture and their historical details is unimaginable. As no genre of 
folklore is devoid of functional values, Ao-Naga Folksongs, of all varieties, have been used by the 
people in all the crucial moments of life cycle from birth to death. Lullabies, grinding and 
pounding songs, war songs, devotional songs, wedding songs and festive songs have specific 

                                                             
3
Historically, when the first American Missionaries came in contact with the Nagas in the 1870s, the Nagas had no written script. 

Their sole means of communication was in oral form and they preserved their culture through oral tradition and artefacts. They 
relied on oral traditions to transmit their history and accumulated experience for generations. The missionaries along with active 
evangelical works not only introduced Naga languages in the Roman Script but started working towards documenting and 
producing the oral narratives and other material of the Nagas in the form of writing. Hence, literary historians argue that the 
impetus for change in Naga society first came from the church, because the history of Christianity in Nagaland is the genesis of 
literature by the then American missionaries in the 1870s. 
 
4
 Among the 14 recognised Naga tribes in Nagaland, the Ao-Naga is considered as one of the major tribes. 
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purposes. Thus, the themes of the Ao-Naga folksongs are all-encompassing. The songs express Ao 
people's sociocultural values, religious beliefs and experiences.  

Ao-Naga tradition also prescribes certain rhythmic songs to suit different occasions. For instance, 
the song and work go together. The rhythm makes the worker more enthusiastic and generates 
energy in him/her. Thus, work and entertainment are not alienated in folklore. They are blended 
together and support each other. Any public lecture, speech, story-telling or casual discussion was 
supported, at intervals, by songs. A function without song was considered incomplete. Ao cultural 
songs are short but the whole story is enshrined in the song which can be sung with eight to nine 
different tunes which are beautiful and rich. Even in a simple song of a few lines, one can find a 
whole piece of history. Today, there are still sizeable number of middle-aged people, who are the 
repository of the rich folk culture, still live in remote rural areas. They immensely contribute to the 
collection of folklores. The stories, folksongs, customs, norms and values, personal experiences of 
the past are still narrated and expressed through their memories, which is how the past is still 
kept alive today. Besides, oral tradition still remains an abiding force for the Naga communities 
which much is still vibrantly alive. 

Translation and Cultural Significance of Ao-Naga Folksongs  

Translation is not merely a linguistic activity but it is also a cultural one. The act of translation 
always involves both language and culture simply because the two cannot really be separated. 
Juliane House emphasises on the importance of culture in translation studies who states that:  

Language is culturally embedded: it both expresses and shapes cultural reality, and the 
meanings of linguistics items, be they words or larger segments of text, can only be 
understood when considered together with the cultural context in which these linguistics 
items are used. (House 11) 

As Frantz Fanon puts it „…to speak language is to take on a world, a culture‟ (Fanon 38),language 
cannot be isolated from the world or culture within which it is rooted, and so, translation is not 
simply as a matter of matching sentences in abstract nor restricted to transporting words, 
sentences and texts from one language to another alone. Rather, the translator must attend to the 
contexts (Language: a world, a culture) from which these words arise and which they, necessarily, 
evoke and express (Dingwaney and Maier 3).Since translation and culture are so interrelated, the 
translator cannot ignore the cultural elements in a text which adds to the role of the translator as a 
transcultural mediator. Also, as the concept of culture is fundamental to any approach to 
translation, understanding its implications in the study of translation is important. Here, the 
concept of culture is not discussed in depth but the most conventional definition of culture is 
understood as: 
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…..not only in the narrower sense of man‟s advanced intellectual development as reflected 
in the arts, but also in the broader anthropological sense of all socially conditioned aspects 
of human life, as a totality of knowledge, proficiency and perception. Culture has thus to do 
with common factual knowledge, usually including political institutions, education, history 
and current affairs as well as religion and customs. (Ginter 27) 

Translation is also recognized as an act of culture-specific communication. As language and 
culture are inextricably intertwined, the most difficult challenge for a translator is to translate or 
render concepts and words rooted in culture in a way that ensures the conveyance of proper 
meaning. In the complexity of translating cultures, the items which proved particularly 
untranslatable in translation, are known as „culture-specific items.‟ According to S. Tobias, such 
items are the „linguistic items that cause problems for translation due to differences in cultural 
understanding…proper nouns, objects, institutions, customs, expressions and concepts embodied 
in the ST that do not exist in the culture of the TL readership or would be perceived differently‟ 
(Tobias 27). Since culture-specific terms are deeply rooted in culture translator are required to 
have both communicative language and cross-cultural competencies. A translator is also required 
to work towards capturing the socio-cultural meaning in cross-cultural encounters and contribute 
to the transfer of knowledge across cultures and to cultural development as well (Calvo and 
Gomez 2-3). 

In this paper, I attempted to present the working translations of Ao-Naga folksongs and discuss in 
brief the problems of cultural aspects and cultural differences that pose a great challenge to a 
translator in cross-cultural communication between two worlds and world views constituted in 
two languages, in this case the Ao-Naga5 and the English. In the process of the translation, Ao-
Naga folksongs presented many untranslatable culture-specific terms that presented the 
geographic, historic and socio-cultural values and experience of the community. Hence, the 
translator has to do the translation with sensitivity to the community values at a given point in 
time in history. 

The meanings in the folksongs are indirectly implied rather than lucidly expressed and contain 
lots of expressions with undeniable stylistic values and devices. The technical features of the Ao-
Naga folksongs include oral composition using formulaic or poetic words and phrases, figures of 
sound and figures of speech.  These compositions are enshrined with deep meanings and 
connotations representing rich culture, symbolic world and serves as a medium through which 

                                                             
5
 The Aos are composed of four linguistic groups representing Mongsen, Chungli, Changki and Sangpur. However, the major Ao-

Naga languages are Mongsen and Chungli. Mongsen was the accepted literary language and original of which Chungli is the by 
product. Though Mongsen was the main and poetic language in the past, today Chungli is used as the common written language 
because when American Missionaries came to the Ao area, they first stopped at Molungyimsen village where Chungliwas 
spoken. Thus, they picked up Chungli for communication purpose and introduced writings in this dialect. However, all the text of 
the folksongs used for this study is transliterated in Mongsenbut provided only the English translated version.  
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individuals or groups express their otherwise suppressed feelings and views. The Ao-Naga 
folksongs often start by a way of ululating although it has no contribution in the contents of the 
lyrical construction per se. But it acts as a form of communication to express certain emotions such 
as grief, misery, happiness and so forth. Other technical devices such as instrumental music, 
dancing, dramatization and work accompany the singing. Specific application of these technical 
elements make Ao-Naga folksongs unique, but in many respects, transliterating and translating 
texts of folksongs strip them of some of these technical features associated with live oral 
performance, especially the sounds of music, musical instruments, dances and the dramas. Thus, 
Ao-Nagas folksongs are more intended for a listening audience than for a reading audience.  

All these aspects imply not only a major responsibility for the translator but make translation 
exceptionally challenging in producing the English version that would do justice to the original 
meaning. Thus, responding to the acute awareness of the futility of the notion of equivalence, the 
translator concedes that a full translation is a myth. While Eugene Nida notably proposed that the 
usage of footnotes illuminates the cultural differences when closest approximation cannot be 
found, his method also fulfils at least two functions i.e., it provides supplementary information 
and calls attention to the original‟s discrepancies. Thus, to retain the socio-cultural ethos of the 
source text in the translated text, this paper delivers an elaborate and additional information, by 
way of footnote in the translation. Here, the usage of footnotes is indispensable in re-presenting 
the cultural insightsof the Morung that are incorporated tightly in the language of the Ao-Naga 
folksongs.It also explain for the target audience many of the important contents of the source text.  

Tejaswini Niranjana in Siting Translation (1995) took up the formidable task of inquiry into the 
theory and the practice of translation in the context of Western imperialism and colonialism. 
According to her, translation is no longer used to indicate an inter-lingual practice but to name an 
entire problematic. Situating translation in the postcolonial context, she criticizes Orientalist texts 
for being imperialist and ethnocentric and situated the violence of translation as a strategic means 
for representing the „otherness‟ to the European reading audiences. Thus, Niranjana attempted to 
break new ground by locating the problematic of translation as a „significant site for raising 
questions of representation, power and historicity‟ (Niranjana 84-85). She calls for a mission to 
turn translation into something that Europe‟s erstwhile colonized peoples can use effectively to 
decolonize their cultures. She argues for translations which can be termed as acts of resistance 
when practiced by natives that results in doing their own ethnography, a kind of citation and re-
writing (Niranjana 172).  

Hence, an attempt to re-imagine or re-write the culture of the Morung, which was hijacked by the 
Colonial power, becomes crucial to critique the colonial anthropological translation and provide a 
different reading from the community. As the Ao-Nagas believe that the soul of the community is 
expressed in their folklore, the paper centers on re-writing the Morung and recapture the social-
cultural values, history, polity, philosophy, religion and other practices pertaining to this 
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institution. The paper delves into the past lived experience and realities of the Morung Culture 
drawing lessons from the translation and reading of the Ao-Naga folksongs and juxtaposed them 
against the Colonial narratives. Here, the folksongs are translated to analyze the Ao-Naga 
folksongs, trace the historical trajectory and understand the nuances of the songs. It is also an 
attempt to present for the receiving audience the uniqueness and the significance of the Morung of 
Ao-Naga community, its world and the worldview. Thus, translation problems are not merely 
solving the structural problems of the two languages involved but it is rather political. Here, the 
central issue is related to ways in which translators engage with the community while 
representing their cultural forms. 

Morung: An Intangible Cultural Heritage of the Ao-Nagas 

In Ao language, Morung is the other name for ariju. The word morung contributed by the outsiders 
was derived from the Assamese word meaning a big tree drum. In the ancient period, it was 
mandatory for the Ao-Nagas to keep a huge drum craved out of trunks of big trees called 
sungkong 6  near the ariju or bachelor‟s dormitory and accordingly the Assamese named the 
institution as morung. E.W. Clark (120-121) and Christoph von Fürer-Haimendorf (34) also stated 
in their works that the term morung was of Assamese origin. However, the generally accepted 
Assamese word morung fails to convey the full meaning and scope of the term ariju. Since it was a 
unique traditional institution of learning and the foundation of Ao-Naga culture, a single 
equivalent word is not available in English to explain the concept and philosophy behind the 
word ariju. Therefore, it would be best to refrain from using the Assamese word to avoid 
distorting the authentic meaning and functions of ariju. Similar institutions, like Ao-Nagaariju, 
were also established among the neighboring Naga tribes such as Lotha, Konyak, Phom, Chang 
and Yimchunger. 

The first established historical village of the Ao-Nagas was Chungliyimti wherein the first phase of 
socio-cultural refinement took place. After this village was founded, the ancestors built an ariju 
which was called the Senden Ariju. According to the oral tradition, the Ao-Nagas lived in this 
village for many years approximately from A.D. 100-1025 before abandoning it. During the 
settlement, sizeable population and households increased. It is still situated in the beautiful 
eastern side of Mokokchung7town which the Sangtam-Nagas presently occupy. Here is a folksong 
sung by the men folks honoring and exalting the ariju when it was established in the Village: 

 

                                                             
6
Sungkongmeans log drum which is a huge wooden gong. It is hollowed from a great forest tree with a dao with the help of fire.  

 
7
Mokokchung is a district in the State of Nagaland which is both the headquarters and the homes of the Aos. 
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Oh! My Unger8riju 

            Where the first sunrise of the eastern valley shines upon 

            Standing strong and magnificent. 

Oh! The majestic platform where verdicts are passed 

My riju has been erected like the king‟s statue 

Oh! Imbosemra-janger9 

Here the mango10 of enemies are gathered 

the judgment place 

No one can surpass this riju. 

 
Context: The men folk of the village describe their ariju as the centre where all the reputed 
leaders of the village gathered. They compare their ariju to a King‟s statue who is all 
powerful and mighty. They extol the importance of their ariju’s majestic platform where all 
the important discussions and decisions were made and due judgments were also given to 
the lawbreakers. They also proudly sing of their enemies‟ head that was hung and 
displayed in the ariju. 

 

The membership of the ariju was extended to all the male members irrespective of their status and 
all the young men were entitled to become bonafide members of the institution only after 
attaining the age of 12 to 14 years. The age of entry into this prestigious institution earns the status 
of a man. The history and role of the ariju as an institution was important for the Ao-Nagas 
because the overall function of the ariju was closely interlinked to the cultural, social, moral, 
economic and religious life of the Naga community. The overall activities of the ariju were directly 

                                                             
8
Unger meaning the leaders in the village. 

9
Imbosemra-jangeris a term referring to men from all walks of lives.  It is often used to address men in the village especially 

when gathered for important events. 
 
10

The term describes the head of the enemy that has been decapitated and preserved the skulls for various reasons. 
Decapitation was practiced in the Naga Hills which has given them a widespread notoriety in the colonial documentary records 
and in the neighboring valleys. In fact no tribe has a more established reputation for headhunting than the Nagas. Among the 
Nagas in the ancient period, the practice of decapitation has extensively been established as a custom in the process of history 
and those that have the highest number of heads often had extremely fierce reputations. It was an aspect of their life, 
intrinsically linked to cosmology, agriculture, human fertility and religious power. It was for defense and proofs of manhood and 
spirituality. In many headhunting societies; skulls represented the most powerful magic in the world and vital transfusions of 
energy. Thus, it was commonly believed that the soul lives in the head and taking an enemy’s head would take its skills, strength, 
and power and therefore weakens the enemy’s entire community. This practice has a long history as a supremely effective 
weapon and the more one could procure the heads, the more the status of the tribe as a whole increased because of the added 
bonus of helping to threaten existing or future enemies.  
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or indirectly related to the welfare of the Ao-Naga community where occupational works were 
executed as well as matters concerning their livelihood were discussed; a cradle of the social and 
cultural life of the Nagas. It functioned as a village guard house and a centre where strategy, 
planning and discussions of taking mangko affairs occupied an important place. Most importantly 
the policy to establish diplomatic relations or friendship with neighboring villages was discussed 
here. Its etymology, Ar meaning enemy and ju meaning to talk or to watch, clearly articulates its 
meaning (Ao 12). Ariju also literally mean a watch place of enemy and it served as a nerve centre 
and a secure place to discuss the dates, locations and strategy of a raid and thereby gain mangko. 
Thus, an institution like this was very important for the security of the village state where young 
people by turns stayed alert and vigilant especially throughout the night, guarding the village 
against any invader or in readiness for battle.   

Observing the ariju system as the nerve centre of discussing the practice of taking heads, the 
British government prohibited the Nagas from going to the ariju in order to eliminate the 
headhunting custom (Sema 70). The British government introduced new changes in the Naga 
traditional village council system by appointing Gaonburas (village elders) and Dobashis 
(interpreters) who acted as the British agents in helping the government in the implication and 
application of their indirect political rule over the Nagas. Since the government has introduced a 
new system of political structure, the government began to demolish the ariju system in order to 
maintain their political stability among the savages. As a result, the prohibition of headhunting 
and the dismantling of the ariju tremendously impacted the social, political and religious practices 
of the Ao-Naga community. The decay of such old institutions, involves for any tribal group, is a 
loss of pride for their past tradition. The suppression or neglect of such traditional institutions has 
done irreparable damage to the tribal culture. It has led to the disintegration of their cultural 
values and heritage (Pongener 85). 

Life in ariju was not only confined to strict military trainings and punishment but folklore, 
folksongs, family management, matrimonial relations, rituals, ceremony, skills related to artefacts, 
art of speech and so forth were taught. It was a centre filled with merrymaking, recreation and the 
experience of Tsuki and their love stories were narrated with great excitement and interest. Tsuki 
was a separate female socio-cultural institution. Tsuki means garden and the members of this 
institution were called Tsukir referring to the members of a small garden of beautiful flowers. In 
Ao tradition, naro which means flower denotes young girl, therefore, whenever one talks about 
Tsuki, it refers to the young girls/flowers protected in the well-fenced garden/tsuki where 
socialization and education took place under a qualified matron, Tsükibutsüla (Lanunungsang and 
Talitemjen 101). 
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Only an elderly female can be the Tsükibutsüla of the Tsüki. The matrons could be the wife of a 
well-known rich man or a nokinketer11 who is regarded highly in the village by virtue of his 
contribution to the society. The position of Tsükibutsüla was also taken up by an ordinary widow 
having good command in her control and moral discipline. She played multiple important roles as 
a guardian and protector of the unmarried women. She also acts as an advisor and a consultant. It 
was under the direct control and decision of the matron as to who would become a member of the 
institution in terms of age, clan affiliation and so forth.  The main function of the Tsükibutsüla was 
to train the members and shaping them into real womanhood by educating them on the dignity of 
labor such as weaving, spinning and the art of cultivation. They were strictly taught to maintain 
the dignity of woman in terms of family norms, socio-cultural activities to find proper placement 
in the society. It was also the job of the matron to initiate the process of courtship between 
partners and to act as a go by to bridge the gap between daughters and their parents.  

The Tsüki was the meeting place of the unmarried boys and girls after their tiresome works in the 
field. It was their joyous moment where they exchanged their views and expressed their love 
particularly through songs. This is a love song sung by a young man who has a deep affection for 
the woman he loves. He praises her beautiful looks and wishing her to be his soul mate forever:   

Lovely maiden, arise from the bed and sit magnificently 

Your legs add beauty to the legs of the wooden cot  

You and I walking together  

is beautiful. 

After a bath in the river,  

Your silky hair gathered on one side  

Looks finest on you.  

Your mouth is red  

as though you have chewed a kio12 of the tsümatsünger13 

                                                             
11In the Ao-Naga society, the most prominent people were the warriors, and among the warriors, the Nokinketer were 
considered a cut above the rest. They were defined as good warriors, distinguished in war for success in procuring enemy 
heads. Nokmeaningdao (hatchet with a long blade carved in wooden handle) and ketermeaningpossessor that culturally 
meant a warrior using a dao with much power and valor. Thus, Nokinketer with the power of the nok as the vanguard 
brought security, prestige, honor and prosperity to the society.  

 
12

Kio is the equivalent term of Paan in Hindi. It is a preparation combining betel leaf with areca nut and sometimes also with 

tobacco.  It is believed to help in digestion of curried foods and also act as mouth fresheners. When Paanis chewed, a red food dye 

inside it makes the mouth red.  

 
13

Tsümatsüngeris a term used by the Aos to refer to the non Nagas in India. 
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You look beautiful going about the village. 

 When I see you, 

My pomegranate! 

I cannot leave  

But only wish for us to get married. 

 

There is another responsive love song where the man sings the first paragraph praising the beauty 
of the woman he loves that she was the most beautiful flower in the eyes of the yarang.14He 
compares her to the Rhododendron of tsungliyimti.15 The second paragraph is sung by the woman 
who equally reciprocates his affections, singing that his kubangjang16 looks the best on him and he 
captures her heart for eternity:  
You may not be beautiful in the villagers‟ eyes 

Yet in my eyes, 

You are the most beautiful orchid blooming in the sunshine 

A beautiful orchid on the pathway, 

The Rhododendron of tsungliyimti. 

The villagers may say that kubangjangdoes not suit you 

How can it not suit you? 

Young winner! 

You, who wear the changsen,17 

 is the handsomest of all! 

Yes, right from my childhood, 

in my eyes, 

You are the only one.    

                                                             
14

Yarang refers to a smart young man.  
 
15

Yimtimeans a village andTsungliis a local name of a colony in LongkhumYimti .The girl who is addressed in the song is from this 
locality. 
 
16

Kubangjang was the ancient Ao man’s hairstyle. Kubang was the hair on a man’s head cut off square right around the head at 
base of skulls as is the Ao man’s custom. Kunangjangwas the thick lower edge of hair on an Ao man’s head. Kubangjangliterally 
means eaves of Kubang. 
 
17

Changsenis an Ao-Naga traditional leg gloves worn by males on special occasion of festivity. It is worn between the ankles and 
knees. 
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However, the activities in the ariju and tsuki are characterized derogatorily in the colonial 
narratives. W.C. Smith misconstrued the sexual morality of the members of the tsuki in his 
writings: 
 

Adult marriage only is in vogue, but, prior to wedlock, the girls are allowed to great 
freedom. It is said that Naga brides who are entitled to wear the “orange blossom of 
virginity” on the wedding day are very rare. The girls sleep by twos or threes in separate 
houses or in the houses of widows, where they are visited nightly by their lovers. (Smith 
57) 

Smith distorted the sanctity of the tsuki. The girls sleeping platform in the tsuki was situated 
in the attic and to reach it they had to climb up a log ladder. This was done mainly to discourage 
the opposite sex to court them in the dormitory. Even married women were prohibited from 
climbing the ladder and for the men folks to do so were considered as an absolute taboo. The tsuki 
sleeping platforms were strict sanctuaries for chastity. Even rice pounding table kept below were 
consecrated to avoid any sexual acts or immoral behavior committing upon it because to do so 
would cause failure in food supply during harvest. The visits to the tsuki were strictly for social 
interaction and the men were strictly prohibited from entering into it in the absence of the matron. 
No ariju men would sleep in tsuki because it was considered to be a great shame (Lanunungsang 
and Talitemjen 108).  

Since folklore encompassed the everyday life of the Aos, Ariju and tsuki served as the 
musical hub where they learned folktales, folksongs, and dances and also learned to make 
varieties of musical instruments like bamboo flutes, stringed instruments made of hair and so 
forth. Ariju was the main centre for hosting ceremonies and festivals especially when mangko was 
procured. This is a song eulogizing the remarkable Ariju standing tall in the village: 

The first rays of the valley‟s sunrise  

Shine through the Atsung18riju’s six doors. 

Imbosemra-janger, who filled the suapotitsüngjen19 

with thousands of enemies heads 

are honoring and celebrating. 

 
Context: A song sung by the men folk in honour of their Atsungariju. They sing that the first 
sunray shines through the six doors of the ariju. They declare with gusto that the 

                                                             
18

Atsung is the name of the Ao-Naga clan of Longkhum Village. 
19

A place inside the Ariju where the mangko were offered/kept. 
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suapotitsüngjen was filled with thousands of mangko. And they were celebrating their 
bravery and accomplishment. 

The leading traditional institutions of learning and the foundations of Naga culture were a really 
microcosm of the village and its people. It could be best explained in terms of a modern University 
or military headquarters because of its function, nature of training and propagation of ideas. It can 
be argued that Naga Society had no formal learning institution before the advent of modern 
schools and colleges. However, it occupies a unique place as a learning centre in Naga society that 
was operative at all stages of human life and very much in the interest of the cohesion of village 
communities. It served as an agent and centre of socialization and a perfect learning institution. 
The learning institutions, the beautiful songs and literatures of Nagas are the signs of maturity of 
their civilization and culture. They may not and need not pertain in accordance with the standards 
of the West. They are different and that difference has to be respected. Hence, it would be 
erroneous to say that the Nagas were just a mass of incompetent savage tribes who had no idea 
about law and order and received no education prior to the British occupation and contact with 
the missionaries or before the introduction of modern education. 

As discussed the soul of the people lives in their poetry and by soul it means identity. Nagas 
always believed that the corpus of their rich customs, beliefs, practices, institutions and oral 
tradition are the primary roots of the tree of their racial identity. They express the soul of their 
people and represent an integrated and holistic approach to the culture of the people who for 
generations have lived in the morality of a verbal dimension. And without their ancestral identity, 
all political slogans of identity would be like a tall golden statue with feet of clay. Hence, the 
process of exchanging the treasures of culture and folklore should not be a mere age-old tradition 
of the oral form. But a sense of urgency and a feeling of sincerity should be revived among the 
Nagas to learn more of their ancient ways of life and practices like the Ariju culture, before time 
caused any more diffusion and loss of the lore. In the recent time, research scholars and 
government funded projects have been supporting the revitalization process, supplemented by 
writing, recording, translating, filming and with all possible methods of available documentation. 
As a result, preserving the folk culture is ensured and able tore-articulate and re-represent their 
identity drawing from the rich oral traditions of the community. As Naga folksongs are still 
understudied, it is therefore important that more studies in folk music applying multi-disciplinary 
approaches such as anthropology, sociology, history, religion and literature in the study of Naga 
folksongs would be invaluable. 
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Introduction 

  

Like in any other human society, attainment of the age of puberty is the state wherein the girl/boy 
shifts their status and roles from childhood to youth. Likewise, even in the traditional Ao Naga 
life puberty is an important phase to be celebrated as a rite and visualize puberty as an indicator 
to get married and ability to beget children through legitimate marriage and so forth. The ritual 
practices with regard to puberty are not time-bound as in other communities. The entire process 
continues till the girl or boy biologically, psychologically, and culturally becomes fit to get married 
and beget children and establish a healthy family. In the Ao Naga community, the puberty rites of 

Abstract 
 
Like in any other human society, in traditional Ao-Naga life, puberty is an important phase to be 
celebrated it as a rite. Ao-Nagas visualize puberty as an indicator to get married and ability to beget 
children through legitimate marriage. The celebration of puberty rites of the girls differ from person 
to person depending upon their respective physical appearances. The Ao-Naga society validates 
maturity more as a cultural construct than exclusively as a biological indicator. The process in Ao-
Naga puberty rite includes several aspects to delineate the transit of the girl/boy from childhood to 
youth. Each aspect is unique and determines the identities of the individuals in their new thresholds 
as well as a member of the community. The process in Ao-Naga puberty rite includes several aspects 
to delineate the transit of the girl/boy from childhood to youth. Each aspect is unique and determines 
the identities of the individuals in their new thresholds as well as a member of the community. So 
this paper attempts to study the process of the puberty rites of the Ao-Naga boys and girls separately. 
And also, Van Gennep’s theoretical approach to ‘rites of passage’ is applied in my case study to 
analyze how Ao-Nagas construct their own self and also as a member of the community. 

mailto:resenmenlalongchar@iunagaland.edu.in
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the boys are not as elaborate as that of girls. For boy‟s attainment of puberty indicate a state at 
which they can launch for the activities meant for men like war tactics, construction of the house, 
art and craft, and so forth. Unlike other tribal societies in India1, Ao-Nagas give less or no ritual 
importance to the first menstrual blood as a marker of identity for puberty and often hide the 
matter from publicity but begins from the time once the girl develops her secondary sexual 
characters. Among the Ao-Nagas, rites of puberty are communally celebrated which means that 
the girls of the village who are more or less of the same age group or who appear to be reaching 
puberty stage are grouped and begin the communal celebration of the ritual. The Ao-Naga society 
validates maturity more as a cultural construct than exclusively as a biological indicator.  

 

The process in Ao-Naga puberty rite includes several aspects to delineate the transit of the 
girl/boy from childhood to youth. Each aspect is unique and determines the identities of the 
individuals in their new thresholds as well as a member of the community. So this paper attempts 
to study the process of the puberty rites of the Ao-Naga boys and girls separately. And also, Van 
Gennep‟s theoretical approach to „rites of passage‟ is applied in my case study to analyze how Ao-
Nagas construct their own self and also as a member of the community. 

Arnold Van Gennep (1960) holds that the rite of passage rituals mark significant transitions in 
human lives, such as birth, puberty, marriage, and death. To him, the rite of passage means any 
ritual that escorts the passage from one status to another and from one world, whether 
cosmic/social, to another. The idea of significant passage rituals was first introduced by Gennep, 
who saw rebirth as the law of life and described rites of passage as a threefold process: rites of 
separation; rites of transition (liminality from the Latin, limen, meaning threshold); and rites of 
incorporation. The individual would first be ritually removed from the society as a whole, then he 
would be isolated for a period, and finally, he would be incorporated back into the tribe in his new 
status. 
 

Puberty rites of girls 

Incorporating Gennep‟s threefold process of rites of passage i.e., rites of separation; rites of 
transition and rites of incorporation we will first discuss the process of the Puberty rites of girls. 
There are five steps that complete the process of puberty ritual. 

 
1. The phase of tattooing (teptsü atep) 

Tattooing is the major determinant of identity for the Ao girls for it symbolizes the beginning of 

                                                             
1
 Gonds and Todas tribal girl undergo rites during her onset of menstrual cycle (Singh and K.S. B.V.Bhanu. People of India: 

Maharashtra Part 1. Mumbai, Popular Prakashan, 2004, p.687).  
“Life Cycle rituals.” http://ietd.inflibnet.ac.in/bitstream/10603/814/12/12_chapter%205.pdf. Accessed 27 March 2011. 

http://ietd.inflibnet.ac.in/bitstream/10603/814/12/12_chapter%205.pdf
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the process of puberty, the stage at which they can claim for membership in their community. 
Tattooing rite is a long process. Basing on the tattooing ritual the rest of the puberty rites are 
followed and preformed accordingly. As cited above, the puberty rite of the girls doesn‟t begin 
with the starting of the menstruation. But onset of puberty is indicated through ritual act, teptsü 
atep (tattooing)2 done on different parts of the body in regular intervals over a period of five years, 
every year during the months of December and January which roughly correspond to the post-
harvest3 period. In these times the villagers enjoy leisure to relax by engaging themselves in pro-
ritual activities like tattooing the young girls and preparing them to the next phase of life. Further, 
the Ao-Nagas feel that since the environment during the season is so pleasant that it would heal 
up the wounds on the skin due to tattooing. The community thus maintains harmony with the 
nature to construct their cultural identities.  

Each act of tattooing is followed by a period of rest that is, freeing from other domestic 
activities. The entire process of tattooing has five times tattooing and five times rest. Tattooing is 
an important practice in the community since these marks on body of the girls denotes not only 
their membership in the community but distinguishes them from the „slaves‟ who according to the 
customary law are banished from undergoing the process. The people are scared that the evil 
spirits and animals like tiger would kill the girls who are not protected by tattooing. The 
community believes that those who are not tattooed would have less chances of getting good 
matches. For the girls to remain unmarried brings disgrace to them in the society. Such beliefs 
with regard to tattooing are very much deep-rooted in their worldview. 

The general age to begin the ritual of tattooing is between years of 10 to 14 depending on 
the physique. Every year all the girls of the same age in the village are tattooed in the same season. 
The girls are separated from the society and are excluded from attending any community feast 
and family sacrifices, domestic and agricultural works during the occasion of tattooing because it 
is a cautious and sanctified period for those who are undergoing the rite of tattooing. Till the sores 
were healed she is allowed to have only rice, bamboo pickle and water. During tattooing all food 
prohibited to her like any animal meat were avoided. Till her wounds are healed she remains in 
the process period. Once a girl undergoes her first year‟s tattoo she is regarded as a full-fledged 
member of the community. 

 

1.1 Art of tattooing 

Tattooing is a specialized craft and art designed and executed by specialists from the community. 
In Ao-Naga society, only old women who have expertise chose the profession of tattooing. It is a 

                                                             
2
 Sangtem Naga girls are tattooed on the arms, calf, forehead and chin but the boy were not tattooed (Ganguli, Milada. A 

Pilgrimage to the Nagas. New Delhi, Oxford & IBH Publishing Co., 1984, pic.22). The Phoms tattoo their women only on the legs, 
but an Ao woman could be tattooed anywhere from face downward to the legs.  
3
 The people were active in art and craft works like basket making, weaving etc for them to use for the next year. 
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hereditary profession following in the female line. The expert mother trains their daughters, who 
in turn train their successors. In the past, it was more or less mandatory for a daughter of a 
tattooist to follow her mother‟s profession. It is because they believed that if the profession is not 
practiced by the successors, the art would soon disappear and make them poor and disgraceful.        

Tattooing is executed in a jungle adjacent to the village. Before initiating tattooing upon a 
girl, a fowl has to be sacrificed to appease any evil spirit that might cause pain during the process 
of tattooing. Since the tattooing rite is gender-specific activity for woman, the entry of men is 
strictly prohibited. Nagas believe that the presence of men on the spot would not only increase the 
pain but also affects the design of the tattooing. People apprehend that the breath (amu) of the men 
will affect the health of the girl. Even though the girls know that tattooing causes much pain and 
suffering, and sometimes even death. However, it was compulsory for all the girls to get tattooed 
on their bodies (Smith 22). 

1.2 Tattooing instruments: Colour 

In the traditional Ao-Naga society, the colours used for tattooing were made from the juice of the 
bark of a tree, Ngupti or ‘Naptti’. The technology was primitive. The bark of the tree is rubbed back 
and forth against a flat stone slab with rough surface. Then the juice of the bark is collected by 
hand into a pot boiled on firewood.  Rice beer was added to the juice after it was half-boiled. 
Sharp cane thorns fixed to a wooden holder was used to apply the colour to the design on the 
skin. The pattern to be tattooed was marked by an old woman on the girl‟s skin with a piece of 
wood dipped in the colouring liquid. The piercing was done by gentle hammering on the 
implement into the skin. Root of kamri tree was used as a needle to pierce.  After the first round of 
piercing is done, the colour (Nap) is then applied once more after the blood has been washed off. 

 

1.3 Designs of the tattoo 
 
Different designs of tattooing were placed on different parts of the body of the girls. 

In the first year, the legs up to the calves were tattooed because, generally, the girls were 
not allowed to tattoo on their bodies before they attain puberty. In the second year, chest, chin, 
shoulder were tattooed. In the third year, the patterns of the calves were finished and lastly, in the 
fifth year, the tattooing completes with wrists and stomach.  

The pattern varied slightly from Mongsen and Chungli group 4  of the Ao-Naga. But 
generally, there are four vertical lines on the chin, a chain of lozenges from the throat to the 
bottom of the breast bone, inverted letter „V‟ shape on the front of the shoulders and stomach, 
lozenges and sides squares on the wrests, lozenges on the lower part of the leg, and a sign of 
arrow pattern on the knee (Mills 30). After the wounds of the tattooing were healed and dry skin 

                                                             
4
  Mongsen and Chungli are two distinctive dialectic groups.  
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was peeled off, the grace of the designs appear. 

 
2. The phase of hair growth on the head 

The girls in pre-puberty stage in traditional societies do not maintain big hairs on the head. The 
head was frequently shaven indicating their childhood. The girls were allowed to grow hair 
permanently on the head till they can tuft it in a form. This process accompanies tattooing.  The 
Naga women dress their hair in the form of a bun, Lemlangvi/Kapok. The girls from Mongsen and 
Chungli sects of Ao-Naga had different hair dressing styles. The Mongsen wears white in colour 
while the Chungli wears black in colour which was made of fallen hair that had been collected. The 
community believes that the Mongsen first invented the use of yarn, so they use the hair bun 
round with string made of white thread. The traditional Ao-Naga society emphasizes much care 
on hair care of girls.  It is held that Ao-Naga boys adore the long shiny hair of the girls. Because 
the society believes that, the girls with such hair would have graceful married life.  

3. Sobusolemtsu, ritual clothing 

Once the girl underwent first tattooing, the next mark of her entry into youth is tying of a cloth, 
often-dark blue or white in colour. The cloth is tied on the waist of the body covering breasts and 
lower pelvis. The cloth used to tie is called tokojentsü. Then süpiti/teperemsü, skirt which is 
wrapped around the waist is started to wear once she enters into Tsüki, girls‟ dormitory. All the 
clan is visibly distinguished by their varied clothes and ornaments. The dress of married and 
unmarried girls differs. The young girls wore bodice which is just a piece of shawl to cover her 
breast. Until she becomes a mother, her breasts were not exposed. As women‟s clothing is concern; 
wife and daughter were depended on the husband/father richness. Whose father/husband had 
done Mithun5 sacrifice wears a different pattern on her skirt and besides clothing; they wear 
crystals earrings, brass rings, hornbill feathers, brass bracelets which clearly indicate that they 
belong to the rich and wealthy family. Poor and ordinary women were not entitled to wear such 
ceremonial clothes even during festivals. 

4.  Piercing of upper earlobes (Narongto) 

Piercing of holes in the upper earlobes, narongto and insertion of ear ornaments Yongmen in them 
is another sign that symbolizes the process of puberty rite. Yongmen is a brass ear ornament. It is 
like a thrice coiled of ring of about nearly four inches diameter and half inch thickness. An old 
woman with a sharp pointed bamboo stick or a red-heated iron does the piercing. Once the 
wound was heal, one end of the coiled rod was press in both the upper hole of the earlobe and it is 
turn slowly and slowly until the whole ring is put in the ear holes. These two big brass rings are 
tied together across the head by a bunch of black threads to keep the hair intact. It is done during 

                                                             
5
The Mithun (Bos Frontails) exist both in wild and semi-domesticated form. This animal has religious significance and intimate 

relation with socio-cultural life of the people. 
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the first year of tattooing. During this process, the parents strictly make the girls to observe the 
rules of purity and pollution like eating animal‟s meat, avoiding any community feast and family 
sacrifices, domestic and agricultural works till the wounds of the ears are completely healed. 
Among the Ao-Nagas some clans‟ like Pongen, Jamir are not entitled to wear this ear ornament 
Yongmen. Hence they need not pierce the upper earlobes. It shows that the girl has attained 
marriageable age and is capable of bearing children.  

5. Entering into the girls’ dormitory (Tsüki) 

Tsüki can be defined as girls‟ dormitory wherein the young unmarried girls were kept under the 
guardianship of an old woman called Tsükibutsüla/matron. Usually the home of the oldest women 
of the clan (Tsükibutsüla/matron) is chosen as a residence for the five to seven young girls in the 
village. There were several dormitories in every location (mepu/khel) because every clan has their 
own respective Tsüki as the Ao practice clan exogamy. 

The young girl is allowed to sleep in the corner of the house. As a neophyte, new entrant 
she must do minor domestic works that furnishes her the knowledge of housekeeping and 
management. The girl should reach the dormitory earlier than her senior members and should 
take care of the domestic needs like collecting of firewood, igniting up of fire, fetching of water, 
pounding of paddy, cooking, sweeping, feeding of pigs and chicks and finally arranging the beds.  
She should even visit her parent‟s home to attend to the needs of her younger siblings and 
household chores. The dormitory training furnishes the requirements that a typical Naga maiden 
should possess in her real life. The girls are enlightened with the norms and values of the society 
and the duties of the people towards the family and society, customary law, etc. There are several 
folktales wherein the girls in the dormitory were imparted with such a knowledge system. Since 
the Ariju, boys‟ dormitory was organized separately on these lines there was a scope for the girls 
to choose their life partners in this context. The boys visit the girls‟ dormitory, but the girls cannot 
visit the boys‟ dormitory.  In the same way, the young boys searching for partners respect the 
Tsükibutsüla and help her in manual works because she acts as the consultant or advisor. Till the 
girl gets married, she remains with her inmates in the dormitory under the supervision of 
Tsükibutsüla. 

Only the eligible girls were entitled to become a member of this institution, once the girl goes 
through all the rites that are fixed by the community. After attaining puberty, the mother request 
and take permission from the Tsükibutsüla to allow her daughter to sleep in her house. After she 
attains her puberty if the parents continue to let the daughter sleep at their home it was a 
shameful part on them, so the custom made it compulsory for all the girls to sleep in the 
dormitory. After the request was granted, the girl‟s father prepares a bed (yipten) and sends it to 
the house of the Tsükibutsüla. The girl remains in the dormitory till she gets married. The ritual 
course of the Puberty rite is diagrammatically represented. 
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DIA GRA M NO . 1:  P U B ER T Y R ITU A L O F T H E GIR LS  
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6. Puberty rites of the boys 

In Ao-Naga society, the puberty rite for the boys is not as elaborate as that of the girls. For them, 
tattooing is not a marker of identity. Tattooing of men was closely associated with the practices of 
headhunting. It is a politico-religious rituals act that proves the prowess and masculinity of males. 
But every headhunter was not tattooed. A headhunter who brings the head of the enemy to home 
was tattooed. 

In due course tattooing of men on this occasion was stopped. It is because the ritual process 
involved in tattooing done after head hunt required stringent practices, especially with regard to 
food to be observed by the ritual passenger. Sometime those observances became fatal for their 
lives. Hence keeping in view, the need of men to the society as sustainer these practices was 
discontinued.6 The puberty rites of the boys are divided into two stages, firstly ear-piercing rite 
and secondly rite of entering into Ariju. Under the Ariju system the boys complete the stages with 
three age group which the boys have to stay in each group for three years till they are promoted to 
the new age group.   

7. Piercing of upper earlobes (Narangto) 

Just like the girls, the boys also pierced their upper earlobes (narangto). The ear piercing was done 
just before the boy enters into the Ariju, boy‟s dormitory/Morung. It is performed by a male, either 
his relative or a friend. The ear is pierced using red-hot iron. When the iron is pushed through the 
earlobe, the dao blade is keep behind the ear to avoid injury to the head. This shows that he is 
ready to enter into adulthood.    

8. Entering of boys into the dormitory (Ariju) 

The boy enters into the Ariju (boys‟ or bachelors‟ dormitory). This institution was not just a simple 
place to sleep or for social gatherings, but it was a centre for socialization and an ideal learning 
institution. The Ariju serves the needs of society such as social security, promotion of culture and 
training centre of master artisanship. The man called tir who is also a religious head takes care of 
the male members. The entire life of Ariju was based on the age group system, züngaren. After 
joining the Ariju the boys become a member and responsible citizen to perform all sorts of 
community work enlisted to him or as group. Each age group has to remain in the same status for 
three years. The membership is extended to all the male members irrespective of their status as 
they are entitled into its system. The puberty phase of boys begins when they attain the age of 12 
to 14 years and continue up to they get married. The phase completed with three stages. The 

                                                             
6 Other Naga tribes in Nagaland like Chang, Khiamniungan and Konyak also practiced tattooing. See “Nagaland revisited-
From Tuensang to Peren.”http://www.pbase.com/neuenhofer/nagaland_revisited_peren_tuensang. Accessed 27 March 
2011; 

 “India: Land of eternal Ink.”http://www.vanishingtattoo.com/india_tattoo_history_4.htm. Accessed 27 March 2011.  

http://www.pbase.com/neuenhofer/nagaland_revisited_peren_tuensang
http://www.vanishingtattoo.com/india_tattoo_history_4.htm
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züngaren, age group is composed of three stages namely- Süngpur/tzüir age group, Tenapang age 
group and Chuzen age group. 

8.1 Süngpur/tzüir, first age group 

Süngpur/tzüir is the first and the junior most age group in the Ariju.  The boys enter into Ariju at 
the age of 12 to 14. He is separated from his parents partially and enter into Ariju to become 
Süngpur/tzüir. Süngpur means wood carrier and tzüir means water. Though the boys eat with their 
parents in their respective houses, but they sleep, learn and work in the Ariju. Every boy is 
accompanied by his father who brings an egg and keeps it on the ground to offer it as sacrifice. On 
entering the dormitory, he puts down the egg on the ground and prays to make his son to be 
strong, wise and flourish in all things as he stays in the dormitory. Some families sacrifice hen, 
rich families a pig or even a buffalo which is then used for the feasting of the Arijusanger 
(dormitory members). The parents invite relatives and friends and treat them with food and rice 
beer to mark the memorable occasions.  Once the boy is inducted into the Ariju he is regarded as a 
full-fledged member of the village. They serve their seniors by doing menial works like collecting 
firewood, fetching water, sharpening of daos, massaging etc. The boys do all sorts of duties 
assigned to them by the seniors at anytime because they are under service training for three years. 
Failing to do their duties and test leads to severe punishment. Three years period is a time of 
vigorous training in order to discipline him and to prove that he is a worthy citizen to the society. 
The age of entry into Ariju earns their social status of man. The boy wears a shawl for one whole 
year and on the next year he wears langtem (apron) to show that he is eligible for marriage. A 
young Ao boy was given a dao holder and belt to wear at the age of five or six, before he gets hold 
of an actual dao, or other clothing. When the boy reached the age of fourteen or fifteen, cover his 
phallus with a small-netted carrier suspended from a string round the waist. Then he is permitted 
to carry the dao in his holder. This illustrates that the dao was the most basic masculine symbol 
within Ao society, as was also the case with most other Naga groups.  

8.2 Tenapang, second age group 

After three years of service and training as Süngpur/tzüir, the boys are promoted to the next age 
group called Tenapang, which means blooming period. This is a period where most of boys are 
ready to get married because they are entitled to marry. Most of the members marry and settled 
down at this period. Those who do not marry remain as Chuzen(the last age group) in the Ariju. 
Tenapang age group members do not so much menial duties like the younger age group but they 
abide by the rules and regulations of the Ariju. They continue to perform other works and duties 
under the supervision of Chuzen for upkeep and welfare of the Ariju. The Tenapang members‟ 
main duty is to teach the boys of the Süngpur/tzüir.  
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8.3 Chuzen, third age group 

The third age group is called Chuzen. This is the senior most group in the Ariju. They are 
considered as commanders of the Ariju and the most matured age group.  They are the overall 
incharge of the activities of Ariju. The main duties of this group are building and repairing the 
Ariju, maintenance of the Ariju system and its organization, making decisions in the affairs of the 
Ariju administration and assigned duties to the respective Zünga (age group). They are the real 
bachelors of the village, almost free from all rules and disciplines but command respect and 
honour. The Ariju life retires at this age. Most of the men get married and settled independently. 
Any other member of outgoing Chuzen group who wish to remain as a member of Ariju remains 
as a member who is called sangremer, confirmed bachelor. But he cannot exercise his power as his 
group (Chuzen) is already succeeded by the younger group. The members who left Ariju after 
marriage and whose sons have not yet entered Ariju are called Arijusanger/arijununger. They 
always contribute their service and labour for common welfare of their Ariju. They no longer 
consider themselves as Arijusanger/arijununger after their sons enter the Ariju and ceased from all 
contribution to the Ariju. From this organization they are inducted into PutuMenden, village 
government. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

DIA GRA M NO .  2:  BO YS P U BER TY R I TU AL  
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9. Analysis 

 

The puberty ritual of the Ao-Nagas is represented (Diagram No. 1 & 2) in the        (A) Phases in 

ritual course and (B) Structure of the ritual. The above diagram shows different steps of 
transition period of the girl and the boy from child to adulthood. The diagram also shows that the 
puberty stage is a very significant period where the boy and girl perform their fixed rites to 
construct their own self and also as a member of the community.  

The boy‟s dormitory played an important role in bringing up great warrior among the Ao 
men. All the war tactics and special training and testing were given to the boys in the Ariju. The 
young men were energized by the pressure of rivalry among peers and hence they had to prove 
their worth by taking heads in succession. Regarded as a prelude to marriage, each Ao young man 
usually hoped to take one head at least. A man who had taken a head has more advantages. For 
marriage, it enhances his status and adorn with war medals, a means to enhance his personality, 
and to avoid the scorn of others. Ao young men were supposed to be competent in the game of 
feuding and raiding but the 'quick one' with the ability to lead his warriors and track down 
enemies was celebrated in ritual, story, songs and oratory. He was the 'sushir' or commander of 
the contingent. The sushir was selected for one battle but a good sushir was appointed again if he 
proved his worth and if he was willing to retain the title. Selection was done by the village rulers 
on behalf of the whole village community.  The sushir gets sandwiched between two pressures, to 
lead his contingent towards success and to retain his position as commander. 

The puberty stage is a very significant period where the boy and girl perform their fixed 
rites to construct their own self and also as a member of the community. Puberty rites of the Ao-
Naga boys and girls are different. The girls‟ puberty rites are more elaborate than the boys. The 
tattooing rite of the girl is the symbol for constructing identity because it is the major rite 
performed for a longer period during puberty ritual. The girl pierced her upper earlobes 
(narangto), starts to grow her hair on the head, and covers her chest once the tattooing starts. The 
onset of the menstrual blood of the girl is not celebrated among the Ao-Naga because it is not 
inbuilt in the culture rather it becomes an individual thing or personal matter.  

Unlike the other tribes of India7, the separation and the liminality are continuous, and they 
merged together. In puberty rites of the girls, separation and liminality occurs five times (B) 

Structure of the ritual. In the first year of tattooing (1 to 4), the girl is separated from the societal 
activities like community feast and family sacrifices, domestic and agricultural works and abstains 
from all food prohibited to her. Till her wounds of the tattooing are healed she is in liminal period.  

                                                             
7
 Among the Kolams tribe, the girl/boy who go through the puberty rituals are considered as adults during incorporation period. 

See Rao,K.Mohan. The Kolams a primitive tribe in Transition. Hyderabad, Booklinks Corporation, 1990, pp. 119-128.  
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Again, in the second, third, fourth and fifth year of tattooing (5 to 16) again separation and 
liminality continued. Separation alongside is followed by liminality because she is in process of 
entering into another stage called adulthood from childhood. The tattooing procedure is same all 
these years, but the girls are tattooed in different part of the body every year. Unlike the 
theoretical model of liminality put forward by Victor Turner8, in the Ao-Naga puberty ritual the 
boy and the girl is not in the state of betwixt or between and neither here nor there because the 
boy and the girl gets his/her status/identity during the liminal period itself. Before she even 
enters into the puberty (adulthood) stage, the rites of teptsü atep (tattooing) on the first year itself 
made her a full-fledged member of the community and shows that she has reached the 
marriageable age. Even the boy obtains his identity through the piercing of earlobes before 
entering into the dormitory (B) Structural of the ritual, rites of separation (1). He also becomes a 
full-fledged member of the village once he enters into the dormitory.  

 Tattooing was very significant because tattooing gives one‟s identity in the Ao society 
regarding to which clan and group she belongs. Tattooing was fairly common among the Naga 
tribes. Tattooing was the preparatory rites to enter into the puberty stage. Once the tattooing 
starts, the remaining puberty ritual follows one after the other. Irrespective of the fact that tattoos 
were used to differentiate status or for purposes of identity, it was compulsory for all Ao women 
and the fact that there was universal admiration among the Ao for such a practice shows that it 
was a rite of passage.9 The role of tattoos was not only part of the identity but more importantly it 
contributed to the self-image of the Ao-Naga women. The Chungli and Mongsen women have their 
own distinctive tattoo pattern which was significant for identification. It differentiates their group 
by their tattoo. Most importantly it helps the boys to identify the girls to which group she belong 
especially when the time comes to look for a partner. The Chungli women bear‟s three parallel 
black lines vertically on the chin, crisscross lines on the chest, on the leg below the knee but three 
lines horizontally at the calves. But the Mongsen women differ by a crisscross line at the backside 
of the leg. The traditional practices of tattooing are now taboo due to the influence of Christianity.  

  Once the girl undergoes or completes all the puberty rites, she then incorporated into the 
Tsüki, girls‟ dormitory. She is legitimized by incorporating into the dormitory (B) Structural model 
(17). This signifies that she is capable for marriage. Unlike the girls, the boys enter into the 
Ariju/dormitory very early because they have the age group system (rites of incorporation (3 to 5). 
It is a very strict affair. The Tsükibutsüla/matron did not just simply permit a girl to enter the 
dormitory.  

                                                             
8
Turner coined the term liminoid to refer to experiences that have characteristics of liminal experiences but are optional and do 

not involve a resolution of a personal crisis. According to him, the liminal/ liminoid entities are neither here nor there; they are 
‘betwixt and between’ the positions assigned and arrayed by law, custom, convention, and ceremonial rite (Victor Turner, The 
Ritual Process: Structure and Anti-Structure, pp. 53-92, 95) 
9
M.Godden, Gertrude.“Naga and Other Frontier Tribes of North-East India.” The Journal of the Anthropological Institute of Great 

Britain and Ireland, Vol. 26, 1897, pp. 161-201. 
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Among the puberty rites of the boy‟s separation and liminality (1 to 5, 7) takes place for 
four times. When the ritual passenger enters into the dormitory for the first time, he is in 
separation period. He is separated from his house, bed and parents to another. For three years he 
is in liminal period because the passenger is in the process of entering into a new status. After 
three years is over, he is separated again from his old status to another one i.e., from his old age 
group to another new age group. During this period many boys marry and leave physically the 
dormitory. The one who gets married is incorporated into the society (6). After that he is again 
separated from the dormitory but promoted to the last age group. Those remains unmarried is 
again separated and remains in liminal period when he is in the last age group.   

 

Conclusion 

To conclude, from the diagrams we can see that in the puberty rituals, the rites of 
separation and incorporation are simple and less time-consuming whereas the rites of liminality 
are more and elaborate. It may be because the community finds the liminality as a period of 
relaxation from routine than a period of confusion. They perceive the period of liminality as a site 
of preparation and training for proceeding to the next stage. In general, in the Ao Naga rites of 
passage, the separation and incorporation rites are simple whereas the liminal period is long.   The 
traditional puberty rites of the Ao-Nagas seem to be simple but the rituals from transition to 
maturity take years. The puberty rites are significant for the Ao-Nagas because it sends signals 
that the child has reached the age of responsibility, fertility and, community productivity. Before 
reaching maturity, the rites allow them to go through defacement such as tattooing, piercing of 
earlobes and they also go through tests of endurance such as pains, seclusion from family and 
society. The puberty rites help them to be a responsible member of society and clearly defining the 
social responsibility and obligations between adults and non-adults. In contemporary time, the 
traditional practices of puberty rites are no longer observed because of the influence of 
Christianity. The only way to keep the identity of the puberty rite is through the narratives of the 
community, photographs, and through attires.   
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Introduction 

Positioning Kashmiri Pandits as an Indigenous Community 

As a generic term, „indigenous people‟ is used in different countries to refer to the First 
Nations, Native American, Maori, Aboriginal and Adivasi communities; and till date, no 
international consensus has been achieved on the specific definition of „indigenous people.‟ While 

Abstract 
 
As the literature of marginalized communities, Indigenous Literature contests mainstream 
discourses through self-representation and depictions of critical indigenous issues. No matter where 
it is produced, Indigenous Literature is connected by certain universal characteristics and thematic 
similarities that display indigenous people’s resistance to socio-cultural hegemony. Thus, it is a 
literary response to contexts of oppression and discrimination and engenders a collective legacy of 
social suffering by expressing historically suppressed truths. It disputes political dominance with 
themes that articulate the indigenous fight for personal, social, political and cultural identity. The 
relationship between people and place, and the experience of losing one’s homeland and severing 
ties from one’s traditions is a crucial part of Indigenous Literature. Kashmiri Pandits are not 
generally considered an ‘indigenous community,’ but recent Pandit narratives reflect similar 
concerns regarding their experiences of facing targeted violence, losing their homeland and being 
forced into exile after the insurgency started in Kashmir. This paper seeks to situate Pandits as an 
indigenous community, and by analysing Rahul Pandita’s representation of the Pandit experience in 
Our Moon has Blood Clots, the paper extends the scope of Indigenous Literature in contemporary 
Indian English Literature to include recent Anglophone Kashmiri Pandit narratives. 
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social-science scholars use the term to describe people who follow a „traditional‟ lifestyle that is 
different from modern Western living standards (Gosart 89), most international organizations 
agree that indigenous people are ethnic communities who are descendants of the historically 
native inhabitants of a specific region but do not constitute the dominant demography there 
presently (WHO; UN; UNPFII), and who have a distinct culture which is intrinsically linked with 
the natural environment of the region; indigenous communities lead lives that are socially, 
culturally, politically, linguistically and economically different from the dominant group (Coates 
8). The World Health Organization (WHO) specifies that indigenous people may live “within, or 
are attached to” these regions, which means that even if they presently stay away from the region, 
they still qualify as an indigenous community for that region – thus, present physical location is 
not a factor in determining the indigenous identity of an individual or community. The WHO and 
the United Nations (UN) also stress on the principle of self-identification and assert that 
indigenous people  “identify themselves as being part of a distinct cultural group, descended from 
groups present in the area before modern states were created and current borders defined” 
(WHO; UN). The United Nations Commission on Human Rights and the United Nations 
Economic and Social Council add that marginal groups of a society/region should also be 
grouped under „indigenous people‟ if the dominant social and cultural structures of their native 
land are alien to their traditional culture (Coates 7), even if they did not suffer conquest or 
colonization as long as they are descendants of communities who inhabited the region when the 
dominant groups arrived. Indigenous people have a “special relation” with their 
traditional/ancestral land which is of “fundamental importance for their collective physical and 
cultural survival” and they are determined to “maintain and reproduce their ancestral 
environments and systems as distinctive peoples and communities” (UN). According to Ken 
Coates, indigenous people have “historical societies with a strong understanding of the past, often 
passed on through oral testimony, ceremonies and cultural activities,” he adds: 

They view their experience from a very long perspective … devoting a great deal of 
community time to the remembrance of ancestors and important events and 
processes. The sense of rootedness in the past is highlighted by the attachment of 
stories and legends to traditional lands and to the richness and texture of indigenous 
languages, both of which play a vital role in preserving the indigenous 
understanding of history. (Coates 14) 

The criterion of having a historical continuity with their territories is crucial to indigenous people 
who consider themselves different from the other communities who prevail in those territories 
now as the dominant group; hence, they are determined to preserve their cultural systems and 
transmit it to their future generations (Coates 6). Indigenous people, all over the world, share 
certain common concerns like political neglect, economic marginalization and social vulnerability 
with regards to the protection of their cultural rights, recognition of their distinctive identities and 
rights to traditional resources and lands” (UNPFII). The strict adherence to traditional social 
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systems ensured their exclusion from the dominant political system; hence, indigenous people 
“lack political power and autonomy” and are dominated by other groups (Coates 2). Following 
these internationally recognized characteristics, this paper would first situate the Kashmiri Pandit 
community of India within the category of „indigenous people‟ then by analyzing Rahul Pandita‟s 
Our Moon has Blood Clots, argue that Kashmiri Pandit Narratives fall under the scope of 
Indigenous Literature. 

In India, there is no official recognition of the concept „indigenous people‟ (IWGIA), 
although the terms „Adivasis‟ (original inhabitants) and „Vanavasis‟ (forest dwellers) have been 
popularly used to refer to indigenous populations, and the government categorizes these ethnic 
communities as Scheduled Tribes. The Kashmiri Pandits make up the Hindu religious minority 
community of the predominantly Muslim Kashmir valley and are historically the original 
inhabitants of the region (Tripathi 1, Baig). The community satisfies the criteria mentioned above 
and can be categorized as „indigenous people‟ because Kashmiri Pandits are the ethnic 
descendants of the original Shaivite Saraswat Brahmin inhabitants of Kashmir going back 
hundreds of years (Kaw 183). They have a unique socio-cultural tradition and prominent Pandits 
from antiquity like Kalhana, author of Rajatarangini, and Abhinavagupta, author of 
Abhinavabharati, have contributed immensely to Indian scholarship. Despite facing significant 
oppression from foreign invaders in the last seven hundred years during which their population 
reduced drastically, the minuscule Pandit community have tried maintaining strong cultural ties 
with the Kashmir valley (Essa). As a community, the Pandits have suffered from external 
conquests (Kaw 91) and have faced political and social marginalization by the dominant Kashmiri 
Muslim community. The marginalization reached its zenith during the late 1980s when militancy 
erupted in Kashmir and Pandits were selectively threatened, targeted, raped and brutally killed 
(EFSAS).1The lack of security forced most from the anguished community into exile in the early 
1990s, as they moved to neighbouring Jammu and other Indian states (Bamzai 254). The Pandit 
population in the Valley was 5 percent in 1950, but presently only about three thousand Pandit 
families (less than 1 percent) remain there (Zutshi 318). However, the community has maintained 
a historical continuity with Kashmir. Recent Pandit narratives reflect the importance of this 
traditional land for their cultural survival and hence, their insistence on following traditional 
cultural practices even if they are no longer in Kashmir because they still proudly assert their 
identities as Kashmiri Pandits. Thus, the Kashmiri Pandit community demonstrates all the 
internationally recognized parameters to be categorized as „indigenous people.‟ Their exodus from 
the Valley is mired in political blame-game but most scholars agree that the community suffered 
an ethnic cleansing; consequently, becoming the “invisible and inaudible” victims of the conflict 
(Nandy 171). One plausible reason for their targeting was the Pandits‟ political affiliation; their 
ultimate loyalty was with India and they “could not identify” with the “anti-India uprising” of the 
                                                             
1For more information on the socio-political conditions leading to the Kashmiri Pandit exodus 
during the start of the insurgency, read the EFSAS report. 
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dominant Muslim community (Bose 136). Hence, they were seen as Indian agents and spies who 
needed to be eliminated. But, Kashmiri Separatist leaders, like Syed Ali Shah Geelani, have always 
denied that any such ethnic cleansing took place, and insisted that the Pandits left Kashmir on 
their own after the government promised them financial benefits (Hakeem 68, 72). 

The Pandits have been in exile for thirty years now. In the last decade, many Pandit authors 
have expressed through Anglophone literature their anguish at the loss of their homeland, culture 
and identity. Authors like Rahul Pandita, Arvind Gigoo, Varad Sharma and Siddhartha Gigoo 
have articulated the angst of the Pandit community and laid bare the tale of their suffering to a 
global audience. Their texts are critical for a holistic understanding of the Kashmir conflict. The 
narratives display the characteristic features of „Indigenous Literature‟ and hence, should be 
regarded as a distinct genre of Indigenous Literature within the Indian English literary canon. 
Rahul Pandita‟s memoir Our Moon has Blood Clots is particularly important, in this regard, as it 
demonstrates several key concerns that plague the Pandit community and a textual analysis shall 
reveal how Pandit narratives qualify as „Indigenous Literature.‟ However, before commencing 
with the analysis it is imperative to first outline the distinctive features of Indigenous Literature. 

Poetics of Indigenous Literature 

Indigenous Literature, hereafter referred to as I.L., is not fully explored to its diverse 
potencies because of its vacillating position in literary history (Abt 171). However, no matter 
which indigenous community produces it and where it is produced I.L. has certain common 
features. Broadly speaking, I.L. refers to a “special group of literary writing based on the ethnic 
identity of the writers” and for an author to be regarded as an indigenous writer, he or she needs 
to demonstrate strong “cultural competence” and highlight the “indigenous otherness” to counter 
“mainstream culture” (Chiu 1074). The notion of “indigeneity” signifies “cultural otherness” and 
I.L. positions itself as the “other” by reflecting the collective consciousness of a community to 
challenge hegemony and reconstruct identity (Chiu 1074- 1084). Teresa Podemska Abt observes 
that I.L. provides “language to ... political oppression” and expresses “historical truths” by self-
representing “crucial Indigenous issues” in English and situating them within “sociocultural 
political systems.” These texts have themes that depict socio-historical experiences of suffering 
and “dispute political dominance” by highlighting the “Indigenous fight for a personal, cultural, 
social and political identity.” She adds that I.L. produces a “collective legacy of social suffering” 
and articulates historical trauma; hence, it also serves as a literature of “resistance and protest” 
that is devoid of any other “literary, aesthetic … or imaginative functions” (Abt 171). Michele 
Lacombe agrees that I.L. can be regarded as resistance writing as it presents “aspects of cultural 
continuity and … new methods of cultural revitalization” (Lacombe 256).  Joshua B. Nelson asserts 
that I.L. reflects the “abiding relationship between people and place … a home cherished, longed 
for, or irrecoverable,” and explores whether traditional relationships with a place can be 
maintained “in the aftermath of removal [from the land]” (Nelson 29, 30). He observes that I.L. 
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emerges from a sense of political responsibility and articulates the indigenous community‟s 
“struggles against systematic marginalization by the dominant social structures” (Nelson 32). 
Similarly, Armand Garnet Ruffo notes that I.L. is a “call for liberation” as it portrays racism, 
marginalization and the “realities of what it means to be a people under siege,” it functions as 
their “collective voice” and strives to bring change in a society that does not “share their values 
and concerns” (Ruffo 663-64, 670). Like Abt, Ruffo also argues that indigenous writers serve as the 
“identity and voice” of their indigenous community and “break” their silence (Ruffo 669-70). 
Thus, I.L. shapes “its own sociocultural and aesthetic values” and assuredly delivers it to both the 
mainstream and the global audience, which makes this genre fall within the scope of world 
literature rather than be the literature of one country or region (Abt 171). 

These are the essential characteristics of Indigenous Literature and in the following section, 
a textual analysis of Rahul Pandita‟s memoir is undertaken to show how it emerges as an 
indigenous literary text. 

Locating Our Moon has Blood Clots as Indigenous Literature 

Several indigenous activists have argued that to recover their identities, indigenous people 
had to reestablish their connection with their indigenous cultures. In answering this call, many 
Kashmiri Pandit writers have started to write about the concerns of their community from their 
own experience, and have sought to pass down this knowledge to other members of their 
community and their descendants. Rahul Pandita‟s memoir Our Moon has Blood Clots: The Exodus 
of Kashmiri Pandits (2013) is a seminal text that deals with the ordeals of the Pandit community, 
where the author has narrated his own experience of being forced to leave his own homeland and 
consequently, live in exile. The text depicts the delicate position of the minority Pandit community 
after India‟s independence and portrays the atmosphere of terror that had engulfed their lives in 
1989-90 when militancy broke out in Kashmir and demanded secession from India. Pandita 
declared in an interview that the text “sets the record straight for the first time” and presents the 
Pandit viewpoint vis-à-vis the Kashmir conflict because the “liberal discourse … and the media” 
had “bypassed” their story and “relegated [it] to the margins” (Griffin). The text also counters the 
claims made by the Kashmiri Muslim authors like Basharat Peer, and Mirza Waheed who sought 
to highlight the perspectives of the Kashmir‟s majority Muslim community in their texts Curfewed 
Night and The Collaborator where the lack of an indigenous Pandit voice is apparent. Pandita 
brings the suppressed, silenced voices of Pandits into mainstream literature; he is bold and 
uncompromising in his portrayal of the violence and the trauma which the Pandit community 
went through during their ethnic cleansing. The narrative is emotionally charged, full of pain and 
anger as it reflects the Pandit community‟s hopelessness, rootlessness and homelessness. The 
following sections present three crucial aspects of Pandita‟s portrayal which qualify the text as an 
indigenous literary text. 
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Prevalent Conditions of Marginalization and Violence leading to the Exodus 

Portraying oppression suffered at the hands of the dominant community is one of the 
prime concerns of Indigenous Literature. Through the narrator‟s personal experiences which he 
cannot repress, the text highlights the precarious social position that Pandits were in before the 
militancy began in the 1980s. The memories of these experiences envelope Pandita‟s whole 
existence and traumatize him. Scenes from Pandita‟s family life in Srinagar – the month-long 
Hindu religious festival of Shivratri, the trips to the Shankaracharya and Kheer Bhawani temple, 
their big house and the vegetable garden around it – form his most fond memories. They reflect 
not only the importance of Kashmir in the Pandit consciousness, but also signify the cherished 
qualities of a home which are now lost to them – familiarity, comfort, security, tradition and 
rootedness. But, the narrative reveals that all these happy memories were overshadowed by 
incidents that made Pandita aware of his position as an unwanted religious minority and the 
socially marginalized „other;‟ for instance, being teased by friends at school for singing the Indian 
national anthem or being threatened for supporting the Indian cricket team (Pandita11, 41). 
Pandita describes a “thumb rule” that guided their lives, a parable handed down through 
generations of Pandits like a cultural memory, which claimed that a Pandit can never win and was 
always supposed to lose to a Muslim (Pandita25). The effect of these cultural memories is 
significant in the young child‟s psyche, it shattered his self-esteem and he refused to wear the 
sacred thread of Brahmins because it would identify him as a Hindu and then his friends would 
always be able to overpower him (Pandita26). 

The murder of a Pandit political activist Tika Lal Taploo in 1989 scared the Pandits who 
were afraid to go out of their houses alone. Children were barred from playing outside as random 
killings and kidnappings of Pandits started (Pandita51). The situation was getting increasingly 
tense, leading to the night of 19th January 1990 when loudspeakers from every mosque in Kashmir, 
blared out warnings for the Pandits to leave the valley amidst loud cheers (Pandita58). Three 
options were historically given to them – “Raliv, Chaliv, yaGaliv” – to abandon their religion and 
stay or to leave Kashmir or get killed (Pandita18). Pandita observes that often neighbours and 
friends collaborated with the militants, believing that Pandits would flee out of terror if a few of 
them were killed. Pandita reflects upon how his family believed that the violence would soon 
subside and that it was a passing phase (Pandita 55), but the night of 19th January changed 
everything when fear gripped their entire community – “All is not well. Everything is going to 
change…” (Pandita 58). The narrative details how terrified Pandits shut themselves up and 
huddled together during the night as calls for secession and threats to the Pandits were issued by 
mobs outside – “They rushed towards us like poison darts … The crowd wanted to turn Kashmir 
into Pakistan, without the Pandit men, but with their women.” The Pandits were convinced that it 
was just a matter of minutes before the crowd would barge into their homes and kill them, 
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Pandita‟s mother took a long kitchen knife and planned to kill her daughter first and then herself 
to the utter disbelief of his father. The young boy could not comprehend what was happening as 
his entire life flashed before his eyes – “We are very scared …Where would we run away to? 
Would Ma have to kill herself? What about my sister?” (Pandita 59). The narrative informs that 
often Pandits were forced to take part and even lead such processions to ensure that if 
paramilitary forces fired then the Pandits would die first. Militants also issued hit-lists in 
neighbourhoods and advertisements in newspapers ordering Pandits to leave or get killed and 
numerous such targeted killings did take place (Pandita 86). It was one such hit-list that was 
pasted outside the author‟s home which convinced the Pandita family to finally leave their home 
and leave Kashmir altogether (Pandita70). Thus, the narrative articulates the prevalent condition 
of marginalization, insecurity and violence which had forced thousands of Pandit families to leave 
their traditional homeland in the early months of 1990 after the militancy intensified in Kashmir. 

Loss of Home and Life in Exile 

Indigenous literary works always articulate the effects of losing their traditional homeland 
on the indigenous community. Pandita‟s text does this by depicting the physical and 
psychological ordeals of the Pandits during their life in exile. nieguferthguosdahstidnaPehtfotsoM
retfaummaJ their exodus and the text reveals how their lives were drastically transformed there. In 
Jammu, Pandita saw thousands of terror-stricken Pandits who had a certain void and blankness in 
their eyes. Families that had rivers flowing through their fields now had no access to freshwater – 
“It took us a while to understand that the water that came out of taps in Jammu and elsewhere 
was not fresh water” (Pandita74). Pandits were huddled into makeshift camps and forced into 
poverty; they had to depend on government doles to sustain themselves. The narrator‟s family 
lived in refugee camps and cheap hotels before finally moving to a one-room flat on rent. Despite 
the difficulties in Jammu, Pandita maintains that it was safer, unlike Kashmir where survival was 
their only concern amidst communal slogans, threats, hit-lists, and murders (Pandita75). He 
conveys the sense of loss pervaded the Pandit consciousness in Jammu – “We had lost everything 
– home, heath … which had taken generations to build” (Pandita76). In spite of their best efforts, 
the lives of Pandits never got any better within the refugee camps at Jammu where up to five 
people had to share one small room (Dabla 78). Many elderly people could not cope with their 
new alien surroundings and the overwhelming memories of their former homeland and 
developed Alzheimer‟s disease which eventually killed them. The Kashmiri sociologist Bashir 
Ahmad Dabla observes that older and disabled people suffered most in exile as they could tolerate 
the extreme heat of Jammu and many collapsed or died from dehydration, heat-strokes, 
neurological ailments and cardiac attacks (Dabla 81). Pandita describes the situation as: 

It was a pathetic existence. Many fell ill with diseases that were hitherto unknown to 
the community … elderly people died of sunstroke … and scorpion bites. Children 
became infected with fungal diseases, and scabies became rampant in the unhygienic 
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camps. Doctors reported hundreds of cases of stress-induced diabetes. Heart disease 
and hypertension made their way in our lives. Many fell into depression ...  Medical 
surveys … said that the Kashmiri Pandits in exile had aged by ten to fifteen year. 
(Pandita 97) 

His own mother would injure herself from lifting countless buckets of water each day, and had to 
take two months of bed rest before resuming her work. Privacy was a big issue for Pandits in 
Jammu as families had to live together in small rooms or refugee camps. Pandita would hang a 
sheet in their room to create a separate space for himself and imagine that he was in his “first-floor 
room back home in Srinagar, in the room with the wooden bookshelf” (Pandita 100). 

Pandita mentions that their immovable properties in Kashmir were also usurped by the 
state government under various pretexts, and several Pandit homes, farms and temples were 
either demolished or erased from government records. Middlemen from Kashmir made rounds of 
the refugee camps in Jammu trying to coax the Pandits to sell their homes at dirt-cheap rates and 
given the acute financial crisis that they were in, several Pandits consented to sell their houses 
which they had so lovingly built (Pandita 104). His family also had to sell off their family home in 
order to meet the medical expenses of his mother‟s treatment in Ludhiana. Although he regards 
this as a sign of permanent exile for the Pandits from Kashmir, Pandita admits that the community 
had no other choice because they had medical and other expenses to cover and most of their 
houses had already been vandalized or burnt down (Pandita 105). 

The real tragedy of losing his homeland and being in exile affects Pandita when he moves 
to Delhi and observes that, like him, thousands of migrants arrive there every day to begin a new 
life. However, what makes him different is that while the rest had a home to return to with their 
loved ones waiting, he was a “permanent exile” and could never return to his home in “the 
Kashmir Valley where my family came from” (Pandita 10). The narrative explicates how for 
Pandits, their home could only be in Kashmir where their roots lay. The text reveals the 
hopelessness, despair and agony of the Pandit community in exile where they suffered from both 
an existential and an identity crisis. The thought of being homeless haunts them forever, as 
Pandita observes how his old mother acquired the habit of telling everyone she met, “Our home in 
Kashmir had twenty-two rooms” (Pandita 13). Much to his irritation, the old lady would narrate 
their tales of persecution to everyone she met but Pandita realizes that this was for her to 
channelize her trauma and it was “the only thing that reminded her of who she was” (Pandita 12). 
Living in exile hurt their pride because these people were quite affluent in Kashmir, but now they 
were destitute and forced to live in small one-room flats. Pandita‟s father was also affected and 
even after years of being in exile, he would get excited whenever he saw Kashmir on television 
and imagine that they still had access to their lost homeland (Pandita 27). He fondly referred to 
Srinagar as “Shahar – the city that is home;” and if Pandita reminded him that they were in Delhi, 
the old man would just give an “embarrassed smile” before going silent for several days 
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(Pandita29). The “mere mention” of the word “Shahar” evokes in the old man images of his 
homeland, his beautiful house and his old life, so silence was the only way for him to deal with 
the present situation and accept the reality that everything was now lost.   

Pandita describes exile as a “dull throbbing pain” (Pandita 38), he confesses that he is 
grateful that barring his parents, none of the other older members of his family had “lived to 
experience the pain and difficulties of living in exile” (Pandita 47). Thus, the narrative highlights 
the love that Pandits feel for Kashmir even after years of staying away and the psychological 
trauma that continues to affect them. An entire generation was forced to rebuild their lives 
elsewhere, yet Shahar was still their “jugular vein” (Pandita 29). Teng and Gadoo observe that 
Pandits loved Kashmir with a “greater spiritual commitment” than the Muslims because they 
were the indigenous people of the region who followed its indigenous culture for generations 
over “thousands of years” (Teng and Gadoo82). Pandits had a strong sense of belonging in 
Kashmir where their roots firmly lay because they were not conquerors but children of the soil 
(Teng and Gadoo 82). 

Loss of Culture 

One of the prime concerns of all Indigenous Literature is to emphasize the loss of the 
traditional culture of the indigenous community like, in this text, Pandita laments the loss of the 
unique Kashmiri Pandit culture during their life in exile. The title of the text – Our Moon has Blood 
Clots – reflects this sense of loss; their memories, customs and traditions are now stained with 
blood and sadness. For the Pandits, the memories of their rituals and traditions do not signify joy 
but evoke trauma and serve as a reminder of their sufferings. The image of the moon, in the title, 
alludes to one of the most important religious rituals of the Pandit community – the celebration of 
Saraswati Puja on a full moon night. However, their historical circumstance has tarnished this 
sacred memory, causing the moon to appear bloodstained as a symbolic sign of all the violence 
they had endured as a community. The image of the “clot” signifies that their wounds have not 
yet healed and are still very much open. The image of the moon is also, traditionally, a symbol of 
pristine beauty; but for the Pandit community, this eternal image of beauty is stained with 
memories of violence which cannot be washed away. The narrative depicts the impact of the loss 
of cultural heritage by suggesting that the use of the native Kashmiri language was gradually 
reducing within the Pandit community in exile. Pandita realizes that the true significance of his 
traditional homeland is that it is the only region where he could speak in his mother tongue. He 
notes that speaking in one‟s mother tongue fills “one with contentment and an undefinable 
happiness,” and it was a liberating experience for him to speak in Kashmiri when he later 
travelled to Srinagar on journalistic assignments (Pandita 36). 

The real fear that Pandita has is that, after decades of being in exile, for the younger 
generation of Kashmiri Pandits, Kashmir is getting reduced to just a “memory” and an “overdose 
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of nostalgia” because they had to move on. Now, their traditional homeland is just a “calendar” 
hanging in the room, a traditional dish cooked during religious festivals, or a marriage ceremony 
“that the elders insist must be solemnized in Jammu.” When Pandita meets his Pandit friends who 
are all well-settled now, they still sing Kashmiri songs but a lot of them were “too young to 
remember anything of Kashmir.” However, a “rush of memory” would often affect them and they 
would call him from faraway places for no other reason but just to “talk to someone in Kashmiri.” 
Language here functions both as a way of retaining the lost heritage and also to channel out 
traumatic memories. For the new generation of Pandits who grew up outside Kashmir, their 
“homes” were elsewhere; hence, Pandita is skeptical whether their identity and the “story” of 
their community would eventually be lost in the next few decades. He admits that the previous 
generation was responsible for keeping alive their indigenous customs and traditions and “created 
mini Kashmirs wherever they settled,” but “after them, there will be nobody left to remember” 
(Pandita 153). Pandita laments: 

We are losing our tradition, our links to the place where we came from. This is 
evident during weddings, or when someone dies. Tradition is like an embarrassing 
grandparent who needs to be fed and put back to bed in a back room. (Pandita153-4) 

He gives an instance from his own life to highlight this cultural setback, he describes how helpless 
he felt when his uncle had died and they could not locate a priest who knew the proper Pandit 
funerary rituals and so they settled for a local priest and recited whatever prayers they could: “At 
least the dead merit dignity; their farewell ought to be performed in the same manner as that of 
their forefathers” (Pandita154). Thus, the narrative portrays the loss of indigenous culture in the 
Pandit community. Pandita makes a case for cultural revivalism within the Pandit community 
when he states that during his numerous journalistic trips to Kashmir, he felt “connected” to his 
ancestors there and realized that it was “important to be in touch with one‟s roots” (Pandita 155). 

Qualifying the Text as Indigenous Literature 

Rahul Pandita foregrounds some of the most pressing issues that affect the Kashmiri Pandit 
community, from the loss of their homeland to the loss of their cultural identity in the future. Thus, 
the text demonstrates thematic and expressional qualities which connect it to the larger body of 
Indigenous Literature (I.L.) from all over the world. Teresa Abt observes that though I.L. is positioned 
as minority literature and given an “inferior ... and secondary status,” yet it portrays important topics 
like “oppression and discrimination.” For Abt, I.L is a literary response that counters mainstream 
misrepresentations and deconstructs “cultural and social stereotypes” (Abt173). Ruffo adds that 
discourse shapes historical truth; and hence, “misrepresentation and appropriation” of the indigenous 
voice should be contested or else alternative narratives will not emerge (Ruffo 666). Pandita‟s 
narrative does precisely this and functions as an alternative narrative to counter the privilege given to 
political discourses and narratives of the dominant community. Within the sphere of modern 
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Anglophone Kashmiri literature, narratives by authors belonging to the dominant community, like 
Basharat Peer and Mirza Waheed, enjoy greater privilege and this marginalizes the Kashmiri Pandit 
perspective on the conflict but Pandita counters these mainstream portrayals. The text bridges a 
critical gap within the mainstream academic discourse on the Kashmir issue by voicing the standpoint 
of the indigenous Pandit community. It addresses the global audience and brings to their attention the 
exact circumstances of the Pandits after they were forced to leave their traditional homeland. The text 
also serves as a testament for future generations of Pandits, to inform them about the legacy and 
history of their community. Pandita highlights the universal resistance to hegemony and cultural 
dominance which I.L. seeks to accomplish and hence, the text qualifies as an indigenous literary text. 

Some of the key features of I.L. found in the text are the depictions of the annihilation of the 
Pandit community‟s culture in their homeland, the systematic oppression that they suffered at the 
hands of the dominant community there, the transmission of intergenerational trauma within the 
community, the psychological trauma of losing their homeland, the new diseases that affect them 
because of this dislocation from the homeland, and the gradual erosion of their distinct identity 
both within and outside Kashmir. The text tries to reclaim this lost identity and restructure it for 
future generations so that their story is not forgotten by the world. 

 Conclusion: Kashmiri Pandit Narratives as Indigenous Literature 

Narratives by other Kashmiri Pandit authors like Siddhartha Gigoo, Varad Sharma, Sudha Kaul, 
et cetera also demonstrate these themes of rootlessness and oppression. These narratives have 
emerged as a literary response to the misery that was imposed on the community after their lives 
had been turned upside down. The very survival of the Pandit community was at peril during the 
late 1980s and now, it is their cultural identity that faces an existential threat after years of 
drudgery and poverty. The media and the mainstream discourse on Kashmir are still largely 
based on national and local political ideologies which ignore the Pandits (Raina), so the only 
avenue left to them was to write their own stories and provide the world an insight into their 
concerns. These authors bring the indigenous Pandit voice in academic discourse and counter the 
traditional misrepresentation that their community had suffered. Their texts serve to preserve the 
cultural heritage of the Pandit community and ensure that traditional practices and customs 
continue to survive in the future. By articulating the wrongs done to them, these authors not only 
resist hegemony but also keep alive the memory of their traditional homeland for posterity. Thus, 
the scope of Indigenous Literature within contemporary Indian English literature extends to 
include recent Anglophone Kashmiri Pandit narratives. Armand Garnet Ruffo suggests that to 
facilitate the healing process of a suffering indigenous community, it is important to understand 
their “need for expression” (Ruffo 672). Pandit authors are instrumental in initiating the healing 
process for their community by addressing and articulating their historical trauma; their “need for 
expression” arises from the silence and marginalization that they had endured for so many years. 
As indigenous literary works, the Pandit narratives also serve to advance the cause for social 
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justice and advocate the community‟s right to return to their native homeland. Ken Coates 
observes that linking contemporary struggles with the global indigenous peoples‟ movement can 
help in catching the media‟s attention; and hence, he argues, “labels and definitions” are 
important (Coates 10). Hence, by positioning the Pandit narratives within the scope of the global 
body of Indigenous Literature, this paper aims to offer new and alternative ways to understand 
and perceive the Kashmiri Pandit community and their history. 
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Abstract 
 
Folktales are the oldest and traditional means of communication having remained a powerful means 
of communication over the years. Since its inception this method of storytelling and communicating 
has changed its medium of transmission but not its manner of storytelling. For ages, oral tradition 
has been a medium of transmission of these stories and culture but with modernization, the medium 
changed to print, electronic, and now digital media. These folktales do not represent mere stories; 
but communicate the varied culture, tradition, rituals, history and much other vital information 
reflecting the timeline of various communities. Serving as an active agent of both information and 
entertainment at the community level for so many years today, there arises an immediate need to 
preserve this form of storytelling - Folktales, especially in the context of its presentation has 
witnessed a change in recent times. Animation being the latest medium of entertainment, folktales 
can also be narrated in the form of animation that will also help preserve the stories in animated 
form for future generations. By doing so, folktales can be pushed beyond the boundaries of the 
community level and can be prevailed in the global platform to benefit the entire human race. 
Several communities across the globe have converted their folktales into animated movies to acquire 
the wider reach of audiences globally. This also helps to popularize the old traditions of these 
communities so that the newer generations can understand its significance in the present-day 
context of digital platforms. Moreover, extinguishing the line of the geographical divide, it ties people 
living across the world together through its common thread of lesson learning folktales. 
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Introduction 

  
Dan Ben Amos a folklorist, defines folklore as, “Artistic communication in small groups”. At the 

beginning of the 19th century „Folklore‟ got a proper recognition, prior to which it was just a 

household culture or tradition. The Germans Jacob Grimm and Williams Grimm were the first to 

look into the study of folklore, it is from there that the idea spread to different nations but the term 

„folklore‟ was first used by William John Thomas (an English scholar) in 1846. Thus, this new term 

was used in the new field of study, with the term many folklorists went into studying different 

areas of the subject. According to Dorson (1972)1, folklore is classified into the following 4 broad 

categories namely oral literature, material culture, folk custom, and folk performing art. The oral 

literature consists of all forms of oral traditions like hymns, stories, songs, phrases, poetry, 

rhymes, proverbs, riddles. Though it is not necessary for all the oral folk traditions to be verbal 

some may be in form of hollers, cries, laments, chants, or other sounds. 

In the communication studies, all these folklore forms are popularly known as folk media or 

traditional folk media (Dutta, 2004). The folk media in India is further classified into 8 broad 

categories, by Parmar (1975) as traditional folk theatre forms (example: Bhaona, Jatra, Bhari-gaan), 

puppetry (example: Putul Nach or Putala Nas, Kath Putli), folk dances (example:  Chau, Bihu, 

Bhangra, Garba, Ghumar), festivals (example: Junbeel Mela, Pushkar Mela, Kumbh Mela), 

traditional youth clubs (example: Yo, Morang, Deka), traditional designs (example: Swastika, 

Lakshmi footprints, Zig Zag patterns of Nagas), sounds, signals, and speeches (example: Drum 

Beats, Uludhwani) and oral literature cum musical forms (example:  Baul, Bhatiali, Powada, 

Lavani)2 . 

Review of literature 

Every dynasty has its culture and habits beautifully narrated through these stories. It states clearly 

that the oral culture was initiated to create a relation between the humans and nature (which was 

then considered to be super powerful) than gradually with the advancement of time, the storyline 

changed from nature to gods and myths delivering stories with values to the people. The instances 
                                                             
1
 Richard M. Dorson in his book Folklore and Folklife an Introduction, discusses in detail about the branches of folklore and its 

uses in day to day life. 
2
 Baul is a form of folk song in Bengal comprising both parts of present Bangladesh and West Bengal; Bhatiali is also a form of 

folk song in Bengal, which was mostly sung by the boatman’s of Bengal; Lavani is also a form of folk song and dance of 
Maharashtra; Powada is a form of folk poetry in Maharashtra.  
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of Greek mythology and Chinese mythology explains how nature was part of a plot in stories (the 

stories of the union of earth and sky). The art of storytelling dates back to the Neolithic times, 

earlier the people used to gather around the fire in the evening and eat, dance, and share their 

stories, as one would end their story the other would start their story and the rest would listen. 

While initially, the topics were narrow but with the advent of time the topics covered a large area 

and became vast (Huang, 2018).  

According to Penjore (2005), Bhutanese folktales has clear indication of contribution in different 

aspects of the society especially children related matters. Underprivileged children got their 

knowledge from these folktales as they could not afford to get the schools unlike those from the 

royal families. It also explains the importance of sharing folktales with the children as only 

sending them to school was not enough for their all-round development as educational 

institutions with give them curriculum based knowledge and impart them theoretical knowledge 

while the moral values, local history, and learnings from the experiences can be imparted only 

through folktales. It also indicates that the primary learning of every child starts from home where 

the members impart them through folktales. Their folktales have a wide range of stories from 

dynasties, monks, rich people, kings, working people, and poor. These stories have a long history 

as they have stories of age-long kingdoms and dynasties and the tales of their bravery and wars. 

Such stories have a life lesson for the children facing different challenges. The policy 

recommendations of Bhutan in regard to folktales transmission through various media are also 

described. 

Another study looks into the Patachitra art of Bengal3, the famous art culture which captured the 

oral literature through its images and paintings. During those days the oral literature was not 

documented through writings, thus the patachitra art became an essential part of archiving the oral 

tales. The tales of migration, socio-cultural evolution, and the trading stories are depicted through 

this art. The reprinted version of patachitra helps in the documentation of cultures and society in 

an archaeological and anthropological survey. Thus, patachitra first marked the preservation of 

oral culture in the eastern parts of India (Bajpai, 2015). 

In a project titled “A Model for Animation of Yorùbá Folktale Narratives” a group of scholars 

have been working on the Yorùbá folktale narratives and trying to design a model for animation. 

A paper based on the project argues that animation as a multimedia element has drawn the 

                                                             
3
 Patachitra is a form of folk art in Bengal, where the evolution over years of the community has taken the form of art. The folk 

art recites the various stories of the community. 
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attention of both young and old, and has shown to be a veritable tool for both formal and informal 

education used in making sense of place, culture and heritage serving as a medium for fostering 

the spirit of reading among children and younger adults, promoting socio-cultural norms, and 

values, preserving and conserving our cultural heritage and revitalization of our indigenous 

languages (Aládé, et al. 113). Another important work is based on how to develop cartoons of 

local folktales that will be of huge benefits to Nigerians. The activities were divided into 5 stages; 

analysis, design, development, implementation and evaluation which involved various processes 

and use of various specialized software and hardware (Ibrahim, et al. 19). Another similar kind of 

study, whose objective is to develop a digital animation film using Yoruba folktale narrative as a 

case study with a view to providing a framework to enhance the production of animated folktales 

as well as supporting Africa's rich cultural heritage, using relevant technology resources 

(Mayowa, 47). But all these three studies are conducted from the computer science background 

with technical perspective, not from the viewpoint of animation storytelling narrative of folktales.  

 

From the literature studied during this research, we got to know about the developments and 

history of folktales of various countries, their purposes, and the roadmap of taking their respective 

traditional folktales to the present-day generation. But there seems to be a lack of study in the 

folktales-based animation moves as a whole and also an Indian perspective. The deeper study on 

Indian folktales and its outreach will give a detailed insight into our traditional folktales, how far 

have they developed in comparison with the different regions of India. 

Methodology 

To conduct the research, literature related to the history of folktales and animations, the 

importance of animations in popularizing and preserving the folktales are studied. Content 

analysis was applied in this study to analyze each animation individually. A qualitative approach 

was undertaken to analyze the stories based on the five analyzing parameters such as- a) the 

Quality of Animation, b) Dialogues, c) Music, d) Characters And e) Storyline. 

Selection procedure:  

Since the list of Hindi animation movies was more in quantity than the other two languages, the 

most viewed animations from each collection were selected for the research from a YouTube 

analytic. Each of these animations is analyzed based on the five mentioned criteria, so that 

findings remain impartial for each language. A total of 30 animation movies were selected based 

on the number of views, of which was 10 movies of each of three languages. 
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Types of sources: 

The data used for this research both literature and video are taken from secondary sources, each 

data is taken from the public domain with copy left policies and there is no license issue in these 

sources. The literature and videos are used by fair means. Due to the current prevalent situation of 

the COVID-19 pandemic, outdoor survey or personal interviews to assess the impact of these 

videos were not feasible, so the research is carried out with all the help taken from secondary 

sources. 

Conceptual Framework 

The culture and history of a particular group of people or society, which are transmitted orally 

throughout the generations, are folklore. Folklores are passed on through two important agents – 

firstly the active narrator and secondly the passive listener, wherewith time the passive listener 

turns into the narrator after a certain point. Every society has its own history of kings, unsung 

heroes, dynasties, in a manner that the history is passed on from one generation to another. 

Folklore has various categories of folktales, songs, dance, riddles, etc. Folktale is a category of oral 

literature or verbal art under folklores; different countries across the globe have their different 

outlook on folklores. Folklores were meant for all people in the society before the division of 

society into castes, after the division, the folklores became a part of the lower or labour class 

people of the society. As described by many western folklorists the folklore is of peasants, the 

poor, labour and so on. But we find the evidence of the existence of folklore since the primitive 

ages, when men started to settle down and habitation started, we find the traces from the stone 

age. These cultures are long ages old; it holds its vast history folklore has in it the transition of the 

group from its very beginning; the stories are interpreted and reinterpreted in various ways 

throughout the years (Propp, 1984). 

Folktales and animation both are vital for the society; here animations help the folktales get 

popular through its medium, since animation attracts the children a lot. Digital animations 

comparatively being a new media can be reached to many at the same time. When the children 

watch any animation, they learn a lot from their multimedia experiences, especially when they 

watch animations of other more popular cultures they tend to follow and get ignorant of their 

own culture. So, when the animation movies based on folktales are made of their own regional 

folk stories and depict their culture, the children get to know more about the culture and inculcate 

those cultures within them. Many regions despite having rich folk culture but due to lack of 

technological advancements fail to match up with the present-day world and lack behind in 
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putting up their stories to their children. Here the primary reason for regional folktale animation 

is to pass on the stories to the children and then secondarily, to put up for the global audiences 

(Ibrahim, 2013). 

Discussion and findings: 

Throughout the analysis, a vast difference can be seen in the animated folktales in the selected 

languages.  

The Hindi animated folktales  

Hindi animated folktales are huge in number, most of the folktales are found in the animated 

form.  Their stories are well structured and presented, we can find a variety of options for Hindi 

folktales, we can find proper series of each folktale which are well preserved in the digital 

platform. The very first thing that attracts the audiences in Hindi animated folktales is the quality 

of the animation, which is of very high resolution, technically perfect and professionally made. 

Each and every story is easily found in different digital content sharing platforms, the stories 

range from epic Ramayana, Mahabharata to Tenali Rama, Akbar Birbal and so on. The languages 

used are easily understandable, the music and sound effects, visual effects everything adds on to 

the quality of the animation. There are various channels where we can find the same folktales, so it 

gives an option to the audiences to select the better ones in terms of quality and presentation; it 

also creates a scope of healthy competition among the creators to create quality content for the 

audiences. A great level of expertise and professionalism is used to make these animations, which 

results in a standardized content. Based on the quality of the animations, it is also clearly visible 

the huge popularity of the Hindi animated folktales compared to the other animation movies of 

the regional languages. The animations have the right tone and amount of narration and dialogues 

of the characters, which helps the audiences in a better understanding of the plots. The movement 

of the characters and the transition of the scenes are smooth and spontaneous making the 

animation worth watching. 

The Assamese animated folktales  

Assamese animated folktales have a very limited number of folktales in the digital platform rather 

than a handful of them. The quality of the animations is very meagre as it is just an amalgamation 

of images inserted into a video, there are very few which can be considered as a proper video. 

Except, the animated movies like „Latkan‟, the image quality of many of them is very poor due to a 

lack of professional skills and techniques. The plots are not well structured and presented in a 
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modest form, which fails to attract more audiences and thus fail to gain popularity. While 

searching the animation movies based on folktales in the Assamese, the results were very limited, 

there was no such dedicated YouTube channel for Assamese folktales animation. The videos were 

from random channels where they cover folktales in occasional times. The stories are mostly 

narrated rather than smooth dialogue delivery between the characters. One of the major 

drawbacks is the picture quality, the images get blurred most of the time also the movement of the 

characters is not smooth. The transition of scenes breaks down which causes hindrances while 

watching the animation. The very famous folktales are hard to find in animated form. The tone of 

the narration is very monotonous, which makes it all the harder to concentrate throughout the 

story. The scenes are plotted and presented in some stories, while in others it is confusing. The 

Assamese animated folktales fail to create a target audience through their animations due to a lack 

of involvement and techniques. However, there are many video films made on the folktales of 

Assam, most particularly the folktales of „Burhi Air Xadhu‟ are filmed with the real characters but 

not in animated form.  

Bengali animated folktales: 

The Bengali animated folktales somewhat stand in a better position if compared to the other 

regional lingual animations. A long list of results come out when searched for Bengali animated 

folktales, there are various stories covered but not all stories are covered through animations some 

important stories are definitely missing. There are very few dedicated channels for folktales, the 

professional and skill level is moderate in some stories, higher in some, and poor in some selected 

stories. The quality of the video is decent, it does not get blurred and images do not get glitches. 

There are proper distinct narrations and dialogue delivery throughout the stories. The music, 

sound effects and visual effects are found in most of the stories, but some stories are left behind in 

terms of quality and presentation. The animations are popular enough while some have a very 

high number of views, rest of the stories have a moderate number of views in comparison to the 

Hindi animation but higher popularity if compared to Assamese animated folktales. A variety of 

the same story is not available, there are single results for every folktale mostly unlike the Hindi 

folktales where we can find the same story in different channels presented and enunciated 

differently. Stories are available in series form. The stories are well sequenced; the quality of 

images is comparatively satisfactory but that of much higher resolution. The story runs smoothly 

and spontaneously, the lively characters also add to the attractions of the audiences.  

Findings: 
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After the thorough content analysis of the animations on folktales of three different languages 

(Hindi, Bengali, Assamese), we can say that there is a huge difference in the making of animations 

in each language. The quality makes a huge difference in each animation. While the story can 

match at certain points, as folktales in different places can have same stories with little variations 

based on the regions. Through folktales we can understand the people and their history, the 

stories reflect the society. The stories impart moral lessons to the children or the audiences in the 

form of entertainment. The same story interpreted in different languages differs from one another 

in some way or the other. As we all know the children these days mostly watch Hindi animations 

rather than their own regional animations, through the observations of this study we can state the 

reasons or drawbacks of the regional animations due to which they fail to compete with the 

popularity of the animations in Hindi.  

Drawbacks: 

Some of the major drawbacks that are necessary to be highlighted. There is a wide gap in the 

views of the animations in different languages, due to the various factors. The quality of the video 

deteriorates when it goes to regional videos due to a lack of technological advancements and 

software and also a lack of professional expertise and skills. The technologies used in the Hindi 

animated folktales are much advanced that can meet the global standard while the regional 

animations fail to achieve that despite having great stories. The animations in Hindi are well 

created; every story is almost created through animations and is well maintained and preserved, 

whereas the regional animations are neither well maintained nor created that often if compared to 

the Hindi animations. The Hindi animations are easily available with lots of options for the same 

story, which is a major missing in the regional animations, as most of them are not available and 

people are left with no options but as to watch what is available. Both the regional languages 

animation has misleading titles and gives out the wrong information which directly shows the 

interest level of the people in preserving the stories. There is a dedicated channel or source to find 

Hindi animations, while the regional animations fail in doing so. There is no such dedicated 

channel for animations; hence the wonderful stories are left out. 

Considering only the views and of the analyzed stories, we can see a major difference, firstly in 

the number of views and secondly the stories. While there are folktales from various collections in 

Hindi, there are stories from only one collection in Bengali while in Assamese the stories are also 

mostly from one collection. The folktales in Hindi have views in crores, lakhs, and thousands 

based on the popularity of the series, the Bengali folktales have views in crores while the 
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Assamese folktales have comparatively much fewer views than the other two languages. It is of 

course, because of the population of West Bengal, Tripura, and Barak Valley of Assam along with 

Bangladesh, Bengali stories are seen most. But they are still less in number in comparison to the 

animated folktales in Hindi.  

Conclusion 

Unlike other countries, India has a huge collection of folktales that interlinks with the main 

classical stories, with the vast geographical expansion and each region has its own stories or 

different versions of stories in different states.  As the traditional way of knowing the story was 

through oral means but in the present scenario, it has shifted to digital forms like animation due to 

various circumstances. To cope up with the present time of technological advancements and 

change in taste of audiences, the age-old stories can be preserved and made popular again 

through the use of animations. This audiovisual way attracts the present-day audiences and gives 

them the knowledge and information in a more interesting way. 

The study shows the comparison between the animations of three different languages (Hindi, 

Bengali, and Assamese), while Bengali and Assamese being the regional folktales lack behind in 

all aspects of the Hindi animations. The regional stories are not transformed into animation form. 

As the children watch the other folktales they learn about the cultures of other region, but they fail 

to know their own society and its culture. One becomes ignorant to one‟s own culture and history 

and follows the other, so when the present generation becomes ignorant towards their own 

culture, the culture is set to be extinct. 

The two most essential reasons to remake the regional folktales in digital form like animation are – 

to prevent the culture and history of the region from getting extinct and to preserve the stories for 

a longer time. These regions despite having rich folk culture are hard to find in the digital form, 

there are very few in fact very limited tales made in digital form on the other hand the Hindi 

animations are huge in number and popular too. Every collection of Hindi folktales is almost 

available in digital form, while the ratio of regional folktales falls down to less than half. Due to 

lack of availability, the great stories are also dying, which shows us the importance of making the 

animations from the folktales, to reach more audiences and keep the culture alive.  

(Acknowledgement: Dr Anupa Lahkar Goswami, Assistant Professor, Gauhati University and Mr Raja 
Das, Research Associate, Dr Anamika Ray Memorial Trust) 
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1. Introduction  

Literature can be defined in the broadest sense as the totality of written and oral 

expressions of a people or of a period. For many African peoples, the fairy tale was the only form 

of literature that existed, as it was not written. The most popular genres of oral literature include 

fairy tales, proverbs, folk songs and riddles. It has already been proven that the various oral 

genres have several distinguishing features which enable them to be clearly categorised among 

themselves (for example in EinfacheFormen and in Formen der Volkspoesie). Despite this 

categorisation, the boundaries among many of these genres are still fluid. If one considers the 

Beninese oral genres, one finds that the fairy tale, for example, to a certain extent maintains a 

relationship with other oral genres. To be more precise: other genres of oral literature are used in 

Beninese fairy tales. For example, the relationship between Beninese fairy tales and songs and 

between Beninese fairy tales and proverbs has already be proven (for example in Deutsch-

beninischeand in Hàn). However, scientific work on the relationship between Beninese fairy tales 

and the riddles is still to be done. The question of the riddles in the fairy tales was raised with the 

first publication of the Children’s and Household Tales of the Brothers Grimm, in which they used 

Abstract 
 
The term “Räthsel-Märchen” (Eng.: “Riddle fairy tale”) was first used by the Brothers Grimm in the 
first edition of “Kinder- und Hausmärchen” (Eng.: “Children’s and Household Tales”). With it, they 
titled the fairy tale 69, which was published in the later editions, namely, in the ones of 1837 and 
1840 under the title Rätsel (Eng.: “riddle”). After them, riddles collectors and researchers used this 
term in their respective works to designate a category of riddles and fairy tales. This article focusses 
on the latter, using the Beninese fairy tales, especially those of the Fon, as a starting point to show 
how, through its narrative function in the fairy tale, the riddle contributes to an integrative dialogue 
between the two oral genres. 
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the term “Räthsel-Märchen” for fairy tale 69 of the German version in 1812 (Neumann, n. p.). After 

them, riddle collectors and researchersfor example Wossidlo (Mecklenburgische) and Aarne 

(Vergleichende) as well as fairy tale researchers and folkloristsfor example Röhrich (Wer) adopted 

the term in their respective publications and explained the connection between the fairy tales and 

the riddles. Using the fairy tales of the Fon from Benin, the present contribution examines the 

problem of the riddle fairy tales in the Beninese collection, focussing on the narrative functions of 

the riddle in these fairy tales. The aim of the article is to work out the integrative dialogue between 

the two oral genres.         

2. From the riddle to the riddle fairy tale  

The riddle – the folk riddle – can be defined as a question that requires an answer (Jolles 

119). A question that is not conditioned by knowledge is not a riddle. There were several forms of 

riddles: e.g. the factual riddles, the word riddles (anchored in the word, language game) and the 

arithmetic or number riddles. Jolles explains of a riddle game as follows: 

Bei dem Rätsel besteht kein Verhältnis von Mensch zu Welt. Hier stellt ein Mensch, der 

weiß, einem anderen Menschen eine Frage - aber er stellt jene Frage so, daß sie den anderen 

zum Wissen zwingt. Einer ist im Besitze des Wissens, er ist als Person der Wissende, der 

Weise; ihm steht ein zweiter gegenüber, den er durch die Frage veranlasst, seine Kraft […] 

daranzusetzen, gleichfalls in den Besitz des Wissens zu kommen und sich ihm als Weiser 

zu zeigen (129-130).1 

A riddle is determined by two sides: a poser and a guesser or guessing person. In the narrative 

tradition of the Fon, fairy tale evenings are opened with riddle games. Children often have this 

role to play. These riddles take up various themes that reflect the Fon’s everyday life. For example, 

they can refer to their farming activities, as the following Fon riddle prove: “One of God’s 

creations always go out into the field unclothed, but always comes back home clothed. Who is it?” 

After the riddle question, the children should think and find the answer. In the case of the given 

riddle, the answer is the corn. The guesser of the riddle can stick to this short and concise but 

correct answer. He can also explain his solution if the other children have not understood it. In the 

example given, the solution is as follows: the maize germ is planted, germinates, becomes a plant 

and produces maize cobs. Then, the corn cob is harvested and brought home with its husk that 

envelopes and protects him. To sum up, the corn grain brought and planted in the field represents 

                                                             
1
 Eng.: “In the riddle, there is no relationship between man and the world. Here, a person who knows, asks another person a 

question – but he asks that question in such a way that it forces the other person to know. One is in possession of knowledge, he is 

the knower, the wise man; opposite him, stands a second, whom he induces through the question to use his power […] to also 

come into possession of knowledge and to show himself as a wise man.” 
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God’s creation, which always goes out into the field unclothed; the second part of the riddle, in 

turn, represents the corn cob left in its wrapped husk after harvesting, which is brought home.  

 

There should be a certain order in the solution of the riddle, especially if many applicants want to 

solve the same riddle. In this case, the person giving the riddle has the task of designate a 

candidate. If the candidate does not find the correct answer, the poser will designate another 

candidate until one of the candidates finds the correct answer. If no child can find the riddle, the 

riddle poser takes the floor again and announces the solution. The purpose of this riddle is 

twofold: firstly, it enables the children to develop their power of reasoning, and secondly, it aims 

to familiarise the children with the Fon’s culture, worldview and way of life, as the riddle deal 

with their different areas of life. In the riddle game, the best riddle solvers are usually 

congratulated by compliments or applause. After the congratulations, the storytelling begins in 

the true sense of the world.  

In addition, the riddle has also found its way into the fairy tale and even becomes the main motif 

in some Beninese fairy tales. Riddles and enigmatic questions appear which influence the core of 

the tales or the fate of main characters:  

Auch mancherlei Märchen leben heute noch im Volke fort, bei denen das Räthsel oder eine 

aufgegebene dreifache Frage […] den Kern der Erzählung auszumachen hat (qtd. in 

Neumann, n. p.).2 

The riddle thus offers the fairy tale a narrative context. While Rußwurm places the riddle at the 

centre in his statement and gives it a high priority in riddle fairy tales, Neumann, on the second 

hand, focusses on solving the riddle: “Man versteht unter Rätselmärchen allgemein märchenhafte 

Erzählungen, in denen die Lösung oder Nichtlösung eines Rätsels oder einer rätselhaften 

Umschreibung eine zentrale Rolle spielen (n. p.).”3 

 

The definition of the riddle fairy tale is not limited to what is mentioned, because the narrative 

material assigned to the term is very heterogeneous (qtd. in Neumann, n. p.).In the Beninese 

collection, there are several fairy tales with enigmatic endings which should also be regarded as 

riddle tales.  

 

                                                             
2
 Eng.: “Even some fairy tales live on among the people today, where the riddle or an asked threefold question […] has to make 

up the core of the tale.”  
3
Eng.: “Riddle fairy tale are generally understood to be fairy tale stories in which the solution or non-solution of a riddle or a 

riddle-like paraphrase plays a central role.” 
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3. Fon riddle fairy tales and Fon fairy tales with riddle tasks  

In the Fon fairy tales in which riddles are included, the motif associated with them varies 

from one fairy tale to another. In Der unehrlicheBräutigam4(Lanmadousselo98 -102), for example, 

the main motif is the name guessing of three king’s daughters. The fairy tale can be summarize as 

follows: A king has three beautiful daughters, whose real names nobody in the kingdom knew. 

Since he wants to give them to marry, he organises a competition in which the applicant, who 

succeeds in guessing the names of the king’s daughters within seven days, would get the 

daughters to become wives. Humans and animals are among the applicants. Yogbo, a ghostly 

figure, is also among them. He knows that the daughters fetch water far from the royal court in a 

village and pass under a fruit tree and devices a ruse to find out their names. The day after the 

opening of the application, he hides of the fruit tree, picks a fruit from it and is on the lookout for 

the daughters. As soon as he has seen them, he lets the fruit in his hand fall down, thinking they 

would call each other in astonishment. But one of the daughters silently fetches the fruit and they 

continue on their way. On another day, Yogbo hides again on the fruit tree and picks several 

fruits. When the daughters pass under the tree again, Yogbo lets the fruit fall down, the daughters 

begin to fetch it by calling each other. In this way, Yogbo manages to remember the respective 

names of the daughters. Unfortunately, he falls ill the evening before the competition and cannot 

take part in it. He calls his trusted friend Asiansian (big stinking ant) to him and asks him to take 

part in the competition in his place and tells him the names of the daughters. He makes the 

following condition: After the competition, Asiansian should give him the king’s daughters as 

wives. Asiansian agrees to this condition. But after he has successfully participated in the 

competition and the king has given him the daughters to wives, he decides to keep them. But 

Yogbo doesn’t let up. He resorts to a ruse, contacts the daughters and tells them everything that 

has happened. This is how he manages to marry the king’s daughters.  

 

At the centre of this fairy tale is guessing the names of the king’s daughters. The poser is the king 

and the guessers are humans, animals and ghosts. This is not just a game, because the solver gets 

the king’s daughters to be wives. Since the poser assumes that none of the applicants knows the 

names of the daughters, it is up to the applicants to do their utmost to find them out. It is not a 

question of the applicants suggesting all the names they knew and hoping that this would enable 

them to find the names of the daughters. They have to ask for them or use trickery to find them 

out. This task of guessing names is therefore different from a real riddle game in which the answer 

is not necessarily given on the spot. Yogbo succeeds in eavesdropping on the names of the 

daughters though this cunning approach. The rehearsal of name guessing and the search of 

answer, which takes on a riddle-like game form, are two important components of the narrative 

                                                             
4
Eng.: “the dishonest groom”.  
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structure of this fairy tale. There are the ingredients that spice up the plot. Furthermore, it is clear 

from the fairy tale that it is not enough to know the answer to the task. One should also be able to 

give it to the poser. It is understandable why the king gives Asiansian the daughters to wives 

instead of Yogbo, because he did not know that he is the true solver. So, the fact that latter resorts 

to a ruse to get the daughters back to wives restores justice in the fairy tale.  

 

Apart from marriage, behind the name guessing in other Fon fairy tales is the love of a close 

relative or close relatives. There is no talk of a competition, as in the above-mentioned fairy tale, 

because such fairy tales are about only one guessing person, but about finding the names of 

pebble children. In these fairy tales, the name or names of the poser is the focus of the name 

guessing process. The old woman and her pebble children5 tells of an old woman without children 

who comes across pebbles in the field. As they were beautiful and shiny, she wishes them as 

children. As soon as she has made this wish, the pebbles turn into human-like figures and become 

her children. But on one day, the pebble children ask the old woman to guess their names and 

threaten to change themselves back, if she doesn’t find their names. The old woman manages to 

get their names with the help of a nightingale: 

The first is called HolokoHoloko, 
 The second is called HolokoKpassa, 
 The third is called HolokoTannyi, 
 The fourth is called Atinmadobonume, 
 The fifth is called Bonume, 
 The sixth is called BonumeMinagan, 
 The seventh is called Titigweti.  
 

Thanks to the help the bird gives the woman, she manages to call the pebbles by their respective 

names and continue to keep them as children. It is not only in the Fon fairy tales that guessing 

name contributes to keeping a child or children. Rumpelstiltskin (Children’s and Household Tale 55, 

German version) refers to an example case. The fairy tale is about a miller who, by boasting to a 

king, tells him that his daughter can spin straw into gold. According to this, the king has the 

daughter brought to his castle and puts her through several tests. He first takes her to a chamber 

full of straw and orders her to spin all the straw into gold by the early morning of the following 

day, threatening her with death, if she cannot do so. A little man helps the daughter after she has 

given him her collar and ring. When the king promises the daughter to marry her if she succeeds 

again in spinning the straw into gold, the little man refuses to help her and first asks her to have 

the first child she would have after marrying the king. The daughter accepts his proposal and he 

                                                             
5
 Told by Moїse Kpangon, the 16. 07. 2016 in Bohicon/Benin and translated into English by me.  
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helps her to spin the straw into gold again. Thanks to the help of the little man to the daughter, the 

king marries her and they have a child. As agreed, the little man appears to fetch the child. But the 

queen did not want to keep her promise. So, the little man makes the fate of the child dependent 

on guessing his own name. Since the queen doesn’t know the name of the little man and still 

wants to keep her child, she goes in search of it. In the end, it is her messenger who succeeds in 

eavesdropping on the name from the mouth of the little man himself: 

 

 Heute back ich, morgen brau ich, 

 übermorgen hol ich der Königin ihr Kind; 

 ach, wie gut ist dass niemand weiß 

 dass ich Rumpelstilzchen heiß! (Rölleke 275)6 

 

With the help of the messenger, the queen gives the name of the little man and keeps her child. 

The little man was so angry that he kills himself. The latter distinguishes the above-mentioned Fon 

fairy tale from this Children’s and Household Tale. What both fairy tales have in common, is that 

neither the old woman in the Fon fairy tale nor the queen in the Children and Household Tale has 

managed to guess the name of the posers themselves. They only manage to do so with the help of 

another character. This leads to the conclusion that the task of guessing the names they have been 

given, excludes the generally known. These are not riddles in the true sense of the word, but 

rather pseudo-riddles:  

Sie [Scheinrätsel] sind im Grunde unratbar. Sie verrätseln nicht etwas allgemein Bekanntes, 

sondern man kann sie gar nicht raten, wenn man nicht die näheren Umstände kennt, die 

mit der Bildung des Rätsels zusammenhängen (Röhrich 221).7 

In the Fon fairy tale L’enfant terrible 8(WekenonTokponto 25 - 40), there is talk of a sequence of 

riddle tasks, some as difficult as other. The fairy tale tells of a poor married couple who, after long 

                                                             
6
 Eng.: “Today I bake, tomorrow I brew, 

 The day after tomorrow, I will take the queen’s child, 

 Oh, how good is it that nobody knows  

 That I am not Rumpelstiltskin!”  

 
7
 Eng.: “They [pseudo-riddles] are basically unsolvable. They do not riddle something that is generally known, but you cannot 

guess them unless you know the circumstances surrounding the creation of the riddle.” 
8
 Eng.: “The terrible child”.  
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wishing in vain for a child, ends up having a child. The son is called Unyonwihudada (Eng.: “I am 

wiser than the king”). In the village where Unyonwihudada and his parents live, no one is 

allowed to say the word “dada” (eng.: “king”). So it was clear to Unyonwihudadaʼs parents that, 

with this name, the life of their son are in danger. While Unyonwihudada and other children are 

playing in a courtyard opposite the royal palace one day, they call him by his name. At this time, 

the king is near the playing field and has hears the boy’s name. Without hesitation, he orders that 

the boy should be brought to him. He wants to punish him because of his name. So he orders him, 

although it is raining at that time, to collect wet millet spread out on the ground in the king’s 

court. The boy takes off his shirt and collects the millet in a short time. Because of this 

achievement, the king becomes angrier, makes the boy his servant and from then on, subjected 

him to difficult tasks, because he wants to kill him. On another day, he calls the boy to him again 

and hands him a white buck. He is supposed to take care of the buck for a year so that he can have 

a young one. The boy doesn’t feel affected by the king’s difficult task. On the contrary, he accepts 

the buck. Then he thinks up a trick. He gets an axe and goes under a big baobab near the royal 

palace and starts to cut it down. Because this act is considered as a crime of lese-majesty, many 

people run up to witness the boy’s act. When the king hears the news that he is about to cut down 

the sacred baobab, he immediately runs over and asks him the reason of his action. The boy 

replies that his father has just given birth to a son. He fetches brushwood. He wants to use it to 

make a fire to watch the baby. After this reply, the crowd breaks out in laughter. The king 

wonders about this answer and asks him if a man could give birth to a child. Then the boy also 

asks him if a buck could give birth. With this answer, the whole crowd is on the boy’s side and 

proves the king wrong. The king feels humiliated, so he looks for other ways and means to kill the 

boy. After a short time, he calls the boy to him again and hand him two stones. From them he 

should make two things that are indispensable for all mankind. There was a swamp behind the 

boy’s flat, where all kinds of birds sit down. He goes there and asks each of the birds for a feather. 

The birds grant it to him and he lies down in the swamp and covers his whole body with twist. 

The colourful feathers he gets from the birds, he then holds on to the body, flies and sits down on 

the baobab he wanted to cut down before. From there, he overhears a conversation between the 

king and one of his sons, in which he discovers that the two things indispensable to humanity that 

he should make from the two stones he handed him were the sun and the moon. Without 

hesitation, he finds a stonemason, gives him the two stones and instructs him to make an artificial 

sun and an artificial moon with the two stones. In fact, the stonemason creates two works of art, 

similar to the sun and the moon. When the king calls a great assembly and asks for the soon and 

the moon, the boy takes the two works of art out of his pocket and shows them to him. Ashamed 

of the boy’s wisdom, the king collapses and dies. And Unyonwihudada is appointed king.  
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In the fairy tales, two riddles tasks stand out: the boy should know how to take care of a buck in 

such a way that it can give birth and make two things out of two stones that are indispensable for 

the humanity. Taking the first riddle task into consideration, one comes to the conclusion that this 

is an unsolvable task, which clearly shows the intention behind it. The boy didn’t panic because of 

the insolvability of the task. He thinks up a similar answer to reject and paralyses the disgusting 

task by a senseless action (Uther 207). The boy’s answer has made the seemingly unsolvable task 

of the king solvable; because it is conditioned by knowledge that no buck can give birth. Jolles 

emphasis that the latter is an essential characteristic of a riddle question (here a riddle task): “This 

is not a Socratic question, a question that would be posed in such a way that a world is created in 

the answer, but a question that is already conditioned by knowledge and knowledge a condition 

(131)”. Interesting is the second riddle task that the king gives to the boy to perform, for two 

reasons: First, the boy should already guess the two things that are indispensable for all mankind; 

second, he should use the stones that the king has given him to make these things out of the 

stones. The riddle answer could have been: the water and the air. But can stones be used to make 

them? The negative answer to this question is evident. The fact that the answer to the riddle 

question is the moon and the sun, two things that can be sculptured with stones, leads to the claim 

that the hinge of the riddle question is located at the word “stones”. Bausinger points out that 

such riddles can be solved  

If in the quoted riddle the soft spot – and thus the possibility of getting lost – lies in the 

centre of the sentence [here the sentences], in other cases, the enigma does not start with the 

verb or the subject, but the hinge is located in some inconspicuous place (123).9 

The boy did not guess the riddle himself, but rather, as in the above-mentioned Fon fairy tale, he 

heard the answer from the mouth of the king. After he shows the king the artificially created stars, 

the king gives himself the death. Jolles emphasises that the death of the poser after solving the 

riddle places the commented fairy tale in the category of riddle stories:  

In den Rätselerzählungen kommt das [das Verhältnis des Aufgebenden und Ratenden] 

dadurch zum Ausdruck, dass hier das Leben des Aufgebenden auf dem Spiel steht. Sobald 

das Rätsel [des Königs] geratenist, stirbt [er] (144).10 

Thanks to his victory over the king, the boy experiences social advancement, which confirms the 

role of the riddle in the fairy tale.  

                                                             
9
 Original version: “Liegt bei dem zitierten Rätsel die Weiche – und damit die Möglichkeit des Sich-verirrens – im Zentrum des 

Satzes [hier der Sätze], so setzt die Verrätselung in anderen Fällen nicht beim Verb oder beim Subjekt an, sondern das Scharnier 

sitzt an irgendeiner unauffälligen Stelle.“ 
10

 Eng.: “In the riddle stories, this [the relationship between the poser and the guesser] is expressed by the fact the life of the poser 

is at stake. As soon as the riddle [of the king] is solved, [he] dies.” 
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In the group of the Fon, a fairy tale cycle ends with a riddle question. In such fairy tales, heroes 

and heroines in danger appear, whose salvation is based on the help of several characters. Because 

of the abundance of help, the heroes of these fairy tales find it difficult to make a choice among the 

helpers and are embarrassed. The Fon fairy tale Qui peutdénouer la situation11 (Mama 83 - 88), for 

example, reports on this: A beautiful girl named Adononsi has three trusted friends who have 

magical powers. The first one can make his eyesight so sharp that he can see over the long 

distances through dark jungles and high mountains with three words. The second has a shoe that 

can turn a boat faster than a hawk trying to catch a chick. And the third one is so strong that he 

can lift a huge baobab with one finger. In one day, Adononsi decides to visit relatives in a remote 

village, whose access is dangerous due to the present of a huge snake in the area. Although her 

friends try to dissuade her, she turns a death ear to their advice. A few days after her trip, her 

father contacts her friends and informs them that their friend is missing and asks for help. The 

friend who can see over great distances, mumbles some magic words and sees that the snake has 

kidnapped Adononsi and is holding her hostage in a very distant jungle in a big hole. In the 

village of Adononsi, however, all the villagers know that no woman who has been abducted by 

the snake has escaped him yet. So the situation of Adononsi is all the more difficult. In a flash, the 

friends go to the village river. There, one of the friends throws his magic shoe into the river. The 

shoe turn into a boat and they get in and start rowing. After rowing for a whole day, they see a 

bright light with the colours of the rainbow. The friend, who has supernatural strength gest out of 

the boat and goes into the jungle. At about the front, he comes across the huge snake, an unusually 

large snake wrapped around a tree and with its head set on the entrance to the hole, where 

Adononsi is. Carefully he walks up to the snake, which has not noticed his presence, raises its 

head with a finger so that the snake mistakes him for an ant, and frees Adononsi. On her return, a 

banquet is organised to celebrate Adononsi’s redemption. A quarrel ensues between the three 

friends, who all want her as their wife. Even Adononsi does not succeed in making up her mind. 

Even the village elders, who are called to help, were undecided. The fairy tale ends with its title.  

The help that the friends of Adononsi have given to free her from the snake is closely 

interdependent. No help among the three is superfluous. The stringing together of the aid is 

justified by the difficult nature of the rescue. It is precisely in these interdependent efforts of the 

helpers that the heroine’s difficulty lies at the end of the fairy tale to choose a groom from among 

the helpers. Even the narrator does not dare to speak about it and leaves it to the listeners or 

readers of the fairy tale. In another Fon fairy tale, the help that some characters give the hero 

revolves around his resurrection. The fairy tale entitled The man and his three women12 can be 

summarised as follows: A polygamous man who has three wives wants to visit his trusted sick 

                                                             
11

Eng.: “Who can solve the situation?” 
12

 Told by Lucien Ghézo, the 16. 07. 2016 in Bohicon/Benin and translated into English by me. 
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friend who lives in another village with his wives. The day they decide to set off, it rained a lot. So, 

the river, which is located between the two villages and which the man and his wives have to 

cross, flows with a strong current. When they arrive at the river and want to cross it, the man, out 

of the caution, asks his three wives to let him across the river first so that they can remember its 

shallow part. The man then looks for a large stick to help him cross the river. After he has 

managed to cross the river with difficulty, he limps exhausted under a tree near the river and dies 

unexpectedly. The three Women, in turn, quickly cross the river and hurry to help their husband. 

They notice that he has already died. All are inconsolable. Because of the unexpected death of her 

husband, the first woman decides to go into the forest to be eaten by the wild animals. The second 

woman decides to return to the village to ask her relatives for help in burying the deceased. The 

third woman, for her part, wants to watch over the body of the deceased man so that no wild 

animals eat it. The second woman manages to get some people to help with the burial of the body 

at the side of the incident, because, according to the customs of the village, the dead should not be 

transported by river. The first woman, who has decided to be eaten by wild animals in the forest, 

meets a hunter in the forest and tells him all her suffering. The hunter promises to raise her 

husband back to life, if she can get him a snuff box. Since the first woman knows that her husband 

was a tobacco snuffer and always carried a snuff box with him, she accepts the hunter’s condition 

and both of them go to the scene of the accident together. The two other women and the relatives 

are about to attend the deceased, when the hunter and the first woman appear and break off the 

burial. The first woman goes to the body of the deceased man and successfully searches for the 

snuff box in the pockets of the robe the dead man is still wearing. She hands it to the hunter who 

prepares a magic potion with the tobacco it contains, which he spreads on the body. The deceased 

wakes up immediately afterwards. When the resurrected man is told the story of his resurrection, 

he wants to know which of the three women loves him most deeply. The fairy tale ended with this 

indirect question.  

 

In comparison to the fairy tales commented on above, the both latter differ in that they have a 

certain technique of riddle. They deal with the difficult situation of the heroes, which, in the 

course of the story, makes the reward of the helpers more difficult, due to the abundance of help 

that the heroes receive. The riddle question is the punch line of these tales, which is why they 

should also be regarded as riddle tales. 

4. Conclusion  

The examination of the topic shows that the border between the fairy tales – especially those of the 
Fon – and the riddles are fluid, because riddle or riddle tasks play an important role in the 
commented fairy tales. These are the rehearsals that the heroes and heroines have to complete in 
order to achieve happiness. Certain Fon fairy tales in which several helpers contribute to the 
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heroes’ salvation also end with a riddle like-question. In such fairy tales, these riddle questions 
show the heroes’ hesitation to choose one of the helpers. In this respect, the riddle-like final 
questions play a narrative role. In this way, the narrators allow the listeners or readers of the Fon 
fairy tales to think about the answer. Riddle or riddle tasks thus characterise the Fon fairy tales not 
only in terms of content but also in terms of narrative style. Thus, the Fon fairy tales and riddles 
are complementary to each other and are in an integrative dialogue. This dialogue is reinforced by 
the term “riddle fairy tales”. 
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Abstract 
 
In this modernized world, scientific invention may breathe life into poetry and poetry, along with myth 
will recreate and redefine literature. Like the way, we collect myths; we create and intrude into myths 
as well. Language and the world consist of myths and finally it gives birth to life. 
                
Etymologically myth came from the Greek word 'muthos' which was later adopted by Latin. Though 
nowadays the word may signify something else, originally it used to refer to the combination of poetry 
and music. 
              
  If we consider myth to be an amalgamation of poetry and music, we can easily state that myth is an 
imaginative creation of an entire community. This creation is also a process of knowledge production 
which is explained through the various sensuous colours and forms of different experiences one 
gathers in one's life. In this process, language as well as the colours and forms change simultaneously 
and with them, the experiences are re-explained. Thus, the function of myth is to turn experience into 
knowledge and knowledge into colours and forms. The poet uses myth to achieve a universal truth, 
which is a general purpose of using myth in any form of verbal arts. Because, it is myth through which 
the deeper truth can express itself easily and it can expand the horizon beyond the day-to-day notion of 
beauty. The noted journalist and author, Italo Calvino from Italy opined, Myth is the hidden part of 
every story, the buried part the region that is still unexplored because there are as yet no words to 
enable us to get them. Myth is nourished silence as well as by words. 
 
The novel Hanshuli Banker Upakathaby Tara Shankar Bandyopadhyay, which is centred on Indian 
freedom movement, starts with a particular myth of a whistling sound of semi-divine origin that comes 
from the forest at night and frightens the kahars. The use of myth along with modernity makes the 
novel truly polyphonic. The author portrayed the ups and downs of the residents of an insignificant and 
remote village called 'banshbadi', whose lives revolved around the river kopai. He described how the 
local beliefs, local myths and folklores  were gradually changing and giving way to the modern lores 
and tales and creating a space for heteroglossia and  polyphony. In this context, I have cited few 
indigenous and foreign authors, not only to strengthen my points, but also to show how myth crosses 
the spatio-temporal boundaries. 
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ভারতীয় সাহিতয: হিথ, ঘাত-প্রহতঘাততর হিহনিমাতের িহুস্বর 

সারসংতে (Abstract in Bengali) 

অচকওয এআ ত্যাধুননও নফকে নফজ্ঞাকনয ননত্য-নতু্ন অনফষ্কায ওনফত্াকও ঞ্জীফনী নি দান ওকয এফং ওনফত্া নভকেয 
কমানকত্ায় ানত্যকও ুনননিভাণ  ুনঃংজ্ঞানয়ত্ ওকয। যমভননবাকফ অভযা নভে ংগ্ৰ ওনয অফায এওআবাকফ নভে তত্নয ওকয অভযা 
চাকেআ এয যবত্কয প্রকফ ওনয। বালা এফং এআ চকৎ ংায ভূরত্ঃ নভে-ৃষ্ট এফং ঘূডােরূক একদয নভেনিয়ায় অভযা চীফনকওআ 
ননভিাণ ওনয।নভেনতু্নবাকফ ওোানত্যকও তত্নয ওকয যওননা প্রকত্যওনি ৃনষ্ট নভে। অভযা যমভন নভে ংগ্ৰ ওনয যত্ভনন অফায নভে তত্নয 
এফং নভকেয ভকধয জ্ঞাকত্ ওঔকনাফা প্রকফ ওনয। বালা  চকৎিা নভকেয এফং এআ দুআকয়  নভরকন চীফন। 
 
নভে নগ্ৰও ব্দ ভুকো ( Muthos ) যেকও এককঙ। ম্ভফত্ অভযা এয অনদ েি কয রানত্ন নুলঙ্গ ' নভেু (Mythus ) কব্দ ানযকয় 
যপকরনঙ। ওনফত্া  ংকীকত্য নযূণি নভরকনয এও যয  চাদু এয ভকধয নননত্। 
 
অভযা মনদ নভেকও ওনফত্া  ংকীকত্য নভরন রূক ওল্পনা ওনয, ত্াকর এ ত্য অভাকদয স্বীওায ওযকত্ ফাধা যনআ, নভে কে এওনি 
ভগ্ৰ চানত্য ওল্পৃনষ্ট। এআ ওল্পৃনষ্টয ভকধয ভানুকলয জ্ঞান ওাচ ওকয,  জ্ঞানকও য ফযাঔযা ওকয কত্চ চীফত্ায়, ঙনফয রূক যকগ 
যফদনায় ংকফদনায নুবূনত্কত্। নবজ্ঞত্ায় যম  জ্ঞান যকয়কঙ, যআ জ্ঞানকও এভননবাকফ ফযাঔযা ওকয। একেকে বালা নফযত্ নযফনত্িত্ 
য়, বালায নযফত্িকনয কঙ্গ ঙনফ  যগ াল্টায়, ঙনফ  যকগয কঙ্গ ুয  ফযাঔযা নওঙু নতু্ন রূ ায়।নবজ্ঞত্াকও জ্ঞাকন, জ্ঞানকও ঙনফয 
ভধয নদকয় অয এও নবজ্ঞত্ায় ধাক্কা যদয়াআ নভকেয ওাচ । ুত্যাং ওনফ মঔন নভে ফযাফায ওকযন, ত্ঔন এও ফিচনীন ত্যকও রাব 
ওযকত্ ঘান, এভননও ওোানকত্যয ভকধয নভে ফিচনীনত্া প্রওা ায়। যওননা নভকেয ভকধয কবীয ত্য প্রওানত্ কত্ াকয 
চবাকফ।  এভননও যৌন্দমি ঙানডকয় এওিা নফার ঈরনিয  অওুরত্া এআ নভে তত্নয ওকয। এআ ওাযকণআ নভে ওানফযও দিন কয় 
কে।  আত্ানরয নফনষ্ট াংফানদও, ওোাননত্যও আিাকরা ওযারনবকনা ( ১৫ কটা ১৯২৩  -- ১৯ যকেম্বয ১৯৮৪ ) নভে ম্পকওি এওনি 
ঈনি ওকযনঙকরন -- Myth is the hidden part of every story, the buried part the region that is still unexplored because 

there are as yet no words to enable us to get them. Myth is nourished by silence as well as by words. 
 
ত্াযাঙ্ককযয ' াাঁুরী ফাাঁকওয ঈওো '( ১৯৪৭) স্বাধীনত্ায যপ্রোি, শুরুকত্আ নভকেয অনফবিাফ। যাকত্ খন চঙ্গকর ন ওায -- যদফত্া, 
মে নও যে, ওায, ওাাকযযা ন্ত্রস্ত। নভে  অধুননওত্ায় ঈনযানি কয় ঈকেকঙ ফহুকওৌনণকওয  ওণ্ঠস্বয। ফীযবূকভয এওনি নকনয গ্ৰাভ ' 
ফাাঁফানদ ' যও যওন্দ্র ওকয ননম্নফকি ভানুলকদয ননকয় যরঔও বাগা কডায নঘে ঙ্কন ওকযকঙন। ঈনযাক যদঔা মায়, যওাাআ নদীকও যওন্দ্র 
ওকয যম ফ ম্প্রদাকয়য ভানুকলয ফফা ত্াকদয যম যরাওনফো, ুযাণ, নভে নঙর যঔান যেকও যফনযকয় এক নতু্ন নফো অাঁওকড ধযকঙ 
এফং ফহুকওৌনণকওয কভও ৃনষ্ট কয়কঙ। অকরাঘনায ুনফধাকেি যদন  নফকদন ানকত্যয প্রঙ্গ একননঙ যিা যওফরভাে অভায ফিফযকও 
যচাযদায ওযায চনয নয় ফযং বাগা কডায নফননভিাকণয চককত্য নবন্ন ভকয়য স্বয  ওীবাকফ ঈকে এককঙ যআ নফলকয় অকরাওাত্ ওযায 
যঘষ্টা ওকযনঙ।  

ূঘও ব্দ (Keywords in Bengali):  যরাওনফো, নভে, বাগা কডা, ওল্পনা, চকৎ, ংস্কায, অধুননওত্া, ঈাদান, 
ওণ্ঠস্বয। 
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বূনভওা 
 
অভযা মনদ নফোনকত্যয ভাওাফয যেকও শুরু ওকয ভৎ যমফ ানত্য যকয়কঙ ত্ায নদকও ত্াওাআ, যদঔফ 
যম, ভৎ ানত্য যেকও নতু্ন নতু্ন ফককিয( Genre ),  নতু্ন নতু্ন খযানা, নতু্ন নতু্ন ফাাঁকওয ৃনষ্ট কয়কঙ। 
নেও যবাকফআ বাযকত্য দুনি ভাওাফয যাভায়ণ  ভাবাযত্ যেকও নভে  ফাস্তকফয কঙ্গ কঙ্গ ফককিয 
(Genre) ূোত্ কয়কঙ। অয এআ ফকি যত্া নযফত্িকনয দাযভুনঔ যওননা এগুনর যত্া আনত্াকত্ অশ্রয়। 
যাভায়ণ প্রকঙ্গ ফরা মায়, যাভ ীত্ায যেকে ভূর নভে র যরাও প্রঘনরত্ নফলয় এফং অমিবালী চনত্ায 
নফস্তাকযয কঙ্গ কঙ্গ স্থাননও  াভানচও নযনস্থনত্ নুমায়ী ওারক্রকভ নফফযণকত্  ফযাঔযাকত্ ােিওয 
অকযানত্ কত্ োকও। ভকন ওযা যমকত্ াকয, ফাল্মীনও য ভয় ব্রাহ্মণযফাদী অমি এরাওা ভধযকদক প্রঘনরত্ 
এভনআ যওাকনা এওনি রূও ওাননন অশ্রয় ওকয ংসৃ্কত্ বালায় যাভায়ণ যঘনা। যাভ ীত্া  নভকেয নফনবন্ন 
অঔযান ননশ্চয়আ নযানয স্থাকন যআ ভকয় প্রঘনরত্ নঙর। যমভন দযে চাত্ও  নয যওাকনা চাত্কওয 
ােকবকদয ফযাঔযাআ ত্াআ। অফায যদঔা মায়, েকখাকলয যঘনায় যাভ ীত্া নভকেয যম ঈকেঔ যকয়কঙ এফং 
যফত্িীওাকর যদােকয এআ নভকেয যম নয ওাননন  প্রঘনরত্ ত্ায ফযাঔযা এওআ। 
 
ভাবাযকত্য যেকে বাযত্মুদ্ধ ফা ওুরুকেে মুকদ্ধয ভূর নভেনি অকনেও নফঘাকয  নযফনত্িত্ ফরা মায়। 
যস্য যভৌনরও ােিওযমুি ফণিনাকত্ােকবদএকেকে নফযর,যমিুওু ােিওয অকঙ ত্াকত্ মুমুধান 
ঈচানত্গুনরয েফা মুদ্ধকেকেয প্রধান ওুীরফকদয বূনভওায় নফকল ােিওয যনআ। এফং াযস্পনযও ফস্থায 
ফণিনা প্রায় এওআ।েিাৎ এআ  নফলকয় যাভায়ণ অয ভাবাযকত্য ভূর নভে দুনিয গুণকত্ ােিওয 
ত্াৎমিূণি। ত্কফ এওো ত্য মুক  স্থাকনয নযফত্িকনয কঙ্গ কঙ্গ ফযাককণয ওাফযপ্রয়াক যকলয 
ওানননকত্ ফযাও এফং নফনঘে ংকমাচন  ভাকফ খকিকঙ। এগুনর ভূরত্ ৃেও, যমাকুেীন ফা নত্ 
ননের ংকমাক নভে, ঈওো, অঔযান, ঈাঔযান, ওল্পনা, নীনত্নো এফং ধকভিয াদকদক যওন্দ্রীয় নভে 
ওুরুকেে মুদ্ধকও নখকয যনঘত্। 
 

ত্াযাঙ্ককযয 'াাঁুরী ফাাঁকওয ঈওো'(১৯৪৭) স্বাধীনত্ায যপ্রোি, শুরুকত্আ নভকেয অনাককানা, নভে 
 অধুননওত্ায় ঈনযানি কয় ঈকেকঙ ননয। নিত্ীয় নফেমুকদ্ধয নওঙু অককয ভকয় ফীযবূকভয এওনি নকণয 
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গ্ৰাভ ফাাঁফানদ। ত্ায া নদকয় ফকয় মায় যওাাআ। ত্াযাঙ্ককযয যরঔায় এওিা স্বাবানফও  স্বত্:সূ্ফত্ি নফঘযণ 
যেে র যাঢ়বূনভ।একেকে যপ্রকভন্দ্র নভকেয ঈনি স্ভযণ ওযা যমকত্ াকয -- 'ফাংরাকদকয যবৌককানরও 
ভাননঘকে যাঢ়কদকয স্থান অকঙ  োওকফ। নওন্তু ানকত্য ত্াকও নফনেযত্া নদকয় যককঙন ত্াযাংওয'১( 
ত্াযাঙ্কয ংঔযা, যওাযও ানত্য নেওা, ৫৩)। এনি এওনি অঞ্চনরও ঈনযা। অঞ্চনরওত্ায কি ফিচনীনত্ায 
ফৃত্তয ফযঞ্জনা যম ত্াযাঙ্ককযয ানকত্য ভূর ওো, যিা যপ্রকভন্দ্র নভে ুন্দযবাকফ ফকরকঙন -- 'প্রনত্ভা ননাঁঔুত্ 
ওকয কনকওআ কডকত্ াকয, নওন্তু ত্ায ঘেুদানআ র অর। নল্পীয যআিাআ ফকঘকয় ফড যীো। ঘেুদান 
মোেি মনদ না য় ত্াকর প্রনত্ভা কডায ফ ফাাদূযী ফযফাদ কয় ত্া ভানিয নন্ডআ কয় োকও ভাে। যআ' 
ঘেুদান 'এয েভত্া মনদ না োওত্, ত্াকর যাঢ় যদ ননকয় ত্াযাঙ্কয মত্ নওঙু নরকঔ যককঙন ত্া এওনি 
নফকল ঞ্চর অয ভকয়য দনররধভিী নফফযকণয যফন ভূরয বাফীওাকর যত্ না'২ (ত্াযাঙ্কযংঔযা,৫৩ )। 

 
এআ যবৌকনরও িবূনভকত্ যরঔও দুনি ম্প্রদায়কও যাঔকঙন -- কাাঁকয়য ফাফুভাআযা এফং গ্ৰাকভয ঘানল, 

দককা, নানত্, যওার প্রবৃনত্ বয ম্প্রদায়। অয ওাাযাডা মাকদয ননম্নফকি ফরা যমকত্ াকয। ঈনযাক 
ংঔয ঘনযে অকঙ যমভন - ূঘাাঁদ, ফনয়াযী, ওযারী, প্রহ্লাদ, যকাীঘাাঁদ, যত্ন, ভন, যভ, যকভয স্ত্রী 
ওাকরাী আত্যানদ -- একদয প্রকত্যকওয নওঙু না নওঙু বূনভওা অকঙ। ফনয়াযী  ওযারী ঈনযাক ভুঔয 
বূনভওা ারন ওকযকঙ। এযা নানাযওভ ওুংস্কায ভাকন। ভাকচ প্রঘনরত্ যকয়কঙ যম, ংাকয রক্ষ্মী একরআ 
নানও ফ নেও কয় মায়, মনদ এিা ওাাকযযা ভাকন।  ফাফাোওুকযয ফান েিাৎ ঘন্দ্রকফাডা া ঈকোকন 
কড অকঙ, ওযারী যদকঔআ ফুও ঘাকড যওাঁকদ কে । ত্াআ য ফকর --' ককা ফাফা োওুয যকা ! কয অভায 
ফান যয !  কয নও কফ যয ! ায় ভা যয !৩ ( ফকন্দযা,৩৫ )। ঈনযাক রেনীয়, ভাআকত্া যখালকও ঘন্দনুয 
ওাযঔানা যেকও ত্ানডকয় নদকয়কঙ েঘ যআ ওাযঔানা কঙ্গ ত্ায ভাকয়য আনত্া চনডকয় যকয়কঙ। নত্ন ফঙয 
অকক ওযারীয  ফাফা মঔন ভাযা মায় ত্ঔন ওযারী যঙকর ভানুল যআ ত্ঔন যেকও াাঁুরী ফাাঁকওয ঈওো এও 
িুওকযা কল্প -- যকািা াাঁঘারীয ভকধয ওকয়ওিা ঙডা। এফ কনও নদকনয ুযকনা কল্প ; এঔন ঘকর অকঙ 
এফং ঘরকঙ। যআ ফ ঙডা ফরকত্ ফনয়াযীয ভকত্া ভাত্ব্বকযযা  রজ্জা ায়। ত্াআ ূঘাাঁদ ফকর --' অ: ত্ায় 
অফায রাচ নওকয?  ফকর যআ যফগুকন যওন ঔাডা? না ফংাফরীয ধাযা'৪ (ফকন্দযা:,৩৮)। 
 
ত্াযাঙ্কয নবজ্ঞত্ায নল্পী। যআ নবজ্ঞত্া ওাকচ রানককয় নত্নন একওফাকয প্রত্যে 'যাঢ়' ঞ্চরকও যফকঙ 
ননকয়নঙকরন। নত্নন যআ ঞ্চকরয ভানুল য়ায় ননচ বূনভকও যদকঔকঙন, নঘকনকঙন, বাকরাকফককঙন। ত্াআ 
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ফীযবূকভয 'যাঢ়' বূঔণ্ডনি ঈনযাকয যওন্দ্রনফনু্দ -- ত্ায অনদফাী ওাায, যফকদ, য াভ, ফীযফংী, 
ফাঈযী,ফাকদী, াাঁত্ার, ঘন্ডার,  াআনী প্রবৃনত্ ননম্নফককিয ভানুল গুনরয চীফননঘে ঙ্কন ওকযকঙন। ঈনযাক 
যমফ ভানুকলয ওো ফরা কয়কঙ ত্াযা ভাকচ ননঙকয় ডা ভানুল, অধুননও 'াফরিানি' ত্ত্ত্ব  নুমায়ী 
ননম্নফককিয অত্ায় ঘকর অক।  'াফরিানি'এয ফাংরা প্রনত্ব্দ 'ননম্নফকি'।  ১৯৮০ দকও ' াফরিানি ' 
ব্দনি বাযত্ীয় আনত্া নঘোয় এওনি ভুঔয স্থান নধওায ওকয ননকয়কঙ। ননন্মফককিয তফনষ্টয কত্ াকয  -- 
 
১) ভাকচ ননঙকয় ডা ভানুল।  
২) মাকদযকও ফভয় যওাকনা ধনী ফা প্রবাফারী ফযনি দনভকয় যাঔকত্ ঘায়।  
৩) একদয যওাকনা প্রনত্ফাকদয ওণ্ঠস্বয োকও না।  
 
ঞ্চাকয দকও পযান নঘোনফদ যযারাাঁ ফাত্ি ত্াাঁয 'নভকোরনচ' গ্ৰন্থনিকত্ নভে ত্কন্ত্রয ূক্ষ্ম নফঘায নফকেলণ 
ওকযকঙন। ত্াাঁয ভকত্, নভে ভাচকও যফাঁকধ যযকঔ াভানচও ঐওয  যম্পযাকও ধকয যাকঔ।যআ কঙ্গ 
ত্ীকত্য ুযাণ, নফো, ংস্কায আত্যানদকও স্বত্ন্ত্রবাকফ এনককয় ননকয় মায়। ভাকচয ভকধয নভকেয বাগা কডায 
প্রনক্রয়া ঘরকত্ োকও। নভে ফ ভয় নযফত্িকনয ওাযণ নভে ওঔকনা নননদিষ্ট চায়কায় যেকভ োকও না। 
 
'াাঁুরী ফাাঁকওয ঈওো' ঈনযাক নযানও ননকচআ নরকঔকঙন -- "াাঁুরী ফাাঁকওয যদ ওডা ধাকত্য ভানিয 
যদ। একদকয নদীয যঘকয় ভানিয কঙ্গ ভানুকলয রডাআ যফন। 'ঔযা' েিাৎ প্রঔয গ্ৰীষ্ম ঈেকর নদী শুনওকয় 
ভরুবূনভ কয় মায়, ধূ ধূ ওকয ফানর --এওাক ভাে এওাাঁিু কবীয চর যওাকনা ভকত্ ফকয় মায়।... ভানি ত্ঔন 
কয় কে ালাণ। খা মায় শুনওকয়,ভানি কযভ কয় কে অগুকন যাডা যরাায ভত্; যওাদার নও িাভনায় 
ওাকি না, যওা নদকর যওাদার িাভনাযআ ধায যফাঁকও মায়; কাাঁআনত্য ভত্ যম মন্ত্র য নদকয় যওা নদকর ত্কফ 
ঔাননওিা ওাকি নওন্তু প্রনত্ যওাক অগুকনয পুরনও নঙিকও কড। ঔার নফর ুওুয দীনখ  যঘৌনঘয কয় যপকি 
মায়। ফীযবূকভয এআ ভানিয নযঘয় ত্াযাঙ্ককযয নবজ্ঞত্ায় ায়া মায় যফত্িীওাকর। 'অভায ওাকরয 
ওো' য় ননকচয ূনত্ওাকৃ প্রকঙ্গ ত্াযাঙ্কয নরকঔকঙন, ভানিয যভকছ, ি ােুকয যাঙ্গাভানিয যদয়ার নদকয় 
কডা ঈত্তয দুয়াযী যওাোখয অচ িুি অকঙ।... খযঔাননয াভানয নযফত্িকনয চনয ফঙয ওকয়ও অকক 
ঔাননওিা যদয়ার বাগায প্রকয়াচন কয়নঙর, যওাদার, িাভনা, াফর ায ভানকর, যকল কাাঁআনত্ অনা র; 
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যদয়ার বাগর ফকি নওন্তু যনদন যম অগুকনয পুরনও ঙনডকয়নঙর কাাঁআনত্য অখাকত্, ত্া অচ অভায যঘাকঔ 
বাকঙ "৫( ভুকঔা:,৭৪ ) 
নভে যত্া ফহুস্তযীয় বাফনায ংনভশ্রণ। মনদ অনিওায ানকত্য নভকেয ওো বানফ যদঔফ যম, যরঔযঘঘিায অকক 
এআ ভাকদকয াংসৃ্কনত্ও ঐনত্কযয এওভাে ঈায় নঙর ফংানুক্রকভ যভৌনঔওবাকফ ফয়ানকও ধকয যাঔা। 
ত্াকদয আনেননয়া  রাআকফননয়া নাকভ দুনি চনককাষ্ঠীয নঙর। এআ দুনি ঙাডা াাযা ঈাকেয অনিওায় 
আঈকযাীয় অায অকক যরঔায নঙর না। যচনয ত্াকদয ুযা অঔযান এওনি নননদিষ্ট ঞ্চকর ীভাফদ্ধ যেকও 
মায়। ভকয়য কঙ্গ কঙ্গ ফদকর মায় ত্াকদয অেি াভানচও যপ্রোি। ফংানুক্রনভও যভৌনঔওবাকফ যমিা 
প্রঘরন নঙর যঔান যেকও কয অক। অকর অনিওায় ঞ্চর নবনত্তও ওত্তভ ফা যকাষ্ঠীগুনরয ভকধয 
াযস্পনযও দূযত্ব োওায় এফং নফজ্ঞাকনয প্রায না োওায পকর অনিওা নঙর ুকযা অঔযাকনয  ম্ভাফনাূণি 
বূনভ। 
 
ননকফনও াকন ননকচকদয ংসৃ্কনত্  ওৃনষ্ট প্রচানত্কও যকৌযফানিত্ ওযায রকেয ঈচ্চফণি ম্প্রদাকয়য াদা 
ঘাভডায ভানুকলযা াচাযফায এওোআ ফকর এককঙ যম, াশ্চাত্য ংস্পকিয অককআ এআ  ভাকদকয যওাকনা 
ংসৃ্কনত্ নঙর না। এআ ফভাননাওয ওো স্বকদফাীয ভকন ত্ীব্র প্রনত্নক্রয়া তত্নয ওকয, পরস্বরূ 
াননত্যওযা প্রভাণ ওকযন যম, ত্াকদয ভাতৃ্ নতৃ্বূনভ যওাকনানদনআ ংসৃ্কনত্ীন নঙর না। যচনয নঘনুয়া অকঘকফ 
প্রতু্যত্তকয  চানাকরন --"  মুকযাীয়কদয যেকওআ ওৃনষ্টয ওো প্রেভফায চানকঙ অনিওা ত্া নয়।  নযনঘকত্য 
াকত্ যদ ভানুকলয ভান।  ফভাননা যেকও ভনুলযত্ব, ভাননফওত্াকও নপনযকয় অনকরন যঘনয়ত্াযা ত্াাঁকদয 
ৃনষ্ট ওৃনত্কত্। ননকফনও াকন ঘাা কড মায়া স্বকদকয আনত্া ঈদখািকন  যদফাীয কঙ্গ ফৃত্ 
করন যরঔও নল্পীযা। স্ট্যানকরন ভওাকঙ্গ ' ন ট্রায়ার পয ভাআ ওানি  ' ঈনযাক যনর যযাক  এয 
ননকফনওযকনয ঐনত্ানও অঔযান যানাকরন অভাকদয " ৬ ( যন নং, ৮১ )। 
 
'াাঁুরী ফাাঁকওয ঈওো' ঈনযা যরঔও ঔুফ কঘত্ন দৃনষ্টবনঙ্গকত্ নল্পরূ ননভিাণ ওকযকঙন। ঈৎকি কে 
ওনফকঔয ওানরদা যাকয়য ঈকেকয নরকঔকঙন --  যঔানওায ভানি ভানুল ত্াকদয ভ্রং বালা - অনায 
ুনযনঘত্। যাঢ় ঞ্চকরয যাঢ়ী ঈবালা ঈনযাক কনওাংকআ চুকড অকঙ। াাঁুরী ফাাঁকওয ভানুকলযা ফকর ও) 
'যগ' যও ফকর 'গ', 'যাভ' যও ফকর 'অভ',  'যচনী' যও ফকর 'চনী', 'যীনত্ওযণ' যও ফকর 'আত্ওযণ' ঔ) 
'যাকভাননয়া' যও ফযর 'অরুনভনন', 'যারুনভননয়াভ' যও ফকর 'এনানভনর'।ওাাকযযা অফায বীলণ যনওত্ায 
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ভানুল। মঔন যওাকনা ভননফ যফন চি াওায় ত্ঔন ত্াকও যা Code নাভ যদয় যমভন, াওু ভণ্ডর, যভািা কর 
' যকদা ভন্ডর। এভননও ত্াযা মঔন যওাকনা নওঙুকত্ প্রংা ওকয ত্ঔন ফকর 'ফাা ফাা'। 
ওাাযকদয ভকধয মঔন ছকডা য় ত্ঔন এওনদকন োকভ না নদকনয য নদন ঘরকত্ োকও। ত্াকদয ভকধয 
কানরকারাচ,  ছকডাছানি ননত্যনদকনয ফযাায, এআ ংসৃ্কনত্ ুরুলানুক্রকভ ঘকর অকঙ। ূঘাাঁদ  যমকতু্ ফয়ক 
ফিকশ্রষ্ঠা ত্াআ য এওিু ভন্ত্র চ চাকন। নয়ান াাঁাননকত্ বুককঙ, ূঘাাঁদ ত্াকও এওিা ভাদুনর যদকফ মাকত্ ত্া 
যেকও ভুি য়। এআ নফো ফত্িভান ভাচ ফযফস্থা যকয়কঙ নওন্তু অধুননও বযত্ায ওাঙাওানঙ এক নভকেত্ 
চককত্য প্রনত্রূ  তত্নয ওযায েভত্া ক্রভ হ্রা ায়। াাঁুরী ফাাঁকওয নদন ঘকর যককর যানে যনকভ অক - 
এআ যানেয কঙ্গ চাগর ঘন্ননুকযয যানে কনও ত্পাৎ। াাঁুরী ফাাঁকওয ওাাকযযা যওকযানকনয ন ফা যেকর 
ওত্িা োওুকযয নাভ ননকয় চিরা ানওকয় ফক। যঙকর যঙাওযাযা য ার ফানচকয় ওঔন ধভিযাকচয যফারান, 
ওঔন কায় ভনায কান াাঁঘানর,  ওানত্িও যেকও ভাখ পাল্গুন মিে ীত্ -- ত্ঔন কান ফাচনায অয 
নছনভকয় অক যওননা ধান ওািায পর যত্ারায ভয়।  তঘে ভাক নতু্ন ওকয যখাঁিুকান, ংক্রানেয যকলয 
নদকও ফক কাচন, যফারাকনয কাকনয ারা। ওাাযকদয ওাকঙ করৌনওও যদফকদফীয ওোআ কয় ঈকেকঙ 
এওভাে ত্য -- এিা মুক মুক ধকয ঘকর অায় নভে নফোক নযণত্ কয়কঙ। অিকৌকযকদয যরাওায়ত্ 
যখাঁিুকাকনয যচায নত্যআ যফন। যচনয ফনয়াযী দাাঁনডকয় যাকন – 
 
"ায় ওনরওাকর, ওত্আ যদঔাকর 
যদফত্ায ফান ুকড ভ' র ওাকর, ত্া ভাযকর যাঔাকর। 
 ত্ায নফঘায র না ফাফা, তু্নভ নফঘায ওয। 
নত্ ফড ফানডর মাযা, ত্াকদয যবকগ াকডা" ৭( ফকন্দযা:,  ৮৯ ) 
 
ওাাকযযা এ নফো ওকয যম, প্রেভ প্রেভ মঔন ঈেকফ ত্ায যবাক নদকত্ কফ ফাফাোওুকযয োকন। যমঔাকন 
োওকফ ভুকনদ্ধ, ফযফনি নদ্ধ অয এও যফাত্র ভদ। যওাাআ নদী এফং াাঁুরী ফাাঁকওয প্রওৃনত্য কঙ্গ ত্যে 
যশ্রনণয এত্িাআ এওাত্মত্া। ওাাকযযা ত্াকদয প্রাঘীন ংস্কায  নফো ননকয়আ কড অকঙ। এ চকৎ, অরাদা 
চকৎ। ত্াকদয ঐনত্য, ত্াকদয ন্ধনফো, ত্াকদয যীনত্নীনত্ অদফ ওায়দা, ত্াকদয ংস্কায ননকয় কডা এআ 
চকৎ; যমঔাকন অধুননও বযত্ায অকরা এক যৌঁঙায়নন। এআ অনদভ দ্ধনত্কত্ চীফন ধাযণওাযী  েযচ 
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ওাায চীফকন এওনদন বযত্ায অকরা এক যৌঁঙার। অকরা একন নদর ওাাযকদয যঙকর ত্ো 
অধুননওত্ায প্রত্ীও ওযারী। 
 
াাঁুরী ফাাঁকওয ঈওো, ওাাকদয চীফনওো। যআ চীফন -- ভানুল, প্রওৃনত্,  নফনধয নফধান, অঘায-নফঘায, 
ধভিংস্কায,  নভে নদকয় যকাডা। এআ ঈনযা ঈওো, না আনত্া যআ ননকয় িন্দ্ব অকঙ ---"আা আনত্া 
নক, ঈওো। আায চীফনমাো নত্প্রাওৃকত্য খন ওুকনরওাভনন্ডত্ ; যৌযানণও ওল্পনা, করৌনওও ংস্কায  
নফো, প্রাঘীন নওংফদনে  অঔযান, দয ত্ীকত্য খিনা প্রনত্পনরত্ চীফন দিন -- এ ভস্তআ প্রাত্যনও 
চীফকনয যকেযকে, কবীযবাকফ নুপ্রনফষ্ট । াাঁুরী ফাাঁকওয ওাাযকদয চীফন দিন নযফত্িনীয় বাকফ 
নস্থযীওৃত্ -- ওাাযকদয চীফকনয মাা নওঙু ফযনত্ক্রভ  নফমিয়, মাা নওঙু অওনস্ভও  াধাযণ ফআ 
যদফরীরা, দৃয -- নিয দুকফিাধয নবপ্রায় আকত্ ঈৎনেপ্ত।. . . ীনত্য ফৃদ্ধা ূঘাাঁদ এআ তদফনিয 
নধওানযণী  ফযাঔযােী;  াাঁুরী ফাাঁকওয চন্ম ফৃত্তাে, ঈায ত্ীত্ ওাননন, ঈায তওকায  প্রেভ যমৌফকনয 
ভস্ত ঈদ্ভি ওল্পনা নত্প্রাওৃত্ নবজ্ঞত্া াযকরৌনওও চকৎ আকত্ বযাকত্ প্রনত্নি ধ্বনন স্পি, যদফত্ায 
যযাল  প্রাাকদয প্রনত্নি ননদিন ত্াায সৃ্ভনত্য ঐনত্ানও অাঁধাকয ঔন্ড ভগ্ৰত্ায়  প্রেভ নুবূনত্ কাঢ় 
ফণিকরা নফস্ভযণীয়বাকফ যনেত্। যআ এআ ম্প্রদাকয়য Prophet ফা অধযাত্মকরাকওয নত্ যমাকাকমাক 
যোয যতু্ "৮ ( নং  যন,  ১৫১ )। 
 
ওযারী, ওাাযকদয ধভি ংস্কাকয অখাত্ একনকঙ, ংসৃ্কনত্কত্ একনকঙ নযফত্িন।  যালকওয নযাকয়য প্রনত্ফাদ 
ওকযকঙ য।  ঈওোয়, আনত্াক মুকােওাযী নযফত্িন খকিকঙ। ওাায ংসৃ্কনত্কত্  নযফত্িন । ওযারী 
ানঔয কঙ্গ 'াগা' এভনআ নযফত্িন ূনঘত্ ওযর। ওাাযাডা ঈওোয় ফকযয াচ জ্জায় ওযারী ওনরমুকক 
একনকঙ। প্রফীনকদয ভকত্, 'এত্িা বাকরা নয়'। ম্ভফত্ ফকনায়াযী এয যওাকনা নফনত্ ওকযনন, ওাকরাী 
খনিত্ দুফিরত্ায চনয  ফযং নয়াকনয খয যবকগ যওাযারীয খয ফাকনায চনয, য ভাকরানঘত্ কয়কঙ। ত্কফ 
ূঘাাঁকদয অকে নয়াকনয ভাকয়য কানরকারাচ শুকন, ত্ায ভকন য় - ওযারী ওত্িায ফাননিকও যভকয নযায় 
ওকযকঙ -- অয ত্ঔনআ ত্ায কয় ওত্িায ওাকঙ েভা প্রােিনা ওকয নওন্তু ানস্ত নদকত্ াযয না।  দু্ভত্ 
প্রনক্রয়ায় য ফুছকত্ াকয, ওত্িা ত্ায ঈয কু্রি ননন। নননশ্চত্ ভকন নফকয়য অকয এক যদকঔ, যওাকরয 
ফুনড ূঘাাঁদ, এওাকরয নফকয়য অয চনভকয়কঙ। 
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এআ ংস্কায গ্ৰাভয ভানুকলয ভকন ফাা যফাঁকধনঙর। ুত্যাং ননেত্ ওাাযকদয ভকধয এআ ংস্কায ঔুফ 
স্বাবানফওবাকফআ প্রনত্পনরত্ কত্ যদঔা মায়। ূঘাাঁকদয ভুকঔ যানা মায় -- াাঁুরী ফাাঁকওয যওাকরয যবৌনত্ও 
যরাকওয আনত্ওো। 
নওন্তু মঔন ত্াযা যওারকও নত্ক্রভ ওকয এওার েিাৎ অধুননও মুকক অায কঙ্গ কঙ্গ ত্াকদয ফ 
নওঙুকত্আ নযফত্িকনয রূ রেয ওযা মায়। এআ মুক নযফত্িকনয পকর েযচ ওাায ওুকরয প্রাঘীনা ূঘাাঁদ 
যমন নন্দান কয় কে।  ত্ায নফো নওঙু ওকভনন নওন্তু এ মুককয ভানুকলয ভকন যম কন্দ খনীবূত্ -- ত্া 
ূঘাাঁকদয ফিকফয প্রভানণত্ -- ভানুকলয অধযানত্মও চীফকনয ভকত্া একত্ যমন নযফত্িন খকিকঙ। এঔন বূত্ 
কর ঘন্ননুকযয যঙাওযাফাফযা ফনু্দও ননকয় াাযা নদকয় যীো ওকয যদঔকত্ অকফ। 
 
েযচ যশ্রনণয ভানুলকদয ননকয় যরঔা ঈনযাগুনরয ভকধয 'নত্ত্া এওনি নদীয নাভ' ঈনযানি এওিু স্বাত্ন্ত্র 
দানফ ওকয। ফাংরা ানকত্য েযচ ধীফয ভাকরাকদয ননকয় যম ওর ঈনযা যরঔা কয়কঙ ত্ায ভকধয 'নত্ত্া 
এওনি নদীয নাভ' ঈনযানি নযত্ভ। াাঁুরী ফাাঁকও যমভন, নত্ত্াক এওনি নফকল ঞ্চকরয চীফন নঘে 
ধযা কড। ভানুকলয নফো, অঘায-ফযফায, ঐনত্য এগুনর যত্া এওিা ভয় নভে নফোক নযণত্ য়। 
ভকয়য কঙ্গ কঙ্গ নভে নফোকয নযফত্িন খকি। ভাকরাকদয নত্ত্াকও ননকয় যম নফোক ির ফাাঁধকত্া যআ 
নফোক পাির ধকয এফং ত্াযা নতু্ন যওাকনা  নফোকও অাঁওকড ধযকত্ ঘাআকঙ যমঔাকন যককর ত্াযা যফাঁকঘ 
োওায নধওায ায়। 
 
নগ্ৰও ুযাকণ যভনি নাকভ এও যদফীয ঈকেঔ ায়া মায়। ত্ায ওাননন ংনেপ্ত এফং ওরুণ। য নচযু় এয 
প্রেভ স্ত্রী এফং ত্ায ওাননী নযভানপ্ত খকি মঔন নচযু় ত্াকও ঈদযস্থ ওকয। নযনদকও 'যভনি' ব্দনি 
এওনি াধাযণ নফকলযদ ফকি, এফং ত্ায ধভি ফুনদ্ধভত্তা েফা তফলনয়ও জ্ঞান। ফযফানযও চীফকন এয ভূরয 
নযীভ। চীফকনয নবন্নধভিী নক্রয়াওকভি 'যভনি' দযওায য়। যওাকনা ভয় নানফকওয নফদযায় ওানযককযয 
নকল্প েফা মুদ্ধ ঘারনায় ত্ায স্থান যমভন স্বীওৃত্, যত্ভন ঙরঘাতু্নযকত্। নওন্তু নচযু় িাযা ঈদযস্থ যদফীয 
কঙ্গ চীফকনয ননশ্চয়ত্ায ভকধয াপরয চিন ওযায প্রাজ্ঞত্ায এও নননফড যমাক অকঙ। যমকতু্ নচযু় 
যভনিকও চভ ওকয যপকরকঙন যকতু্ য যদফ এফং শুকদয ভকধয ফকঘকয় ফুনদ্ধভান এফং দূযদিী। 
প্রঙ্গক্রকভ ফরা মায়, ঔুফ ঙ্গত্ ওাযকণআ ফীকযন্দ্র ঘক্রফত্িী ফকরকঙন -- "এওনি ফআ এও ফা এওানধও ফযনিয 
ওাকঙ নবন্নাে কয় কে যম কেি; এফং আনত্া যত্া অকর his knowledge of history এভন নয় যমন 
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আনত্া নাভও নননদিষ্ট যওাকনা নফদযা নঘযত্কয ননধিানযত্ কয় অকঙ যওাো,  ভুঔস্থ ওকয ননকরআ ত্া স্বত্আ 
নযণত্ কয় মাকফ জ্ঞাকন। . . . নফনবন্ন ফস্থান ম্ভফ মা নফনবন্ন নদওকও  ঈকন্মানঘত্ ওকয"৯ ( নংকন, ১৫)।  
স্বাবানফওবাকফআ প্রশ্ন কে, নভেরনচ নও আনত্াকয ভকত্াআ ভানফনফদযা মা ফযনি নফককল নযফত্িনীর?  
অভায ভকন য়,  ভাচত্ত্ত্ব, যাচনীনত্ আনত্া  নভেরনচ এও ধযকণয ানয হ্বপি এয ( Sapir Whorf ) 
'বানলও অকনেওত্া'  ত্কত্ত্বয ( Theory of Linguistic relativity ) ভকত্া যওাকনা ত্কত্ত্বয অত্ায় কড। 
 
এওনি নশুয ভকধয নুবূনত্য নফস্ভকয় যম কল্প ওাননন তত্নয য় ত্ায ভকধয অদি ত্য অকঙ; ওানফযও নত্যআ 
দািননও নত্যআ। নমনন নভে তত্নয ওকযন ওনফত্ায়, কল্প ফা ওানননকত্আ, অয যম কড, এআ দুআকয়য ভকধয 
এওচন নান্দননও নবজ্ঞত্াকও প্রওা ওকয, অয এওচন নবজ্ঞত্াকও ঈরনি ওকয অনন্দ ায়। অদি 
ত্য এওভাে জ্ঞাকনয কেআ ায়া ম্ভফ। এআ জ্ঞাকন ভকনয ফ নওঙুআ অকঙ এওযঙ্গ চনডত্; আননস্ট্ংট 
স্বজ্ঞাকফাকধ নভনরত্ কয় এও কয় ঈকয ঈেকত্ োকও, শুধু ফুনদ্ধ নদকয় জ্ঞাকনয ত্ত্ত্ব প্রনত্ষ্ঠা নয়। 
 
ওাফযকও এআ নককফ কণয ওযকর ফ ওাফযআ নভে প্রানণত্, এফং নভে প্রানণত্ ওনফত্াআ ওানফযও দিকনয স্থান 
যকত্ াকয। ত্া য অি ংনিয যফীন্দ্রনাকেয েুদ্র কাকনয রূ যাও েফা াাঁঘকা ৃষ্ঠায ওাননন যাও, 
প্রকত্যকওয ভকধযআ নভে ককড কে। নভকেয কঙ্গ চনডকয় োকও রূওোয স্বপ্ন এফং যরকচকন্ডয ওাননন  
আনত্াভুনঔত্া এআ নত্ননিয ঈৎনত্ত পযান্টান যেকও। পযান্টান ফযনিকত্ স্বকপ্নয ঙনফ। স্বকপ্নয ঙনফ ফকরআ 
ফাস্তফ চকৎ যেকও ানরকয় মায়, ওঔকনা ানযকয় মায়। পযান্টানয স্বপ্ন মঔন ধাযণা ায়,  বাফনায় ফক, ধভিীয় 
যফাকধয কঙ্গ এওত্া রাব ওযকত্ োকও ক্রভ এফং প্রত্ীকওয অকরা দুরকত্ োকও ফস্তু  ওল্পনায ঘাযধাকয, 
ত্ঔনআ ফিচনীনত্া  ফযানপ্তয নদকও এককায়। নভকেয ভধয একওেয চককত্য নফবা ায়া মায়, এআ ওাযকণআ 
নভে প্রাঘীন ভাওাফয, ুযাণ, ঈননলদ ধভিীয় ওাননন নওংফদনেয ভকধয রুনওকয় োকও। নভকেয ভকধয ওাননন, 
ওানননয ংকওত্, খিনায ত্াৎমি এফং ব্দ  ঙনফয প্রত্ীও নভক অকঙ। নভে ুযাকনা  ওাননন ফরয়কও 
অভাকদয যঘাকঔয াভকন স্ভযণ ওনযকয় যদয়। যাভায়ণ, ভাবাযত্,  ওযান্টাযকফনয যির, চাত্ও, অযফয যচনী 
এফং নওংফদনে আত্যানদয ভকধয নভকেয প্রবাফ রেয ওযা মায়। ভানুকলয ওল্পনা মঔন স্বকি ভত্িয াত্ার এওকঙ্গ 
খুকয যফডায়, যকেকে তদফনি  নফেচনীন খিনা ভানুলকও নফার ওকয যত্াকর, ভাওাকফযয ভকধয এআ 
নফেচাকনত্ও যফাকধয নস্তকত্বয চনযআ নভে যঔাকন ােিও কয় কে। 
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ভধুূদন যমভনবাকফ নভেকও ফযফায ওকযকঙন, যফীন্দ্রনাে অফায যআ দ্ধনত্ ফযফায ওকযননন। ভধুূদকনয 
নভকেয ওাননন  ঘনযকেয প্রায় ফ নওঙু ননকয় এওনি ূণি ফয়ফ ঙনফ ককড তু্কর যকাকন ংকীকত্য ত্াৎমি 
ঈভায ঙনফকত্ পুনিকয় তু্করকঙন। ভধুূদন যভখনাকদয ভকত্া ফকডা  ভাওাফয যঘনায় য যকল এওনি ভাে 
ফাকওযয ংনিকত্ এওনি ঈৎকপ্রোয় ভগ্ৰ ওাকফযয ভূর নফলয়ফস্তু  যানুবূনত্ ঘভনওকয় নদকয়কঙন' নফনচি 
প্রনত্ভা যমন দভী নদফক'১০( যায়, ২৩ )।  প্রনত্ভা নফচিকনয ওাননীয যবত্কয ভগ্ৰ চানত্য যফদনা  শ্রু, 
ধভিীয়  নুবূনত্য কূঢ়ত্া  নফো, ইেয  ভানুকলয কঙ্গ ম্পওি, ভানুকলয ভকধয যদফত্াকও াযাফায ওান্না, 
এআ ওান্নায় ভানুকলয যাকচয় নি  অওাঙ্খায় নফেকফাধ এওকঙ্গ ঈদ্ভানত্ কয় কে।  যফীন্দ্রনাে 
ুঙ্খানুুগঔ ফণিনায় মান না, নযােি কনও ভয় নুনস্থত্ োকও, এওনি ভাে কব্দয ননকদিক নুলঙ্গ 
োনরকয় ভকনাভকত্া নভে তত্নয ওযকত্ োকওন। 
 
যফীন্দ্রনাকেয কয কনকওআ নভকেয ফযফায ওকযকঙন ওাকফয। নওন্তু এআ ফিগ্ৰাী ফযাওত্ায েুধা ওাকফযয 
ভকধয যনআ। যফীন্দ্রনাে মঔন চীনফত্ নঙকরন ত্ঔন নিকচন্দ্ররার েীকযাদপ্রাদ নভে  ফযফায ওকযকঙন নেওআ 
নওন্তু ত্াাঁকদয নভে  ফিচনীনত্া ায়নন, ুযাকণয ভকত্া প্রাঘীন সূ্ত কয় অকঙ। ভন্মে যায় ওংকয ভকধয 
মুককাকমাকী বাফনা যভাকত্ যঘষ্টা ওকযকঙন, যমভন ওকযকঙন মানভনী যায় ত্াাঁয ঙনফয ভকধয। ানকত্যয যেকও 
নঘকে নভেকও ত্াাঁয যযাভানন্টওত্ায যকয অয ূণি  ঈন্নত্ ওকয তু্করকঙন ফনীন্দ্রনাে। ফনীন্দ্রনাে  
নন্দরাকরয ঙনফ মনদ অভযা ফনীন্দ্রনাকেয ঙনফ মনদ অভযা াাান যানঔ যদঔফ যম, দুচকনয যেকে নভকেয 
ফযাফায নবন্নবাকফআ। নল্পী তু্নরয ংওন যফাকধয ত্ীব্রত্ায় ফনীন্দ্রনাে সূ্থর ফস্তকও অগুকনয যকান ভধুয 
অকরায় দৃয যকয ভুূকত্ি রূােনযত্ ওযকত্ াকযন। নওন্তু নন্দরাকরয অাঁওা নঘকে পকভিয নেও চননত্ 
ওৃনত্ত্ব অকঙ, ঙনফয স্পষ্টত্া ঙানডকয় ঔুফ উকধ্বি অনাফা ঈেকত্ াকয না। ানকত্যয নভেকও যদঔকত্ কর 
নন্দরাকরয নঘকেয ভত্ যদঔা দযওায। 
 
ফন্ধযা  ঈফিযা এআ নভেকও বানগকয়আ এনরয়ি 'কডাচনভ' যঘনা ওকযকঙন ভগ্ৰ আঈকযাীয় ভাচ 
িবূনভওায়।  ঈফিযা নিয প্রত্ীওরূক ত্াআ ফৃনষ্ট, চর, ভাঙ, ভুদ্র, নদী অক; এয নফযীত্ ঙনফকত্ পুকি 
কে ােয, ভরুবূনভ  কযয নবড। যাাঁ - চন যাি 'অনাফা' ওাকফয নবমাকনয ভধয নদযয় ভানুকলয 
েকযয দভয মাোকওআ নফার যদকওাকরআ ভরুবূনভয প্রােকয াাকড নদীয যস্মাকত্য য নদকয় প্রত্ীনওত্ 
ওযকত্ ঘাআকঙন। োফও অভাকদয হৃদকয়য, কাকঙয ফুচ াত্ায ননকঘ যম দাাঁনডকয় অকঙ প্রাকণয ফুচ 
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যফদনায ভকত্া। এযআ নযরূ চকয়কয 'আঈনরন', াঈকন্ডয 'ওাকন্টাযচ' এফং র বাকরনযয 'াক' 
নবাক ওনফত্ায়। 
ফুদ্ধকদফ ফু 'ত্স্বী  ত্যনঙ্গনী' নািকও ঊলযৃকঙ্গয নভেকও যপ্রভ  কপ্রকভয ভকধয নয-নাযীয নভরকন 
পানিিনরনি ওান্ট ফা ঈফিযা নিকওআ প্রওা ওযকত্ যঘকয়কঙন। নাফৃনষ্ট যদক যম চর যনকভ এর  ঊলযৃকঙ্গয 
দািকণ, যআ চর ৃনেফীকও যূণি ওকয তু্করকঙ চাদুনিয এওাত্মত্ায়। অওাকয যম চর যনকভ অক 
ভানিকত্ ওরুণা ধাযায়, যআ তৃ্ষ্ণায  চরআ নত্ত্ায হৃদকয় যপ্রকভয ভকত্া ফনলিত্ কয়কঙ ঊলযৃকঙ্গয ভুগ্ধ 
দৃনষ্টকত্ চাদুয অকরাকত্। নাযী ঙাডা ৃনেফীকত্ যওাকনা ভানুকলয ভুনিয ম্ভাফনা যনআ, ংস্পিীন ঊনল নাযীয 
যঘাকঔয অকরায় যপ্রকভয স্পকি ূণি র, এআ ূণিত্ায ভকধয ত্ায াধনা; মত্নদন নাযীয হৃদকয়য এআ যফদনায 
কন্ধ ায়নন, ত্ত্নদন য ূণি য়নন। অকর, ফুদ্ধকদফ ফু ফৃনষ্টকও এআ দুআ ঈাকয় অকরায় ত্াৎমিভনণ্ডত্ 
ওকযকঙন। মনদ নভকেয ভকধয িকয় , এনরয়ি, যফীন্দ্রনাে  রকযন্স ত্কপ্রাত্বাকফ চনডকয় অকঙ, নফকল 
ওকয যফীন্দ্রনাকেয 'প্রনত্ত্া'য হুফহু ধ্বনন যানা মায় ংনিয ভকধয, ত্ফু ফুদ্ধকদফ ফু অধুননওত্ায যপ্রোিকও 
কঙ্গ ননকয় নত্নন ভাবাযকত্য ওানননকও কেিয ত্াৎমি নদকয়কঙন। ফুদ্ধকদফ ফু এনরয়কিয  নুওযকণ 
যওাযা একন ধভিীয় যফাকধয কঙ্গ নভেকও ংকমাক ওযকত্ ঘাআকঙন। 
 
অধুননও ফাংরা ওনফত্ায় যদন  নফকদন নভকেয ফযফায প্রঘুয। নফষু্ণ যদ'য ওনফত্ায় নভকেয ফযফায  
এনদকও ীলিস্থানীয়  ঐেমিভয়। এয কয নভকেয ফযফায চীফন দিকনয ত্ানককদ যওাকনা না যওাকনাবাকফ 
ফযফায ওকযকঙন। ফাংরায় ফহু প্রঘনরত্ নভে যফহুরা, োওুযভায ছুনর আত্যানদ। অনভ নফো ওনয, এওাকরয 
ফ ওনফআ যওাকনা না যওাকনা প্রওাকয যফহুরাকও নভকেয ংকওত্রূক ওাকচ রানককয়কঙন ওনফত্ায়। চীফনানন্দ 
যফহুরাকও যদকঔকঙন ফাংরা প্রওৃনত্য রূকৌন্দকমিয নিগ্ধ রূভয়ত্ায় নফবাকয় – 
 
" . . .  যফহুরা এওনদন কাগুকডয চকর যবরা ননকয় -- 
ওৃষ্ণা িাদীয যচাৎিা মঔন ভনযয়া যককঙ নদীয ঘযায় -- 
যানানর ধাকনয াক ংঔয েত্থ ফি যদকঔনঙর, ায়, 
যাভায নযভ কান শুকননঙর, -- এওনদন ভযায় নককয় 
নঙন্ন ঔঞ্জনায ভকত্া মঔন য যনকঘনঙর আকন্দ্রয বায়, 
ফাংরায নদী ভাে বাাঁিপুর খুগুকযয ভকত্া ত্ায যওাঁকদনঙর ায় "১১ ( যায়, ২৬ )। 
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চাভিান কীনত্নািযওায ফাককনয ত্াাঁয  ওাফযনািয ংকীকত্য ুকযয াাকময াংকওনত্ও বালায় এওনি চানত্য 
নভকেয ভধয নদকয় এওনি যদকয ভগ্ৰ ভানুকলয অা-অওাঙ্ক্ষাকও রূানয়ত্ ওযকত্ যঘকয়নঙকরন ভকঞ্চ। নত্নন 
যঘকয়নঙকরন নভকেয কঙ্গ চানত্ ফা যপাও এফং নল্পকও এওকঙ্গ ম্পনওিত্ ওযকত্। নগ্ৰও ট্রযাকচন য যেকে 
যদঔা মায়, নগ্ৰও নভকেয নফলয়  অনত্মও রূ নল্পভয় প্রওাক প্রত্যে। যিা নঘযওাকরয চনয ত্য যওননা 
এআ নভে কে ওনফয অদি ফস্তু।  এআ ফস্তু স্বকদীয়, এওিা চানত্য নাভীন ওনফত্া। ঈন্নত্ ংসৃ্কনত্য নফকল 
মুককয ভৎ ওনফযা মুক মুক ধকয এআফ নভে নতু্নবাকফ ফযফায ওকযন। নফোয়ন  অধুননওত্া যপ্রোকি 
ভকয়য কঙ্গ কঙ্গ ফনওঙু নতু্নবাকফ বাফনানঘোকও ত্বযানিত্ ওযকঙ। যগুনর নতু্নবাকফ অভযা ানকত্য 
ফযফায ওযনঙ। আকয়ি মঔন অআনয যরাওানকত্যয ভকধয চানত্য প্রাণ স্পন্দন ঔুাঁচকত্ ঘান, শুনকত্ ান, 
ত্াকও ওাকফয প্রওা ওযকত্ যঘষ্টা ওকযন, ত্ঔন ওনফ এআ অনদভ নঘেওল্পকওআ নভকেয ভকধয এফং 
যরাওানকত্যয কল্প ওনফত্ায় ধযকত্ যঘকয়কঙন। নত্নন ত্াাঁয ওনফত্ায় নঘযেন ত্য যদঔকত্ ান চানত্কত্ ত্তা 
প্রনত্ষ্ঠায ভাধযকভ। 
 
নভকেয ফযফাকয এওাকরয প্রায় ওকরআ ওকযকঙন ওনফত্ায়, ঈনযা এফং নািকও। নওন্তু এনরকয়কিয 
নভকেযফযফায নযকদয যেকও স্বত্ন্ত্র। যঔাকন ওাননন খিনা ঘনযকেয ঐওয ফা ংরগ্নত্া যনআ।  নত্নন যম নভে 
ফযফায ওকযন, ত্ায কঙ্গ কনও নভে মুি ওকযন, একত্ নভকেয ওাননন অরাদা য়, তফনঘে অক নওন্তু ফ 
নভকেয েননিনত্ ত্াৎমিকও  ঐওযূকে আনঙ্গত্ফ ওকয যত্াকরন। পরত্  ভকন য় নভেগুনর বাগা, িুওকযা, 
নফনেন্ন।  নওন্তু নত্নন বাগা নফনেন্ন নঘেওল্পগুনরকও ানচকয় ত্ায ভধয যেকও ভূর ত্যকও ঈদ্ধানযকত্ ওযকত্ 
যঘকয়কঙন। এনরয়কিয কডাচনভয ভূর নভে ঈনদ্ভদ চীফকনয ফন্ধযা  ঈফিযত্ায নভে, মায াকে যাক ানন, 
অনত্ত  ননয নভক যককঙ। ভৃতু্য  ুনচিন্ম নভক যককঙ এওকঙ্গ এফং ভস্ত ৃনেফীয নভে এয ভকধয 
মুি, পকর নফকে ঈনদ্ভদ চীফকনয ফিচনীনত্া রেনীয়। এআ ঈনদ্ভদ চীফকনয নভকেয কঙ্গ নিকযনয়া  যানর 
যগ্ৰআকরয নভে চুকড যদয়া কয়কঙ। দাকেয 'ন বাআন ওকভন ' যত্ নযকওয ন্ধওায যেকও ুনরুজ্জীফকনয 
ভধয নদকয় স্বকিীয় অকরায ঈত্তযকণ ওাননন। এঔাকন ভৃকত্য  ুনরুজ্জীফকনয ঔৃষ্টীয় ওানননয নুলঙ্গ অকঙ। 
এআ নফনঘেত্ায চনযআ নভকেয ফযফায ম্বকন্ধ নফভ্রানে অভাকদয ঘভনওত্ ওকয। নফনঘে নভকেয কঙ্গ নত্নন 
ফিদাআ েভ কয়কঙন এওাকরয ভানুকলয চীফন  ওাননন, ফাস্তফ য  নযকফ  ুনওকয় নদকত্। এনরয়ি 
একত্ািা চনিরবাকফ ত্াাঁয ওাকফয যদনঔকয়কঙন মা চকয় ত্াাঁয 'আঈনরন' গ্ৰকন্থ যদঔাকত্ াকযনন নওন্তু 
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এনরয়কিয ওাকঙ 'আঈনরন' অদি নককফ ঈদ্ভানত্ নঙর। মনদ যনর ত্াাঁয যাক ানন ওাকফয এত্িা 
চনিরবাকফ না কর ফত্িভাকনয কঙ্গ নগ্ৰকয ত্ীত্ নভে  প্রাঘীন ওাফয আনত্াকও এওকঙ্গ মুি ওকয 
তফনঘেয   নফস্তায অনকত্ যকযকঙন। এঔাকন এনরয়কিয 'কডাচনভ' য কঙ্গ াদৃয ওভ নয়। 
 
এনরয়কিয 'কডাচনভ' ওাকফযয নভে ফৃনষ্ট  যভখ। ভস্ত ওাব্ম ককড ঈকেকঙ ফৃনষ্ট নভকেয নযওল্পনায়। ৃনষ্ট  
ুনচিন্ম ধ্বংকয য প্রওৃনত্  চীফকন যমভন ত্য, যত্ভনন চীফে ভানফ চীফকন ভানুকলয হৃদকয়। 
ঊতু্ঘকক্রয ভকত্া প্রওৃনত্য  ধ্বং  ৃনষ্টয রীরা নদনযানেয ভকত্া ঈেকঙ নাভকঙ। ভানুকলয ফন্ধযা চীফকনয ভয় 
ফৃনষ্টয অনফবিাফ কয় ুনচিন্ম য়   ৃনষ্টয নঘযেনত্া ননকয় অক, যচনয ােুকয াাকডয ফুকও চকরয 
ধ্বনন,  ভরুবূনভ ফুকওয ঈয নাআনিংকককরয কান এওকঙ্গ যানাকত্ যঘকয়কঙন ওনফ। এনরয়ি ত্াাঁয 'কডাচনভ' 
ওাকফয  ত্াযয াধনায ওো ফকরকঙন। অভায নঙকন শুওকনা কডাচনভ, নওন্তু অনভ ত্ীকয ফক ভাঙ 
ধযকত্ ঘাআনঙ, ভাকঙয কঙ্গ ঈফিযা ৃনষ্টকও যভরাকত্ ঘাআনঙ। এগুনরয চনয দযওায াধনা  ভননীর নঘো। 
এআ ওনফত্ায শুরুকত্আ নভকেয অকভন, এআ নভকেয কঙ্গ ধভিীয় ুনরুজ্জীফন চনডত্ – 
 
April is the Cruellest month, breeding 
Lilacs out of the dead land, mixing 
Memory and desire, Stirring 
Dull roots with spring rain. 
 

কনকওযআ ভকন কফ, যাক াননকয নভে গ্ৰীীয়, ত্া নয়। এনি নপননীয়। ঈনদ্ভদ যদফত্া ভানিয ঈফিযা নিয 
কঙ্গ এয যমাক। যাক ানন ত্াাঁয ূকফিয ঈনদ্ভদ যদফত্া যাকরআন  যভািকও ননফিানত্ ওকয নদকয়কঙন ত্াাঁয 
ফযাওত্ায়  প্রাযয। চানা মায়, কাঙ যেকও ত্াাঁয চন্ম এফং ত্াাঁয ভা ননকচকও কাকঙ রূােনযত্ ওকয 
নদকয়কঙন। এভননও যাক ানন এত্িাআ ুন্দয যম, ত্াাঁয যৌন্দকমি অকিানদকত্ ভুগ্ধ। ত্াাঁকও এওনি ফাকে ফন্ধ 
ওকয যযকঔ ভানিয ননকঘয যদফী যকিকপাকনয ওাকঙ যযকঔ যদন, এ ত্ি নঙর যকিকপাকন ঔুকর যদঔযফনা না 
ফাকেয নবত্কয ওী অকঙ, নওন্তু যওৌতূ্রফত্ যকিকপাকন ফােনি ঔুকর যদকঔ যাক াননকয যৌন্দমি ভুগ্ধ কয় 
মায়। এফং অকিানদকত্কও ফােনি নদকত্ স্বীওায ওকযন। এনি যল মিে িকন্দ্ব যৌঁঙায়, ভাধাকনয চনয দুআ 
যদফী নচঈকয ওাকঙ অকন। নচঈকয ননকদিক ঙ- ভা যাক ানন ভানিয ঈকয এফং ঙ- ভা ননকঘ 
োওকফন। যাক াননকও যদকঔ অকিানদকত্ এত্িাআ নফয কয় কডন যম, যল মিে ত্ায যপ্রকভ কড 
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মান। যাক ানন ফকেকও যফন নওাকয অনন্দ যকত্ন,  যচনয অকিানদকত্কও নওাকয যমকত্ ফাযণ 
ওকযনঙকরন নওন্তু যল মিে নওায ওযকত্ নককয়আ ফনয বারুও ত্াাঁকও যভকয যপকর। 
 
নফোনকত্য যশ্রষ্ঠ ট্রাকচন  এআ ভুূকত্ি ফরা যমকত্ াকয 'আনদকৌ' যও। নেফক আনদকৌকয যাচকত্ব াযা 
যদক ভাভাযী, ভৃতু্য, শুষ্কত্া, প্রাণীন ফন্ধযা চীফন, য য় না। নাযী কবিধাযকণ ফযেি, ফৃনষ্ট যনআ, ঘানযনদকও 
শুধু ভৃতু্য ঙনডযয় অকঙ। েুি ছড, অকন্দানরত্ য। যকও ূনয ওকয যদফায চনয েকযয নফফণি যদফত্া 
ভস্ত ভানুকলয ঈয ভূঙিায ভত্ন ঙডাকনা। নমনন ন্ধওায াত্াকরয যদফত্া এআ ভাভাযীয প্রাক্কাকর নত্নন 
মন্ত্রণায় াাওায ওযকঙন এফং নফরা ওকয ঘানযনদকও খুকয যফডাকেন। নওন্তু চীফকনয ধাাঁধায যয যওাোয় 
যল কফ, স্বককিয যকান ে যওাোয় ?  ভস্ত নেফ অচ ভরুবূনভ, যওাো প্রাকণয স্পি যনআ। একফযআ 
যওাকনা ভাধান যনআ, ঈত্তয যনআ । ভানুকলয বাকরাফাা, যি নওঙুআ যনআ, অকঙ শুধু েীন নচজ্ঞাা। 
 
আনদকৌ ননকচয াকআ নেফ প্রকদকও ভরুবূনভ তত্নয ওকযকঙ, ভাকয়য কঙ্গ স্বাভী নককফ ফাক, 
ভাত্ায ককবি ননকচয োকনয ঈৎাদকন, ননকচয নত্াকও ত্যা। আনদকৌ যম যদক চন্মগ্ৰণ ওকয য যদ 
যেকও ননফিানত্, ননকচয যদক নপকয এককঙ চানা নযঘয়  যয ন্ধওায ননকয়, নতৃ্ত্যায াক 
ননকচয াত্কও ওরুনলত্ ওকযকঙ এফং ননকচয যীয  অত্মা ওকযকঙ ননকচয ভাকয়য কঙ্গ যমৌনঙ্গকভ। ননকচয 
বাআ  বনকনী কয়কঙ ুেওনযা। আনদকৌক দ্ধত্য  ংওায নফেননয়কভয ওাঙ যেকও এক দূকয নযকয় 
ননকয় যককঙ। 
 
ত্াআকযনয়া এআ দৃয যদকঔকঙন, যচকনকঙন, নওন্তু এআ ভৃতু্য  ত্ন যেকও ফাাঁঘাফায ে ত্াাঁয চানা নঙর না। 
ত্াআ ত্াাঁয জ্ঞান বানয যফাছায ভকত্া যওননা এআ জ্ঞান যওাকনা ওাকচ অক না। েঘ যচায ওযা কে 
আনদকৌ এয জ্ঞানকও প্রওা ওযফায চনয ওাযণ নফকেয অাঁধায ঈকন্মানঘত্ কয় কে। ত্াকত্ ভানুল  চকৎ 
নবপ্ত ভকন য়। এআ নবা যেকও ভুনিয ে যনআ। এআ নবা যেকও ভুনিয চনয ইেকযয ওাকঙ 
প্রােিনা ওকযকঙন। যকািা নেফফাীকও আনদকৌ া  যাকধআ দূনলত্ ওকযকঙ। 
 
অনেককাকন নািকও ত্াআকযনয়া যআ এওআ ওো ফকরকঙন যক্রনকও। ভানুকলয দ্ধত্য  এওগুাঁকয়নভ, 
ংওায ভানুকলয যফাধ  ধাযণাকও ত্যা ওকয। যআ ে নদকয়আ ভানুকলয ধ্বং অকঙ, ত্াআ ভানুলকও নফনম্র 
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কত্ কফ, শ্রদ্ধা ওযকত্ নঔকত্ কফ। এআ ওাযকণআ ভানুকলয ধাযণা  যফাধকও প্রানযত্ ওযা অফযও ফকর 
অভায ভকন য়। ভানুকলয বুকরয ানস্ত যদফায চনয বকফাকনয ধ্বংওাযী াত্ দ্রুত্ যনকভ অক।যচনয 
যক্রন ফকরন -- অনভ ভকন ভকন বয় াআ  ; এিাআ ফকঘকয় যশ্রষ্ঠ ঈায় এওচকনয চীফকনয ভধয নদকয় যদঔা 
যম ননয়ভ প্রনত্নষ্ঠত্ অকঙ ; এআ ননয়ভকও রঙ্ঘন ওযকত্ াকয না; আনদকৌ  যক্রন ত্াাঁকদয চীফকন এআ 
ননয়ভ রঙ্ঘন ওকযনঙকরন ফকরআ,  ত্াাঁকদয চীফন নবপ্ত, ত্াাঁকদয যফাঁকঘ োওায ভকধযআ ধ্বং যনকভ এককঙ। 
অনেককাকন নািও যওাযাকয ভকত্াআ, ত্াআকযনয়াকয ফাণীয ভকত্াআ, এনরয়ি 'কডাচনভ'- য ভকধয ভুনিয 
কেয ঈায় যদকঔকঙন ভানুকলয হৃদকয়য ংমভ, দয়াযভকধয, ঈননলকদয ঈনিয ভকধয। এঔাকনআ নগ্ৰও  
বাযত্ীয় বযত্া  ংসৃ্কনত্য নভরন। 
 
' অনেককাকন ' এফং ' যাচা আনদাঈ ' নািকও ত্াআকযনয়া ন্ধ বনফলযিিা,  নত্নন েকযয অকরা 
যেকর ফনওঙু যদকঔন, চাকনন, যফাকছন। ত্াাঁয যফাকধ নত্নওার এও কয় যককঙ। নত্নন যওাকনা যদকয যাচায 
ধীন নয়, যাকাকরা  নচঈকয বি, স্বাধীন। অকযওনি ওানননকত্ অকঙ ত্াআকযনয়া এওনদন দুনি 
াকয ঙ্গভ যদঔকত্ ান এফং রানে নদকয় ত্া প্রায ওযায কঙ্গ কঙ্গ নত্নন নাযী কয় মান। এআ নফো 
ত্াকদয নঙর এফং অকস্ত অকস্ত নভে নফোক নযণত্ য়। মনদ ফত্িভান ভকয় নওঙুিা কর হ্রা যকয়কঙ। 
ত্াআকযনয়া নওঙুনদন কয এওআ দৃয যদঔকত্ ান, নত্নন এফায ুরুকল রূােনযত্ ন। ুত্যাং ত্াাঁয যদক 
এওআ কঙ্গ নাযী  ুরুল নফযাচ ওযকঙ,  ত্াকদয দুচকনযআ নবজ্ঞত্া ত্ায যীকয।  নি  নিভান 
এওাত্ম। নচঈচ  যযায ভধয নফফাদ ফাকধ, যমৌনঙ্গকভ নাযী  ুরুকলয ভকধয যও ফকঘকয় অনন্দ ায়, ত্াআ 
যযনয়াকও ভধযস্থত্া ওযকত্ ফরকর নত্নন ফকরন, নাযী যমৌনঙ্গকভ যফন অনন্দ ায়। এআ ওো শুকন যাকক  
যক্রাকধ যযা ত্াাঁকও ন্ধ ওকয যদন। েনত্ূযণ স্বরূ নচঈ ত্াাঁকও দীখি চীফন  বনফলযিাণীয নি ভিণ 
ওকযন। 
 
নভেরনচ এফং যপাও যওাকনা যদকয নওডকও ফুছকত্ াাময ওকয। ভানুকলয ভকধয যরাওংস্কায, যরাওনফো 
আত্যানদ মঔন কনওনদন ধকয চন্মায় ত্া এওিা ভয় নভে নফোক নযণত্ য়। এআ নফো ওঔকনা স্থায়ী নয়, 
নযফত্িনীর। ফাংরায াাান মনদ প্রনত্কফন যাকচযয নদকও ত্াওাআ যদঔকফা যম, নফ নফাকযয ফিানধও 
ূনচত্ যদফত্া। নফাকয ঙি ূচা প্রধান  ত্যে চননপ্রয় যরাও ঈৎফ। যৌযানণও  যরাওত্ানত্ত্বও 
ফযাঔযানুমায়ী ঙি যফ ফত্িভাকন অধুননওত্ায অোদকন ানরত্ য়। ঙি যফ েিাৎ ূমিূচায ধাযা 
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ুপ্রাঘীন। যরাওনফো র যম, ঙি যকফ ূমি ূচায যনফফায ঈফাক োওা, যাভ ওযা এফং রফন ঙাডা 
ঔাদয গ্ৰণ ওযকর াভুনি খকি। নওংফদনে নুাকয ঙি ব্রত্ যদফী ারন ওকযনঙকরন, মায ােী নঙকরন 
ূমিদী। ত্াআ ূমি ূচায নুলকঙ্গ যদফী বকফত্ী ফা ঙেী ভাত্ায ূচা প্রঘনরত্। লষ্ঠী নত্নেকত্ এআ যফ 
নুনষ্ঠত্ য় ফকর যদফী বকফত্ীকও লষ্ঠীভাত্া ফা লষ্ঠীকদফী রূক কণয ওযা কয় োকও। ওাযণ ুে ওাভনা  এআ 
ব্রকত্য নযত্ভ ঈকেয। লষ্ঠী ব্রত্ ফা ূমি ূচা যাচস্থান, গুচযাি এফং ভাযাকেয 'ভাখ প্তভী', 'যে প্তভী', 
'ঘরা প্তভী' এফং 'ুে প্তভী' নাকভ নবনত্। নশ্চভফকঙ্গ এআ ূমিূচা 'আতু্ব্রত্' নাকভ নযনঘত্। যভনীযা 
এআ ব্রকত্য অকয়াচন ওযায ঈকেয র, ুে োকনয ভঙ্গর ওাভনা, ুে রাব, ধনধানয  ুঔ-ভৃনদ্ধরাব। 
ভূরত্ এনি  নফাকযয প্রধান ঈৎফ। এঙাডা নফাকযয নফ ূচা, ীত্রা ূচা, ভাখ ভন্ডকরয ব্রত্, নচন য়া, 
ফাযভাা আত্যানদ ঈৎফ রেয ওযা মায়। 
 
নভারয় বাযত্ীয় ংসৃ্কনত্য প্রনত্বূ। এআ  ফিত্ভারায চনককাষ্ঠীয যরাওানত্য  ংসৃ্কনত্ ননঃকন্দক 
কনযভাভয়। বাযকত্য নযত্ভ াফিত্য যাচয র নভাঘর প্রকদ। নভারকয় ফহু চানত্য ংনভশ্রকণ এও ভুন্নত্ 
যরাওানত্য  ংসৃ্কনত্ ককড ঈকেকঙ। ত্কফ এওো ত্য যম, নভারয় ভূরত্ নযফযআ অরয়। যচনয এআ 
যাকচযয ননু্দকদয প্রধান ঈায করন নফ। এঔাকন নফনবন্ন যরাওকদফকদফী যদঔা মায় - ভাু, ভনভক, 
ফুর াং, তফচনাে প্রবৃনত্। ঔানওায নধফাীযা নকফয কযআ নিূচা প্রাঘীনওার যেকও ওকয অকঙ। 
নফকও ননকয় ত্াকদয নফো, ংসৃ্কনত্ ফআ ককড ঈকেকঙ। এআ নফো ত্াকদয চীফকন নভকে নযণত্ কয়কঙ। 
এঙাডা এআ যাকচয নফনবন্ন ঈচানত্য ফফা এফং ত্াকদয ননচস্ব যদফকদফী যকয়কঙ যমভন কেী ঈচানত্কদয 
প্রধান যদফত্া - তওরংক, ওুর ঈত্যওায ভরানা গ্ৰাকভয এওঙে যদফত্া করন - চাভরু। াঙ্গীয ঈচানত্কদয 
চাগ্ৰত্ যদফী করন - নভংখর, ভন্ডী যচরায ঘকঘযাি ভওুভা নধফাীকদয ূনচত্ যদফত্া করন - ওাভরু নাক, 
ওুরুয বয়াত্ ঞ্চকরয প্রনদ্ধ যদফত্া করন নাক ভণক ায। 
 
' াাঁুরী ফাাঁকওয ঈওো ' য ওাাকযযা নভকেয ভকধয ফফা ওকয। ত্াকদয তদননন্দন চীফকনয প্রনত্নি ভুূত্ি 
ফাফা োওুকযয নভে িাযা ননয়নন্ত্রত্। যআ নভে ক্রকভ যবকগ ডকত্ শুরু ওকয। ঈনযাকয শুরুকত্আ ওযারী 
ফাফাোওুকযয ফান ঘন্দ্রকফাডা ানি যভকয যপরায খিনায ভধয নদকয় নভে বাগকফয ধাযা রেয ওযা মায়। 
অরকফযয ওাভুযয নফঔযাত্ ঈনযা ' নভে প নদ ননপা ' -এ যদফত্াযা ননপাকও নঘযওার এওিা ােয 
াাকডয ঘূডায় ঈোকনায ানস্ত যদন, যমঔান যেকও ােযিা ননকচয বকযআ অফায ননকঘ কড মাকফ। এঔাকন 
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নগ্ৰও ুযাকণয কল্প যদঔা মায়। যাভাকযয ন নকত্ অকঙ, নবকদ অকঙ। নচঈকয যঘকয় ননকচকও যফন 
ঘারাও যবকফ ননপা ঘারানও ওযকত্ নককয়নঙর। ত্াআ ত্ায চীফকন নবকপ্ত নযণত্ য়। ওাভুয ওী 
ঘভৎওাযবাকফ নগ্ৰও ুযাণ ওাননন ননকয় ুযাকনা এফং অধুননওত্ায কঙ্গ নতু্ন ওানননয ফযাঔযা ওযকরন। 
যরঔও ফকরকঙন, ননপা মঔন ােয যেকর যত্াকর, ত্ঔন য ানভুকঔ যআ ওাচিা ওকয, এওিু অকক ওী 
খকিনঙর, এওিু কয ওী খিকফ, এিা ত্ায বাফনাকত্ যনআ । 
 
ােও ভাকেআ ফুছকত্ াকযন ননপা অভাযদয েিীন নায়ও। ত্ায অনি অয ননমিাত্কনয ভধয নদকয় 
নত্নন নায়ও। যদফত্াকদয প্রনত্ ত্ায ফজ্ঞা, ত্ায ভৃতু্যখৃণা, ত্ায চীফকনয অনি, ত্ায ফণিনীয় েিীন 
ানস্তয ওাযণ কয়নঙর।  প্রফকন্ধ অকরাঘনায় ' াাঁুরী ফাাঁকওয ঈওো ' যত্ যম যপ্রোি যনঘত্ কয়কঙ  
যঔাকন এওযওভ বাকফ যরাওচীফন  নভে নঘোনয়ত্ ওকযকঙন। অফায াাান যদন  নফকদন ানকত্যয  
অকরাঘনাকত্ অযএওযওভ বাকফ নভকেয বাগা কডায  ওযায প্রনক্রয়া যদঔা মায় ভকয়য কঙ্গ কঙ্গ নযফত্িন 
কত্। এঔাকন নতু্ন নতু্ন ফককিয ( Genre ) ূোত্ খিকঙ যওননা নযানও ত্াযাঙ্কয ফকন্দযাাধযায় 
এওযওভ বাকফ নভকেয ঈস্থানা পুনিকয় তু্করকঙন যঔান যেকও অফায যফীন্দ্রনাে, অযফযযচনী, ভাআকওর 
ভধুূদন, যেনয়য, নভল্টন, এনরয়ি আত্যানদ এাঁযা  নভেকও নানাযওভ বাকফ ফাস্তফানয়ত্ ওকযকঙন। এফং এাঁযা 
প্রকত্যকওআ ননচস্ব খিনায় স্বত্ন্ত্র। নভকেয কঙ্গ যত্া ভানুকলয যরাওংসৃ্কনত্, নফো, অঘায-ফযফায ফআ 
েবূিি। এাঁকদয নভে োওকঙ নওন্তু ভকয়য যপ্রোি নুমায়ী ফদকর মাকে। অযফযযচনী, ওযান্টাযকফনয 
যির, য ওাকভযকন নফনবন্ন ওেও নফনবন্ন বাকফআ কল্প ফরকঙ, অঔযান যওৌর ( Narrative Technic ) 
তত্নয কে। এঔাকন যযারাাঁ ফাকত্িয ' েযােৃগঔর ' ( Intertextuality )এযওো ফরা যমকত্ াকয 
যওননা এওিা াে ( Text ) তত্নয য় কনণত্ াকেয কমাকক এফং ফহু ােংসৃ্কনত্ যেকও। যওাকনা াে 
নননদিষ্ট এফং স্বয়ংমূ্পণি নয়। াকে ( Text ) অধুননওত্ায প্রবাফ ডায় নফো,  ংসৃ্কনত্ ফদকর নককয় নভকেয 
ফহুকওৌনণও ওণ্ঠস্বকযয ভাায খকিকঙ। প্রানঙ্গওবাকফ ফাঔনত্কনয '  ায়ারনচও আভানচকনন ' ফা ' াংরানও 
ওল্পনায ' ওো। ভানুকল ভানুকল ওীবাকফ অদান-প্রদান য়, এওচন ভানুল ফা ভানুলককাষ্ঠী ওীবাকফ ননকচকদয 
বাফনা, যফদনা, অকফক চানাকত্ াকয ত্াযআ ত্ত্ত্ব এআ ংরাফাদ ফা  ায়াকরানচচভ। এআ ৃনেফীকত্ ভানুকলয 
যওাকনা ঈচ্চাযণ নন:ঙ্গ নয়, ূফিাযীন নয়। 
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নবনচৎ যন ত্াাঁয 'নভে  যরাওাঘায ম্ভাফনা' প্রফকন্ধ নত্নন ফকরকঙন -- 'াধাযণ বাকফ ফরকত্ যককর নভে ফা 
যরাওওোয ফহুভানেও ফযফায অভাকদয ানকত্য এঔকনা ঔুফআ নতু্ন। ত্তয দকওয 'গ্ৰাকভ ঘকরা' ফযাাযিা 
নয কনও নওঙুয ভকত্া নল্প-ানকত্য এওিা রি ারি ওকযকঙ ভকন য়।.  .  . পকর নয 
ভাধযভগুকরায ভকত্া কল্প-ঈনযাক এওিা ফরম্বন অভযা ঔুাঁচকত্ যদকঔনঙ মা নেও আঈকযাীয় নয়'।  
ঈনযা, ওনফত্ায নবত্য নদকয় তত্নয য় নতু্ন নভে, মা ককড ঈেকত্ াাময ওকয তৃ্ত্ীয় নফকেয ননকফনও 
ফাস্তফত্া। যরঔকও নভেকও তত্নয ওকযন য এওনি নভেকও ূে নককফ ফযফায ওকয। অয এআ দুনিয 
নভকেয ভকধয যমাককতু্ ককড যত্ারায চনয যরঔও চাদুফাস্তফত্ায প্রকয়াক খিান। যমভন যদঔা মায়, রানত্ন 
অকভনযওায যনাকফর নফচয়ী ভাযওিকয ' ননঃঙ্গত্ায এও ফঙয ' ঈনযাক করৌনওও নফোকয ভাধযকভ 
নভকেয াভানয প্রকয়াক খিান এফং চাদু ফাস্তফত্ায নতু্ন নদকে যযঔা ঙ্কন ওযকরন। নবনচৎ যকনয 'যহু 
ঘণ্ডাকরয াড' ঈনযাকয ুকযা ওাননননিআ এভনবাকফ ফনণিত্ য়, যমন যওাকনা রূওো ফা যরাওওোয কল্প। 
ওাননননি  শুরু য় রুনফননয চফাননকত্, ত্ঔন যশ্রাত্া নঙর ত্ায নানত্ ানযফা। রুনফননয ওানননকত্ ক্রকভ 
নওংফদনে  আনত্া নভক যমকত্ োকও। যহু অয দনুয কঙ্গ যদঔা কয় মায় ীকত্ভ  চানভকযয।  
নওংফদনে ঘনযকেয কঙ্গ আনত্াকয ঘনযেকদয। নফচাত্ নশুকও যদকঔ ীকত্ভ মঔন ফকর কে 'যহু যহু', 
ত্ঔন আনত্া নওংফদনে কয় ঈেকত্ োকও। একেকে ফাঔনত্কনয 'নরকপানন' য রূ রেয ওযা মায়। 'নর' 
েিাৎ 'ফহু', 'যপানন' য ঈৎক অকঙ 'যপান' েিাৎ  'ধ্বনন' ফা 'স্বয'। েিাৎ ঈনযা র এওনি ফহু 
স্বযঙ্গনত্ভুরও নল্প -- যমঔাকন ফহু স্বাধীন  নভনশ্রত্ ওন্ঠস্বযযয ভাায খকি এফং ঈনযাক প্রানেও 
ভানুকলয ওণ্ঠস্বযআ এও এওনি স্বয়ংমূ্পণি ং। 
 
নভে েিাৎ খনীবূত্ নস্তকত্বয ন্ধান, চীফকনয নফনবন্ন স্তকয ঈনীত্ য়ায প্রয়া, নানানা গ্ৰনন্থকত্ 
চনচীফনকও ফাাঁধা, দুআ নফযীত্াত্মও ত্কন্ত্রয ভধযস্থত্া ওযায প্রকঘষ্টা। এবাকফ য়কত্া নফনবন্ন স্থাকন নফনবন্ন 
ওাকচয ভকধয নতু্ন এও যশ্রনণয নভে অনফসৃ্কত্ কফ মা চীফনকও ুনরুজ্জীনফত্ ওযকফ। নভে ওী ফযাায,  
যওাোয় ফনস্থত্, ভানফ চীফকনয ভাননঘকে যভািাভুনি যওাোয় ত্ায স্থান। এআফ ননকয় নানান যরাও নানান 
বনঙ্গকত্ অাঁওকত্ বাকরাফাকন। এঔাকন মা অাঁওা র এিা এওিা ধযণ। মাাঁকদয ঙন্দ করা না ত্াাঁযা ননশ্চয়আ 
নযবাকফ এাঁকও যদঔাকফন । নওন্তু বাফকত্ বাকরা রাকক যম, ত্া কত্ত্ব এওআ ৃনেফীয ভাননঘে অভযা নানান 
যীনত্কত্ অাঁওনঙ। এআ যম, বাফকত্ বাকরা রাকক এয ভাকন নও এআ যম অনভ ননঙওআ 'ৃনেফীিা এয' এযওভ 
এওিা দুভিয নভকেয নওায?  প্রশ্ন ঈকে, ৃনেফী ওী ত্াকর এও নয় ? নানা ভুননয নানা ভত্ করআ ওী চকৎ 
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িুওকযা িুওকযা কয় মায়?  এত্ ফড কমৌনিও ওো ফরায মুনি যওঈ যওঈ যদয় মা ত্া চানন। নওন্তু মাাঁযা 
এফ ফকরন ত্াাঁযা ওী ওঔকনা যবকফ যদকঔকঙন , মুনি ননকচআ এওিা নভে নওনা ? 

 
 
 
 
 
সূত্রনির্দে শ (References in Bengali)  

 

 “তারালঙ্কর সংখ্যা ”। ককারক সাহিতয হিকা ।ককাতা িইতিা ২০১৮, িুদ্রে।  

িত্যাাধযায়, তারালঙ্কর। িাাঁসুী িাাঁতকর উকথা । ককাতা: কিঙ্গ ািহলাসম, ১৩৫৪। িুদ্রে।  

িুতখ্াাধযায়, িানতিন্দ্র। উনযাতসর যৎহকহিৎ । ককাতা: িঙ্গীয় সাহিতয সংসদ, ২০১০। িুদ্রে।  

হসংি, উদয় নারায়ে এিং অঞ্জন কসন (সম্পাদনা। হিথ সাহিতয সংসৃ্কহত । ককাতা: গ্রন্থায় ািহলাসম, ১৯৯১।  

রায়, িাহেমক। কহিতার হিথ । ককাতা: ুস্তক হিহে, ১৯৮৮। িুদ্রে।  
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Introduction 

  
Insofar as one can judge by recent accounts in the media, it would not be amiss to presume that 

drama is still a powerful art form and has now been gaining more popularity in the four quarters 

of the globe. For example, one can adduce the fact that diverse Shakespearean plays are daily 

staged in countries well beyond their homeland, i.e. “all over the world” (Taylor and Bourus 3), 

while another may refer to “a remarkable resurgence of stage plays in China” (Cai 77), or point 

out that a fair number of drama festivals have been newly launched in Japan lately. 

Meanwhile, if one ponders on the reality that there are many other formats which can render a 

fictional story in a more believable and impressive fashion, it seems a little, if not much, odd that 

the venerable medium of aesthetic expression has not been consigned to a mediocre position 

heretofore. 

Abstract 
 
This essay has two aims: it tries, first, to demonstrate that there is an unignorable correlative 
relationship between the current resurgence in the popularity of stage plays and the meteoric rise of 
Speculative Materialism, a philosophical school led by Quentin Meillassoux, and, second, to elicit a 
useful insight for contemporary people who live in an era when the postmodern relativism has run 
into a snag. Concretely, the first part shows that any drama enjoins its audience to assent to the 
‘dramatic premise’, which is a set of implicit presuppositions. The second part analyzes the 
fundamental tenets of Speculative Materialism, and points out that there is a curious similitude 
between the ‘dramatic premise’ and the perspective which the new philosophy urges us to adopt. 
The last part concludes the discussion by proposing a possible worldview that can be drawn from 
the investigation into the similarity between the outwardly irrelevant items. 
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But, when taking a broader perspective, one would soon discover that the continuous demand in 

stage plays should not be assessed as an independent phenomenon unrelated to other cultural and 

intellectual trends. Actually, the resurgence of the theater is presumably relevant, or at least 

correlative to the revolutionary advent of Speculative Materialism, a philosophical school led by 

the contemporary French thinker Quentin Meillassoux. 

Below this paper attempts, first, to demonstrate the reason why the two items that appear remote 

from one another could be considered mutually corollary, and second, to elicit contemporaneous 

insight from the similitude between the philosophy and the „dramatic premise‟. 

1. Drama Grounded in the ‘Dramatic Premise’ 

Drama is, as Lockert observed, “the most enduring of literary forms” (509), and there have been 

innumerable essays in which individuals propounded their theories about the art. For instance, 

one can cite Aristotle‟s Poetics as one of the classical texts that handled drama; Tertullian is another 

ancient figure who advanced an influential discussion thereof. Amongst such works, articles to 

which we ought to pay eager attention are the one that was written by Alladyce Nicole in 1935 

and the thesis of Julia Eaton, because their arguments, produced in the times when visually 

recorded mediums were rapidly acquiring vogue, looks to have captured essential properties of 

drama as well as substantial differences between novel visual arts and the stage. 

By comparing features constituting the cinema and drama, the essay of the former explains that, 

when watching a film, people “carry into the picture-house prejudices deeply ingrained in our 

beings” (Nicole 75); put differently, the spectators of a movie forget, or at least tend to forget that 

they are viewing a succession of „fictional‟ incidents and assume the scenes unfolding before their 

eyes to be „real‟. Then, except for some metafictional productions, a work employing modern 

techniques like videography and cinematography usually seeks to efface the border between 

fiction and reality. 

In contrast, a stage play ordinarily aims to present a series of events “in bold theatric terms” (Nicole 

74; italics added). Fleshing out the case of Nicole, Eaton brings forward the argument that a 

theatrical piece categorically enjoins its audience to construe the occasions happening on the stage 

with “a set of implicit covenants which are not necessarily logical” (5). To express it more 

concretely, if one wants to appreciate a drama, he must agree to a number of presuppositions 

which are comparable to rituals—namely, conventions which are accepted “because they have 

been accepted” (Eaton 7). 

True, people interpreting any work of art have to take a certain number of such preconditions for 

granted; nevertheless, they are commonly deemed as negative evidence of inability to represent 
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reality as it is. Considering that the era during which drama had been the sole form which could 

present a story with actions of humans ended long ago, that the limitations of other mediums have 

been overcome one after another, and that the mimetic competence of TV and cinema today is 

much greater than that of drama, one would estimate it to be curious that the age-old modus 

which has more restraints and requires its audience to comply with many tacit protocols is now 

recovering the status. One prominent contemporary dramatist even professed that his work is “a 

ritual enactment” (Akhtar 10; italics added). 

So why do people continue to embrace such an art-form whose representational capacity seems 

severely bound by a network of „ritual‟ codes, or, more simply, the „dramatic premise‟? If one 

examines only matters relevant to drama, he won‟t solve the question. This is, as the following 

sections will show, an issue that should be assessed with a more extensive outlook; philosophy is 

probably one of the valuable lenses to investigate it. 

2. Speculative Materialism: The World is ‘Factual’ 

Incidentally, philosophy is, in general, held to be a detached intellectual activity that has little 

relevance to practical affairs of the real world, and philosophers are often counted as weird 

fellows always pondering over speculative, esoteric conceptions. Certainly, these censures have 

some validity; yet, as long as it is conducted by „live‟ humans, philosophical thoughts are 

essentially entwined with actual businesses of our societies, as Hegel once judiciously defined 

philosophy as “its own age apprehended in thought” (12; translation mine). In this sense, one can 

consider a predominant philosophical school to be reflective of the zeitgeist wherein it is 

produced. Additionally, philosophers are adept at abstracting and verbalizing what people 

vaguely intuit, as to which Merleau-Ponty once passed an incisive remark: “true philosophy 

consists in relearning to look at the world” (xxiii). Therefore, reviewing a leading philosophical 

thought enables one to gain a more accurate understanding of what people around him 

instinctively think and to analyze a cultural phenomenon from a bird‟s-eye standpoint. 

Hence this section dissects Meillassoux‟s Speculative Materialism since its rise has largely 

paralleled the rejuvenation of the vogue of stage plays. Being one of the sects of the philosophical 

movement Speculative Realism, it has made a considerable impact upon miscellaneous fields 

other than philosophy since Meillassoux revealed it in his After Finitude. One of the most 

outstanding hallmarks of the book is that therein the philosopher quite persuasively disproves the 

„principle of sufficient reason‟ which almost every modern person has taken as a given, nearly a-

priori law, and, replacing the old principle with “the principle of unreason”, which he pithily 

names “facticity”, contends that we should posit that the world has neither reason nor purpose; in 

other words, the existence of the world is merely “contingent” and “factual”, and thus has no 

absolute, God-like truth behind or underneath it (Meillassoux 50-81). 
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Deriving inspiration from the argument of Meillassoux and perceptively pointing out that 

Meillassoux didn‟t sufficiently discuss how one should see discrete things and specific 

phenomena in this contingent world defined by the principle of unreason, Masaya Chiba, a 

distinguished Japanese scholar, recently advanced a theory about how we should look upon them 

within the framework. First outlining his idea in figurative language, observing: “the unreason of 

the whole world, as it were, „echoes‟ in every part of the world”, Chiba, invoking Pierre 

Legendre‟s „Dogmatic Anthropology‟, puts forth an interesting averment: “the world is fabricated 

as a system of rituals which assume their form just because as they do”; and the expression „rituals‟ 

encompasses objects of any ontological level. (Chiba 58-60; italics added). 

One should not overlook the intriguing parallel between the „dramatic premise‟ to which the 

audience of a drama must assent and the perspective which Speculative Materialism urges us to 

adopt: both of them, like a ritual, prompt us to accept things and occurrences, whether they be on 

stage or in the tangible world, just as they are, i.e. as facts. Allowing for the fact that both drama 

and Speculative Materialism are seeing their rise concurrently right now, it would be improper of 

us to dismiss the correlation as a sheer nonsense; rather, we should regard this coincidence as 

reflecting an ongoing change in the reasoning framework of our contemporaries, who may begin 

noticing that poststructuralist „relativism‟ has, though having disseminated the invaluable notion 

of „diversity‟, struck a huge snag. 

Conclusion: Toward a ‘Dramatic’ Worldview 

Of course, one might deem it impetuous to link the two subjects only because they are becoming 

prominent simultaneously, and it isn‟t unlikely that the boom of one or both will soon wither; 

notwithstanding, it would be allowed to seek and experimentally tender a proposition to broaden 

our horizons from the view that existing things are „factual‟, as opposed to necessary. It seems that 

the similar orientation between Speculative Materialism and the „dramatic premise‟ can suggest a 

radical but effective way to coexist with other beings which is different from that which 

postmodernist relativism had hitherto proffered. Below is a sketchy proposal thereof. 

Relativism still retained the shadow of the final, unfathomable „truth‟ whence every interpretation 

is made; therefore, within the mindset, when one finds oneself at odds with someone over an 

issue, he would assume that either of their opinions/interpretations of the matter must be wrong. 

In lieu, the „dramatic premise‟ and Speculative Materialism recommend us to postulate that what 

each of us experiences are never subjective constructions, but „facts‟ by themselves, which means 

that each individual lives in one‟s own system of facts; to put it radically, every being lives in a 

different universe. Although one may denounce such an idea as hopeless nihilism, it is not. It 

makes us conscious that every one of us has no legitimate right to obtrude one‟s norms; instead, 

one ought to „invite‟ another to visit one‟s world. It will capacitate us to embrace others despite 
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that they live in a discrete world, and to welcome the surprise which they may spring. Quotidian 

as this conclusion might sound, the author of this paper here wants to „invite‟ you readers to 

reconsider the world and diverse things in it with the „dramatic‟ worldview. 
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